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Lowest KutI s
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to so*
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/
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IX) AN"

rent

improved

Oil

Harnesses,

3»l\

A)

folios,

lilanket

payment at

nsure

sa

right prices

etc.

terms

!Sor
CARRIAGE LINE am
vo* over a large atoek, both new rii<1 aecond
!
I for apot caah will aell for kigejween now and .January.1, 1S98.
and quickly done.
rtEI’ AIRING in all Ita branched
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Judge E.

is

*

holding

order, however, to accommodate memwho wish to attend the week-ofprayer prayer-meetings, tiie time of re-

/, .7 and

8t

couit

in-

St., Ellsworth, Me.

hearsalViJI he extended. Members who
tt^us necessarily lute are requested lo
be present, if possible, not later than 8.15.
Capt. O. A. Crockett has purchased the

f

are

ill

was

“Rocklaud" from ltie Boston &
She will
Bangor steamship company.
receive a thorough overhauling at Rockland before being put on the route.
f4he
The
may be tilted with a new wheel.
“Rockland” was built about fifteen years
steamer

Chase, of Bluehill, was, in

E.

Ellswort li Tuesday.
Hale

&

has

been

appointed

a

notary public in Portland.
Edward Sweeney, of Bangor, ia visiting
friends and relatives in this city.
There

will

be

circle supper at

a

ago to run
bor route.

the

Unitarian vestry this evening at 6o’clock.
Five candidates were baptized by Rev.
I. H. VV. Wnarff at tire Methodist church
Sunday.
will be a partial eclipse of
Friday evening, between 7.30

eci I

JStLL
Here

t^liUdARtS'

of

«re Rome

cost

I differ:

All-wmsl-Scecc-linc.l mderwear at
r
A Nice Beaver ovcrcjit at
A (iood UNer for

_»>()(*.
S.) i>0.
$5 00.

1 luivc everyI just menWitn thea«a samplca.
thing rl.r in the clthlng line at equally lowon
every sale.
price-. aa.l vet I mac something
that you
Don't
youraeUs inUi

foil

believhijg

>vniKer

The woman's relief corps of Win. li.
post will install officers Friday
afternoon.

COMPOlf

lose

i

o w i;

building,

i

Labinht 'mows
J4AKE

N*w Year's Presents

)ne Dozen

Y#UR FRIENDS.

FOR

j

(Jen.; 8. D. Wiggin, C. (i ; A. W
King, prelate; T. E. Hale, 8. W.; E. E.
Parker, J. W.; E. F. Robinson, treasurer;
M. 8. Smith, recorder.
The officers will
be installed Monday, .J in. 17.

sons,

Acadia chapter, Royal Arch, elected
officers Tuesday evening as follows.
E.
E. Parker, II. P.; J. A. Bowden, K.; H. L
Moore, S.; J. E. Parsons, treasurer; M. 8.
Smith, secretary ; J. W. Nealley, C. of 11 ;
A. K Cushman, P. 8 ; F. Carroll Biirrill,
R. A. C.; E. P. Kelley, M. F. V ; W. E.

Frame,

M. T.

Billington, sentry.

F. W.

After tin* election

the officers

in-

were

W. (ireely, past high priest,
assisted by T. E. Hale, as U. C. H.

by

stalled

A.

Tin; King’s Daughters society

held

its

meeting Monday evening. Officers
were elected for t be ensuing year as follows:
Miss M. A. Oreely, president ; Mrs.
E. E. Rowe, vice president, Mrs. Eunice
annual

Hilaries

ttie

Mrg.

public library

new

expressed great admiration

and

At the

ine

i'eiers.

worth

meeting

annual

council

of

of

Koval

the

Ells-

\rrnmim

Wednesday, officers were
follows: F. B. Aiken, regent;

held last
as

report, shows that the number of weeks
board of prisoners in 1897 was 391 5-7 as
compart d with 3771 in 1896. The number
of prisoners committed was eighty-nine
of w'ho n eighty-t hree were men and six
In 1896 there were sixty-six comwomen.

Clement has the contract

M.

f«>r

carrying the mail between the depot and
thy post-ulliee in Ellsworth.
ni. A. Carlton and wife and Mrs. Watson and son, of Sedgwick, were guests of
Sheriff Hooper and v\ ife to-day.
The annual meeting of Esoteric lodge
F. and A. M., will he
held Thursday

mitments,

of whom three

The crimes for which

wen

prison-

rs

women.

v t*re

com-

during the year were as follows:
Assault. •>: breaking and cult ring. 3; bastardy,! ; drunkeunt ss, P.♦; larceny,1 !. trespass, 3; debt, lb; erm by to animals, 2;
slander, 1. I'll re w ere t w eiily-t w o more
mitted

A full attendance is desired.

evening.

commitments

for

drunkenness

than

m

1896.

Esoteric lodge F. and A. M. worked the
evening.
degree la.-t Thursday
Tlie u*uh1 gastronomic exercises followed.

>1 AINK

SYMPHONY

CONrKKT.

Miss
corresponding secretary;
A Oreat Oi(‘ht*slrn, a Oreat Singer, it
Helen Adams, recording secretary; Miss
Oreat <oinluetor.
Agnes Lord, treasurer. The benevolent
A coriihinat ion of musical talent, will be
committee will be chosen at the next
! presented Rt Bangor next Tuesday evenmeeting of the society, when nominations
ing, Jan. 11, when the Maine Hvmphony
will be made by a special committee apBlauvelt, soprano, Kronold,
concert,
pointed for the purpose.
’cellist, and an orchestra of forty mem-

elected
W.

A.

Alexander, vice regent; A. W. King,
Capt. Charles Bowden, of t he schooner
Lejok lodge,
M., will hold its “Fair
I.
L.
Halman, sitting past
which was lost on (JeorgeA orator;
Wind”,
annual meeting and election of officers
regent; (). W. Tapley, secretary; F. A
banks Christmas Day, arrived home from
this evening.
J. 10. Parsons, treasHalifax Friday. His story of the wreck Coombs, collector;
The Shakespeare class has reorganized
W.
urer; C. 8. MoLearn, ehap'ain; .1.
1s substantially as reported in The Amerfor the winter, and met Monday with
Coughlin, guide; F. L. Mason, warden;
ican last week, except that the vessel did
T. 10. Brown, sentry; A. F. Burnham, S
Mrs. E. K. Hopkins.
not sink. She was badly iced up, and the
I). Wiggin, C. C. Burrill. trustees.
Ir was
(ieorge R. Fuller, of Southwest Harbor, crew was suffering from exposure.
The
voted to change night, of meeting to secwas in the city Tuesday, on business with
“Fair Wind” was sighted Tuesday of last
ond and fourt h Tuesdays of each month.
the county commissioners.
week by a steamer.
The Dirigo hose company eluh held its
Bradford B. McKenzie, who has been
The jail report of Smriff Hooper, apannual meeting Monday evening. Officers
in Dr. Lewis Hodgkins’office, has entered
pended to the county commissioners'

M.

Ellsworth, Me.

^ILL

Hopkins,

Arthur

turn.

it.

for

The literature club will meet with Mrs.
John A. Peters, jr., next Monday evening,
instead of Tuesday as usual.

;y.

[

Water St..

Mrs.

miu

visited

party

follows:

j

Swell,

Batcheler,

Dartmouth medical college.

>{,notjtlntj.

get -omothing

can

Har-

K.
l
coinmandery,
officers
Monday evening as
J. W. Neal ley, E. C.; J. E Pir

elected

F. and A.

for the money.

give goyd .vatpc

Bar

the

H. Rice

y.i^ below cost, but
smal]
marsin al,ove
u%r'ir>-

and

and

8 o’clock.
:

Bangor

the

on

Mrs. A. 1*. Wiswell entertained at
luncheon to day the following
ladies
from Bangor: Mrs. John A. Peters, the
Misses
Peters, Mrs. F. A.
Wilson,
Mrs. Thatcher,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Bowler,

There
moon

anklin

■

will
this
meet
Manning hall at 7.J0.

chorus

usual at

as

In

1

Frederick

satisfactory

and

81 e ]>a<j>

John H. Douglass of Marlboro,
Ellswortli Monday.
«
in

Whips, Mats,

-tt»
The public is cordially fir*ite< A,L.|I «» my place of
!!~fH 1*1 f R*R n,\Vw,!if
ROBES.
1 STABLE BLANKETS,
•ost line in the city of S^TRII
H,Ht
h
care on my recent business trip to
were
great
etc.
These
goods
kTS,
selq
he
beaten,
Id my prices cannot
York and Boston, bought for
fl" m>’ own make, Anfn SI I .TOILS and PENGS my *. -jr ;of 1 ht*
11
‘d fully warranted. It will be sold low for
ri thr..ugl»out in the best m«
and n fair cash
be balance.

news

W is well

Judge

IN

I.KH

Magazine.

Belfast.

.."tckboard Manufacturer,

am

evening

worth's Various Societies.

Blanquefort

bers

For other local

HEXltfe. DAVIS,
irriage, Sleigh

rate*.

Officers Elected and Installed In Ells-

the

Rev. C. E. Woodcock, pastor of t he Free
Baptist chuch in this y.ity, conducted a
very successful series of revival services
at North Orland last week.
Deep religious interest is reported.
Mr. Woodcock
will return to Nortli Orland again Tuesday to remain a few days.

biki

estnte

fur

here

ofJMr. Foster,
bringing

3tJbcrtisnnmts.

ELECTIONS.

MANY

left

to arrange for
interment.

The festival

Nkw Yokk :
r>
The s s McClure Co—McClure's

»

■MM

Tuesday

body

—

c|m>d--

--—~—

wkkk.

Gouldsboko
Fred Fernnld—Caution notice.

Foreign Companies.
i>'itihh irit/i Safe/;/.

ifonf;>ml

Reliable

this

aiivkhtinkmkmts

Fred M Rogers—Notice of foreclosure.
M .1 Drunuuey—Gn>ct rh s.
Miv (. I* Hutton—Gr enhouhC
Whitcomb. I'., ne- A Co
Partnership.
Hti.-ton A llaiiKi-i Steanirhip Co-Winter
I> F TriLou—Vari* ty ►tore.
Cl. Moran*—Pry goods.
It C Hodgkins— t onfeetloner.
LowH Friend A Co—Clothing,
cl A Hale—Stationery.
*’A W Greet y Jeweler.

hereabout twenty-five
four children. Cur-

Dut left

years ago. They have
tis It. Foster, brother
here

AGENTS,

ELLSWORTH,

Burrill Bank

Most

&

INSTANCE
Bi.J.'!,‘|

}ENeraL

Ellswohli,

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

bers will appear.
A special train

will return to Ellsworth
Rfter the concert. Following is the program tn^

:
PART I.

Haydn.

Third

Symphony.
lJuughtrr of the regiment,

.servai.-.

Hans Kronold.
Schumann.

Trailmerei,

Flirtation Waltz
Set ne and Aria “Traviata",
Madame Lillian l’> auvelt.

>!«'« k.

Verdi.

INTI-

I!Mis.sIoN,

I’AKT II
A
a

iii-er.
I

Overture to MasHHnirllo.
ii<line.
Andante Religiose,

j b Popper. Lavotle,
.1. Brown,
Hans Kroi.'ild.
C.
E.
second
foreman;
foreman; n Bizet. S -lection- from i* men.
Sinclair,
j
C. II. Iceland, clerk; .J. A. S'uart, treas- h W mi.T, Introduction t,,
Verdi. Bolero
-n-liian Ycsp.-rs,
urer; C. W. iOaton, financial secretary
Madame Lillian Blnavelr.
Five new memhers were admitted.
A
elected

were

follows:

as

C.

committee <»f five whs appo inted to draw
up const it lit ion and by-laws converting
he club into an athletic
association.
Tin- eluh will give its support to athlet icof all kinds.
After the business of t he
meeting hii oyster stew was served to
at<out fifty.

Monday night Win. H. H Bice post, G.
A. B., installed officers.
Before the installation

enjoyed

the

and

post

few

a

,J.

refreshments.

G

fri**

P'k-dih,

E.

11 o it in

id.
W

March from line •>:
It I HA I'M AN. < o

WIIO
Stolen

f

LOS 1

<»! ":■■■'
MU

III

oods Keruvered

■

Sheriff

oil

lint tile Ow

W.

F.

f

nr.

Hindi*-

made

Hawes house

M

I

11-

Missing.

er

Ih-puty
Fremont,

a

I'm;.

visit

Tinker's

rid

West
ttie

to

week,
is, including
last

found
l>ast commander, installed the officers,
some from Brooklin
Of Maiiel Monaghan’s singing at Sau- assisted
by M.S Smith as olficer of t tie
rvit-r
recent I v
‘The officers are a.» fi'lliia*) Georg1 I
Atnong t he goods found
the pastor of the
dav.
gus, Mt
.\.
*v\ Cuili.-,
deniiv tak m from some sum ner
E. K. Wilson, of Cherry field, who has
“To say .1* I lask el I, coin manner
..age.
Congregational church wrote:
VC ; B. F. Gray. J. V. C.; H. N. Jov,
been in town for a few days, was a guest
we
were
pleased is not qu ite t he w hole adjutant; A. B. Devereux, <^. M ; S V. Mr. dint hiiiks thev may liavt- come
from Shad / Nook, and the loss not yet
Her simph* and unaffected manat .he Nicolin club last Monday evening. truth.
Ke 11 tier, surg.; Irving 0-.go.xl, (). 1).; S.
I Srammoii, (). I i.; James L. Cook, rhapdisc >vered hy I he owner.
J. C. Emmons, of Boston, succeeds W. ner, clear, resonant tones, modest use of
VV
J. Connick,
'ain; M. S. Sm it h, S. M ;
and power captured the audiA nong the articles are two bed.-weads,
II. Holmes as manager of the branch j compass
It is our judgment that she is the W- M.S.
ence.
two mattroHse*-, two carpets, four mats
office of the Frank E. Baldwin Co., stock
most promising soprano w t* have heard
Offieers of Nokomis, Behekah lodge were and a st
ident-lamp. The mother' of the
here this season.”
brokers.
Among Miss Monang-\t
ghan’s recent engagements are the follow- installed Tuesday night by Mrs. Francis Haw es I rothers said t
Tin* proceeds of the dance at Eureka
Dav
(i
and ('ha:
to
I not
*uU sinTrinit\ chapel, Dee. 18;
Barker C. li.uner, of Bucksport, I>. 1). G. M
asing:
know v here t h»-\ got I hem.
I"
house
B.
Keith
and
tomorrow
are
for
F.
wife
hall, Bay-side,
evening
reception
sisted by
Mrs. Arey, of Bucksport, as
Dec. 22; Parker Memorial church .Ian. 2.
tin* hem fit of Lewis Thomas, the young
j Next Sunday she is to sing at the Copley grand marshal. Mrs. C ara McFarland, of
La lies' All-Wool Hose, 15c..
w
man
hose Itg was amputated about a
Ellsworth, as grand secretary and treassquare I'niiarian church; at Cliftondale
AT
and Mrs. Margaret P.
Logan a*'
year ago.
Jan. 9; hi Somerville a little later.
Miss urer.
C L MORANG'S.
The officers ari as folwarden.
Monaghan’s many friends here will he grand
One of the best
animal
G
lows:
Mr«.
HarriK.
G
M
iss
photographs pleased to learn that she is rapidly growiles, N.
;
Helen E. Bonsey, V. (i
Mrs. Annie A.
ever set n in El Is wort h is that of a k it ten,
ing in puhi ic favor.
Sbbrrtisnnrnts.
Springer, secretary ; Mrs. Lefitia Brown,
taken by Embi-rt Osgood recently.
The
treasurer; Mrs. Amanda [.eland, financial
photo js life size, ami the expression is1
KM Kl'TION AM) HALL
secretary; Mrs. Stella Gould, conductor;
Miss Florence Moore, warden. An oyster
perfect.
and

more

sto

third

VMES
J*<>r the lontj wintcifvcjust the J/n |
yiiiAgs
interest old and Mi
are

lust

haveItlifih’

I

now.

<

Haveyculn

latest.

he Klondike!

ilu»

f

“Look At Her Feet!’’

ipy

t the Yew Year
with

a

new

BLANK

set

This familiar exclamation

of ^,'l

may

1

the

b’

admiration

or^i.
i

or

in

different

very

ridicule.

latter

you

hear people say:

your

enough:

He

Look

come

to

iery,

things—

let it

mean

proud

when

Don’t

case.

shoes, and your feet will
somely and durably shod.

L1T°U
ool-books and Writing

two

the

It’s easy

jyti le

in the book-

everjthiDg

mean

at

her

me

feet!

for

your

be both hand-

uess
t MU

|

WALSHS, Ellsworth.
,1. A. HALE.

j

The

city

schools

attendance
last term.

The

opened Monday.
to

that

of

nearly up
At the North Ellsworth
is

In

are over

and

bargains

we are

in all

offer; ?

kinds of

Governor

high

DIARIES

jecially CHAMBER ETS,
of which at present
VERY FINE LINE.

we

‘ami

We

11
at

are

closing

make

t

F.

New Line,

Ellsworth,

SPECIAL SALE

SH,

H. CUSHMAN &
and

OF

Embal|ers,

CHOCOLM -COVERED
Wi ,NUT CREAMS

Street,
Maine.

)NEY TO LOAI.

BIDDING

LSWORTII LOAN AND
I
ASSOCIATION
money to loan on flrtt-class Sal eson the bailment
»ty, at 6 per cent
or
uly to II. W. COBhMAN,
President \

with Crushed Walnut Centres,

entertained last Saturday
Mrs. A. 1. Saunders at her rooms at the
American
house.
K-freshments were

itEMOVAJ

1 _j Candy

Pouifla^w has moved to tlufjonis
Harden A Co ’* store, recei tkn cute late J. V\
Coombs.
..

J

Telephone Con mi on. !

L. DOUGLASS, M. D.

Factory
ON

SATURDAY,
These goods will be
ternoon and evening.

JAN. 8.

dipped

on

Saturday af-

*

|
|

w

spared

ill i-e

to make it the

■‘♦•h-oii.

date

of

J. Sinclair, of Surry, and
of

its annual

concert

and

bull

street
ment

are

women

of tbe

Village

American’s

His

bere

to

K.

C

L.

Hopkins,

On

iggin.
arrangements

and

Fmery,J.

at

H.
the hall
!•. S. Lord, L.
—

J.
1.

LADIES' WARM (KIDDS
Lace

and

Congress,

$i.oo and $1.25.

Novelties—in

A “Boston"
makes

you
the

Frazier’s burse created quit*- an
excitement by running away Monday

or

"Pans"

u-efu* present

a

great variety.

Shopping Bag
at

t.i.-ie.

any

F. L.

horse,

Ttie

forenoon.

left

alone

frightened at the

square, became
started off at a

turning

in

the

ar-

Hint

store

When the
fastening.
opened in t tie morning both

was

cash

tills

counters.

nothing
break

found

were

Outside

was

was

by

bers.

He

shown

by

and

on

of

ttie

\V. OKI’.ri.V.
»• vknts.

c

Wednesday,

5,

Jhii.

at

6

p.

I'niturian vestry.

supper at

Circle

in

Tickets,

15

cents.

Tuesday afternoon,

.Jan.

11,

o'clock at ttie heme of Mrs. 1,.

A.

at

2.30

P-mery

-The tirst of h h *ries of eight or ten readings on “The Prophets” will be given.
Tickets for the course, £1.

Sfijmisnumts.

few

a

during the first part of
ttie slush was frozen,

before

and ttie miscreant
distance

door

about

A.

coppers
missed from the store. The

made

night,

the

on

strewn

were

essences

the

tie

t

ttie

was

tracked

peculiar print

blood

on

WEST

for

a

Until Feb. 1

some

we

of his rub-

hand,
the broken glass.

also carries

cut

as

shall

continue

to

offer

A Discount of

IsLEs WOK I'll.

George Glass,

who

was

called

home

by

*20 per cent.

mother, returned to the
deaf and dumb school in Portland MonON Ol. K

day.
A party of Miss Claudia Seeds’young
friends met with her at her mot tic \s home
and

watched

ttie

old

year

out

and

ty-nine

were

present

;

thirty

Men

KNTIKI-. Slot K

Bo,s'

s.

OK

and Youths'

the

year in.
The Christian Endeavor society held a
consecration uniting at the Dollardt own
school-house Wednesday evening. Thirnew

answered at

CLOTHING,
HATS, CAPS,

furnishing

Goods and Mackintoshes,

roll-call.

Jan. 3.

1C

Remnants Reduced In Price
AT

Walsh’s Shoe Store.

\

want

F.

later.

Button,

anything
prices depend on

Silver Ware

goods.

—

pointed

*2.50 to *40.

'locks—*1.25 to |12.

Thursday.

Webber, who
have been visiting relatives here during
the past two weeks, returned to Bar Har-

A.

Phillips,
supper Dr G. A
Saunders, C. II Drummey, A. W. Greely,
J \V NeaI le> M esdaines A I Saunders,
W. Greely, C. H. Drummey, G. A.
A
Parcher, Miss M. F. Hopkins.
On accommodation and entertainment
II. J. Joy,
A W.Kmg, C. C. Burn
F. H. Gould. G. R. Cunningham.
be
will
Other subcommittees
apOn

j

Watches

the illness of his

A.

Men's Mittens, 19c.,
MOKainG‘3.

Alesdaims, L. A.

Hoi. ms,
Davis, F. W
Walsh, IL W. Cushman.

returned home.

AT

Mrs.

Misses Mattie ami Mamie

S. D. W

Mrs. James K.
will be rapid.
with her son, has

in

daughter,

and

Mrs. Irving Webber, who lias been visiting her mother here, returned to Bar

Peters, jr., A. P. Wiswell, F. K. Hopkins,

\^ho baa been

Bargain*

once

On decorations F. F. Robinson, I*. H.
S'ration. C. R Foster, I. L. Ha'mari. F.

his

Mrs. Lucille Foster, wife of Miller M.
Foster, of Greenwood, Mass., died Tuesday .morning after a long illness. Mrs.
Foster was about forty-seven years of age.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster formerly lived in

met at

A. I'. Wiswell, C. (’.
O’ invitations
Bui rill, H. F. Davis, J. B. Redman, J. A.
peters, jr., A. W. King, F. W. Hollins.

improve-

trust

general committee

[.pointed:

\\t

South

friends

Hastings

Mrs. L. C.

anil

following officers were
organized.
chosen: A. J*. Wiswell chairman, Charles
II. Drummey secretary, M. Gallert treas
The
u
following sub-committees

Penobscot
correspondent writes that Dr. George E.
Parsons, who has been very ill, is now

improving.

the

twenty gentle-

The

society.

The

select

for

The

benefit of the Park

for the

was

retire and

Robinson, Ji. W. Cushman.

Tuesday, February 1.
Mrs. L. A. Emery will give a series of
eight or ten readings on “The Prophets”
at her home Tuesday afternoons at 2 3*1
The
o’clock, beginning next Tuesday.
proceeds

appointed by

A committee
lo

I
1

HALLS.

The

congratulations.
The Eagle hook and ladder company,
not
in
wishing to run
opposition
to
on
the
governor’s
reception
W ashington's Birthday, has changed the

Parsons,

HOD GUKITsT S’

H LLSWOIM II

a general committee.
lively pace up the landing
following list was reported and road where he was caught. No damage
adopted: A. P. Wiswell, C. (Burrill, A. w as done.
I. Saunders, A. W. King, -J. F. Knowiton,
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j

be made

I

or

two, and

that

meal,

milk, that it is

some

a

can

an

used in

wonder

family. Here is one,
printed before, but

the average

which may have been

re-

neaped tablespoonfuls

j

spoonful
well

salt.

meal, U, teagriddle or spider

corn

Have

butiered, pour

in all

of

lbe

mixture,

and let it cook slow

side,

t urn

ly till brown on one
and brown on the other, serve

not, with buiter unlimited.
Johnny b akes—Johnny cakes

Corn meal

Speech.
Charity of speech is as divine a thing
action. To judge no one
as charity of
harshly, to misconceive no man's motive, to believe tilings are as they seem
to be until they are proved otherwise,
to temper judgment with mercy—surely this is quite as good as to build up
churches, establish asylums and found
Cliarits' of

colleges.
Unkind words do as much harm as
unkind deeds. Many a heart has been
•wounded beyond cure, many a reputa
tion has been stabbed to death by a few
little words. There is a charity which
consists in withholding words, in keeping back harsh judgments, in abstaining from speech if to speak is to condemn. Such charity hears the tale of
slander, but does not repeat it; listens
in silence, but forbears comment, then
locks the unpleasant secret up in the
very depths of the heart. Silence can
still rumor. It is speech that keeps a
story alive and lends it vigor.—Humane
Journal.
Proportion.
Religious beliefs and religious methods grow libeiiu just in proportion to
the enlightenment and the reasoning capacity of people. Harsh and narrow doctrines and “creeds out worn" retain their
hold in the soil of ignorance and superstition. The cause of liberal Christianity
is bound up with cause of popular eduIt goes hand in hand with the
cation.
progress of science, the advance in
knowledge, the growth in thought and
reason among men. Its extent marks ti.fc
bounds of the full triumph of enlightI
enment.—Christian Register.

much

sour

milk,

as

is not

milk

Storm Stressed.
Hard

arc

Heavy

Thy lessons. Lord,

our cross, nor

are

to

we

learn;
strong.

And oft with weary hearts we turn
To Thee und a«k, How long, how long?
How long must we with every day
Wake to fresh knowledge of our grief
And from the heart's dumb sorrow pray
To Thee for quick relief?
are the waters, and our bark
Flies, rudderless, before the gale.
Tile pilot seems to sleep, and dark
Is the long night and torn the saiL

Deep

O Lord, hold out Thy beacon light!
Bid Thou tlie hungry waves be still
And guide our storm stressed boat aright
According to Thy will.
know whatever life
May bring before our course- is run,
Whether in sorrow, joy or strife,
lb is Thy will, not ours, lie done.
For well

we

—Philadelphia Ledger.

31G8T WHOLESOME MEALS. i proportion of one-third to two-thirds
| carbonaceous food. Fruits, again, may
be taken,if they agree—a baked banana,
Roarer Tells the Best Food for
baked
ia
or
apple,
peaches, pears,

I

rs.

Day.

Different Times of

In Ladies’ Home Journal Mrs. S. T.
Roarer writes at length to show that
Americans eat too
she does

not

much
to

want

meat, but says

be

understood

as

any of the very ripe sub-acid fruits.
“After the day’s work is over, and
can take time to rest and
thoroughly

one

meal, dinner should be served.

A

gest

a

uses

as

witn

as

ajid makes the

|
j

continued in the afternoon, should

dish when made

another

is

it

as

appetizing
be.

should

of

cream

with

soup,

whole

wheat bread, an omelet, some of the
lighter forms of nitrogenous food, in the

ictospaprrs.

News

and

Opinions

would

water

be

quantity,
ly, stiiring

an

average
the meal in very slow

Sprinkle

constantly and keep it boiling all the
time till well thickened, then set it back
to steam through a few minutes.
Serve
with milk, syrup or butter and molasses

a he

$6

with

a

The

Sunday, by

a

mail. $8

a

fashioned
Here is

dish

that

is

Sunday Newspaper

ift

contains all the
news of the week
and is mailed to any address for only
81 per year.

advertising
particulars address

rates

or

further

a

stir in

spoonful improves it.
Any of these recipes can be varied as to
seasoning to suit indivicual tastes, but
one thing is essential, to serve hot.
Ego.

a copy.

By

mail.

ROWELL,
Business Manager,
Federal St., Portland.

GEO. S.

$2

a

year.

Address TIIE SI'S, Sew York.

liked.

always

Scald l'_, quarts
good recipe:
cup meal, 1 egg, 1 teaspoon salt,
cup molasses, add two or
three tart apples quartered.
No spice is
needed, hut if one likes caraway, a tea-

milk,

Price 5c.

No. 197

—

McCLURb'-S MAGAZINE
EOR

COMING YEAR

THE

milk,
^ cup
cups
flour, 1 even teaspoonful cream
tartar, K teaspoonful soda, flavor with
sweet

cream,
sifted

2

nutmeg and lemon, add

a

even

pinch of salt

Bake in gem pans.

Travel
-The

usefulness

of

travel

constituted

for

lads

is

erally recognized

that it is not at

usual for

who wish to

parents

rightlj
so

gen-

all

give

un-

he*e reminiscences contain more imp1:' iil:--d war hist--ry than
oilier hook exce;
Government p ioacatioi s. Mr 1» a
was intimately associated with » inco n. bt.-nton, Grant, bherunu.,
and tlieother great nn-n of the Civil War. He had the i<-• li «ri. e
-t t:ie President and his great War Secreta:
,,n
y, and he w a-. n,-tn.in v
/riyat( missions to make important investigations in the
n. v.
The Eyes of :he (internment at the Front." Kverywhet through t: e
Lin- oln cal’ed him
:..--.-s art bits ot Secret History an
Rre>h PecoSest ions oj Great Men. 1 hese Reminiscence-, w
I
t»with many Rare an 1 I'npubiishtd War / ho.ojraphs trom the Government cullcciic u,
w:
!i now cot.tains over fe.oco negatives ot almost pi. e^ess value.
j
1 he Christm s McClure’s contained a complete Short Story___]
K
yard Kip ing entitled The 1 mbof His Ancestors,”
D|
IHVADn
if
IPl
IMP
i
ixUW I nnu MrLIIMU
J
et-ia clouded Tiger, an officer in the Indian
army, and
a
s
tribe. Wc have in hand also a .Ye:u Ballad, a
STORIF^
A rVCIV‘0
POFfV^
^
VnluO Ot
a ertul, grim, moving song of War Ships.
It will be superbly
illustrated. Mr. Kipling will be a frequent contributor.
“Rupert of Henizau,” the sequel to "The Trimmer
AMTUHMV nwrt
UPPC'C
f Zenda.'
rtii I nvli T
g
In sp.endid invention, in c'n ira- ters, in Ut -u.
1
sltuat,on<» 11 ,s *he noblest and most Stirling novel th..t
fyJEW
Anthony Hope has ever written.
Rudya>d Kipling, Robert Barr, Will,am Allen White,
/in MacKren, Octave Ikanet, Stephen Crane, and many
SHORT S TORIES BY
o-.ners, t e be>t story writers in the world, will contribute *
P.DCAT AIITUPDC
I
MU I riVJKO_
t-i McCLUKE’S duimg the coming year.
■**

>

••

j

_

"7

theii

every chance possible to increase ii:
wisdom to offer them the choice betweer

sons

tDl&UN Sa LA I to I

ledge.—Scribner's.
De licious
Shell half
Put

the

water;

a

of

kernels into
boil

for

h

English walnuts
a pint of boiling

minute.

Drain

anc

wit h stock; add a bay leaf, a few
celery tops and a slice of onion; cook
gently for twenty minutes; drain him
skim; chop tine; add half a teaspoonfu
of salt and a flash of cavenne. Spread becover

tween thin slices of buttered
bread Hiid
cut in any shape preferred.
.Serve these
with terrapin, lobster a la ^ewh*»rg, duck
salad or mock terrapin, which, by-theway, makes a very satisfactory and inexpensive hot dish f• »r an evening pait.v
supper—Mrs. S. T. Rarer in Ladies

Home Journal.
I

—-make

I

it
a

the

■

speed cf an express train. Making a Great
cope, by the most competent authority living. Iu>> a Kelvin, a character sketch and substance of j
uuversation with this eminent scientist cn unsolved problems of science.
brawn from fifteen years’ personal experience as brakeman. fire—TVj r~n a ■ « pA'a Hman and engineer, by Herbert H. Hamblin.
It is a narrative of
THE RAILROAD
rk, adventure, hazards, accidents and escapes and is as vivid
MAAI'C
I ICC
and dramatic as a piece ot fiction.
'I he

account oi this terrible fight written
arne from the lips of Two Moons, an

participant

in

down by Hamlin Garland
old Indian Chief who was

mat**

a

ami

*■.

The X vemte* Xam’will be civen fr-o with u .■ subscriptions. This number contains the
ng cii.ipters of D
*s
„,Sr rices, Mark Tv... n’s
Voyage from In a to South Atri-'?., the
unt of La sou s g: cat invent; n, and a mass ol
interesting matter r.nd illustrations*
-,

nth for It in s'lbm rihit
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Year

200 East 25tli Street, New Yurk
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'•lien,

Share*. *1 each; monthly
:ayment», * 1 per *hare.

Wednesday

y*AY

The patients of Dr. Thomas will be glad to
know that he has arranged professional visit#
; to KID worth every Tuesday at the Americas
| House, and to llluehlll every Wednesday at th«
Illuehl 1 House. There 1- no physician in the
United States better known than the doctor. His
cures are so numerous and often of such a mlI raculous nature that many writers have claimed
! that many of his cures were miracles. Dr.
Thomas* ability to tell a patient his di-ease#
without asking a question is as well established
a* that Dr. Thomas lives.
These visits ot the doctor will afford an excelleni opportunity lor many to consult ibis
eminent specia 1st dose to their homes.
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business conducted for Moderate Fees.
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can transact patent huslness in less time and at
LESS COST than those remote from Wash
tent
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ATTORNEY
AND

SELLOK AT

Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
lion.
We advise. If patentable or not, free o'
charge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
A book, “How to obtain Patents," with refer
ences to actual clients In your state,
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Contract and
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Its hou-ev, streets, means of travel, w uer supply, safeguards of 1 f,* and
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NEW YORK \
beauh, sports and pleasures—the cot d.ti ns of lite ot the jierfected city of
e
next centurv, by Col. George Y
Waring, Jr., Commissioner ot the
|M |QCA
Street-Cleaning Department of Nc w V ik.
Mark Twain contributes an article in his old manner, describing his
u
••uti in
V'Vi-- from indui
out h
MARK TWAIN
A/r:\ a. The illustrations art* by A. /'.
-1 Frost at l'eter Newell, an 1 areas droll and humorous as the article itse :.
Anilrde: His Balloon and his Ex edition, from materials furnish <1 by j
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adventure ai d endurance.
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md
iHP own stHe was c o t-red, tortured and finally escaped to I ha.
'on in tne Tar A
l'h** ;...:.ous explorer writes of the years he lived in regions far norm ot.
t.ie boundaries of nuim.ii ha* iuii.w.
The cm*.*r A c: ic explorer has written an art:cle on the possibilities of reaching
A1 Af ICCM
the North P !e on the methods that the next expeditt. n should adopt, and tbe
nAi'hOuN
import:.in i< ntific knowledge to be gained by an ex >ed tmi: cmi-it nine the
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are, the ocean currents, depths and temperature of the water, etc. Tins know .edge wtilbeol'the
gut.-test value to science.
1 u
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constant labor.
Mountains crotind to dust and the iron
extracted by magnetism. Tkt Fastest Skip. An article by
the inventor and constructor of ** Turbima,” a vessel that can
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spending several years in Europe or going
Each of us knowt
to college at home.
one or two men who have pursued education in t his way, and we are used to compare them with their college-bred coeval*
aud pass opinions as to which method ol
intellectual development resulted best.
Every year tiiere are lads who were
fitted for college and, perhaps, entered
but went abroad. To compare them sb
or eight,
or ten or twenty years latei
with their schoolmates who went on anc
took their college degree is, perhaps, t he
of the respective
most available test
efficiency of the two methods; and ii
to that
seems safe to say that, recording
test, t he educational fruits of travel anc
study abroad compare very well with the
products of the domestic tree of know-
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Gems—1 egg, 1 cup sugaj,
cup of flutter, good measure, 1 tablespoonful sour

~

the Specialist of Rational Medicine,

all the news,
direct tele-

the world.

part is the best served hot
without.
Baked Indian Pudding is an oldor
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and the fried
with syrup
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OB. E. 1 THOMAS,

85 per year by carrier or 84 by mail.
a month and see how you like it.
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wire in the office and the service of the Associated Press. Price
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graph

dash of vinegar,

“Ami what they could not eat that
The queen next morning tried,”
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m. to
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lrso-isos.
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mail.
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815,000.

offered, but it was in war times, an—
everything was high. She found it In p
facility offered Customers,
possible to get her small stock of flft *

served.’’
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BOTH.

some]

StbrrtiscmmtB.

Daily and Weekly.

CONTAINS

and

piece of whole wheat
or a water biscuit,
light dessert may be

a

anti

to find

found the hard 1 PRPL.US,
e,d part of her new business.
Twenty*? n»r hours from <> a.
five cents a pair for knitting mittens
lays from 9 to 12.

stick

simple

a

was

Connfy Savings Bani,

ADVERTISER.

ALONE

Daily

with

bread

Importance.

National

Daily, by

i’hen

a

to do

Here she

a

PORTLAND

OF

Have

boiling, not merely hot. sail to
ttaspoonful of salt to a quart of

a

cheese,

bread,

Ivt'tuspaprrs

water

taste;

of

thing

knit.

to

orrespondenco solicited.
pounds manufactured the first year,
Not riiscou/
P. WI8WKLL. Prr.id.nl,
part of it was returned.
, (V
O. K. Whiting, Pit. Prrtid.nl,
aged, she asked for another trial, and
Henitr w Cushman, Caihitr.
more stock, which were granted.
Bbe
DIHKCTUHS
again went to work to solicit knitters, JSWF.I.L,
S. K VVHITINO,
K II (jHKKLT,
and found one family of girls w
illing to
Kuqenk Hale.
take hold of it.
STHKKT.
From this time her knitters began to
ELLSWORTH. MK
increase in number; they sprang up everywhere; “the woods were full of them.”
As fast as material could be secured, willing hands appeared—to manufacture It.
ELLSWORTH. ME.
Every pair of mittens ran the gauntlet of
ItuMfneftM .Mnjr 1,
Mrs. Condon’s personal inspection, and
1873.
her goods proved satisfactory.
Orders
In this hank are hy law
exempt from

di-

warm

the

composed

good mixed with
nearly all sweet

required to correct the
cake dry and sawdusty.

Hasty Pudding
tije

be

all

The next

body

condemning meat entirely.

the soda

'trained and

What a price we would pay to be
released from the pangs of conscience!
We
It does “make cowards of us .all.
cannot fly from ourselves, and this
gives us an idea also of God's omnipresence, telling us nothing is concealed from Him nor is aught covered from
His sight. Let us listen to what conscience tells us is our duty and the will
of God, and thus shad’ we Ue at peace
with the Creator, ourselves and all
creatures.—American Hebrew.

31

she

are reland trial let us remember that “God is I
and go to ished by almost every one, hut every
our refuge and our strength
i
Housewife
has a different rule.
The
Him m the name of Christ.
Bible Headings. —Gen
xxii, 1 IS; foundation of all of them may be summed
Dan. xii, 10; Zech xiii, 9; Math, iv,
up in the old rhyme:
1-11; vi, 13; Mark i, 11-13; Luke iv,
Two pai ls of corn meal, one of flour,
Two parts sweet milk, one of sour;
1-14; xxii. 31, 32, 40; Rom. xn. 9; 1
Cor. x, 13; Gal vi, 1; Eph. vi, 10-18; and an egg for each
cup of milk is a good
Jas. i, 12, I Bet i. 6-9; Rev. iii, 21.
rule.

Faug* of Conscience.

MUST
tionai, hank

to be

I

to tons;
hey reached
ahways were

«

beef soup, stimulating rather than
Individually, nitrogenous, should form the beginning
of
(with
exception
pork of the meal. This may be followed by
peating.
and veal) in moderation, and toward the some
light entree, either of tish or vegeDew Drops—1 egg, 1 tablespoonful of
close of the day.
table, then the red meat, either boiled,
sour
milk with a pinch of soda, just
“From long experience,” she says, “I
broiled or roasted (never fried), with its
enough to sweeten it, 1 cup of sweet milk, have found that a
heavy morning’s work accompanying vegetable.
With beef
1 heaped teaspoonful sugar, 1 even teacan best be accomplished on a
breakfast
serve potatoes or macaroni as the
starchy
spoonfui salt, Va vup corn meal, V, cup
composed of a well-cooked cereal and food; with mutton or chicken, rice. A
liour scant measure, beat well, bHke in
fruit, with, perhaps, a cup of French green vegetable should be added for its
gem pans, in a quick oven; serve very
coffee, or cereal
offee, and a piece of salts, and ttiis may be onions or young
hot. This makes one gem pan full.
well-toasted whole wheat bread.
The
peas, beans, cauliflower or spinach.
uRlDDLE b akes— A nice griddle cake is
|
“The noonday meal, especially if work is
salad should follow, ami w ith it a tiny bit
! made with 2 »ggs, '2 cup sweet milk, 2

is original with the writer and worth

sin.

la

Ts.

egg

little of this wholesome article is

so
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WOMAlt*

S

Mrs.

I

little Indian

a

INDlISTKint

Abide Condon llm |j,,nt
Up ,i
r so plenteouH with
IliistiM'ss and a Fortune.
women of
every
One of the brightest
Women Who Know tho Liwg of Nature and Obey
examples of tli •iption—dainty women and stalwart
three P’s- push, perseverance and
en,
women and plain
pretty
TJuom May Live to CJ.-33n Old A^e.
pro-’
women,
perit.v—may be found in Mrs. Abb nimble women and untidy, women
l’inkham Say* When
Violate Nature’s Laws
t
ondon, of Penobscot, who for > ears hn1 the back wood*, and women from
Our Punishment 1* Pain—If We Continue
been carrying n h
large and prosperoi hriving hamlets each conveying her
to Neglect the Warning We Die.
i husiness.
Her
life adds a
brilMai 01,8 bundle of mittena to the Ahbie
chapter to I he r* cord of t he smart worn* Ion establishment, or her bundle of
has
Providence
allotted us each at least seventy ! of Maine, and
furnishes another pro< borne.
years in which to fulfill our mission in
that women, in husiness tact and
ability 1873 the business reached its height,
life, and it is generally our own fault if are not behind their rivals of
the oppi en hundred knitters, scattered over
we die prematurely.
owns of
I aite sex.
Penobscot, Orland, BucksNervous exhaustion invites disease.
Thirty-three years aro Mrs. Condo Cast ine, Blinhill, Surry, BronksThis statement is the positive truth.
started the knitting business at the Ba Sedgw ick and l>. « r I-b-. were daily
big Hie needh s in behalf of this inWhen everything becomes a burden
; on a small scale. She was the pioneer i v. The price of kniui. g declined
and you cannot walk a few blocks
this business in eastern
Maine, if not it ‘J5 to ti cent * h pair, and still the
without excessive fatigue, and you
A good knitter
the State.
Her means were small and sin ers decreased not
do up eight
break out into perspirations easily,
pairs in a day. Nearly
had no special training in business line
"
or
it* «q nvaleni in ladies’
money
and your face flushes, and you grow She was a bright
scholar, with a fair dis *liings was dm
scattered through
excited and shaky at the least provocasev* rat towns to
trict school education, hut what was bet
help women till
111 of f intiion and
and
cannot
and
to the pleas*
tion,
bear to be
ler still, possessed of
you
laige natural re »f civilization.
in
crossed
anything, you are in dan- sources, pluck that lights its way througt quite a number of years the knitger; your nerves have given out; you Hhd over difficulties, push that lievei ohs been done inanity' with machines
need building up at once ! To build
waits to be pushed, and a
,'ich Mrs. Condon has some sixty in
perseverauct ant use in
her factory and in the
that acts like a ceaslesa lever on
up woman's nervous system and retin s of her knitters.
M rs. I’ondon has
store woman s health, we know ot no Dexter or more inspiring medicine than
powers of the mind and body.
She re ed a
fortune, and ha*
Your ailment taken in time can be solved to build a fortune for herself witl d one of t he finest r» sidencesrecently
Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
in t his
n of
MNine.
thrown off, if neglected it will run on into great suffering and pain.
her ow n hands.
Mus. Lucy Goodwin, Holly, W. Va., says:
Ilere is an illustration.
She went
to Boston hikI applied to
I suffered with nervous prostration, faintness, all-gone feeling and palpiBanking.
ITstt & Co. for yarn to manufacture into
tati^n of the heart. I could not stand but a few moments at a time without
milieus. At first they gave her no euKstaklisiikp 18»*7.
having that terrible bearing-down sensation.
couragement. She called on another firm,
When I commenced taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound I
which gladly offered her 500
;
pounds as aj
108
and
could
not
sit
half
a
however.
I
only weighed
pounds,
starter. But not liking the
up
day; before,
appearance
had used a whole bottle. I was able to be about.. I took in all about three bot- I of this firm, as the members
were fortles of the Compound, and am entirely cured; now I weigh 131 pounds and feel
feigners, she returned to Pratt & Co. anc*.
like a new woman, stronger and better than ever in my life.”
; again asked for yarn. Mr. Pratt tiuallj'v
OF KLLSWOI5TH.
So it transpires that because of the virtues of Mrs. Pinkham’s wonderful i concluded to let her have
fifty pounds oiR.
a
even
sick
woman
can be cured and live to a green old
Compound,
very
trial. She took it home with her.
age.
ITAL STOCK.
850.000.

MEAL.

many nice dishes that

so

with
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Through
Christ we can go directly and boldly to
God for pardon and for help. In onr
hours of discouragement, temptation
us

regu

a

tntem't-d

American, is

in Hancock county

1
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n

make

to

the

lor

answer,

experience

of

ility

;
v

Tiik

<>t

hope

w<

•.

J!

v
!
In
th• rr in:.-d
v
r
t.r
;:rd e mi!
:i
faith, lr r also f!
lif tV i !*. r1 re w r.! 1 ! tr:, Is ami rptatii ns. l ilt there w «s also em-nunigenn nt and h< 1}* in t i.> eh: ra» ier of their
High lJrie>r. who was i. m iher than
.lesus the Sun of (hid. who had p:.-srd
into the heavi ns, and who was aide to
sympathize with them h cause lie heal
pass. d through tin ir experiences and
through whom tl.ev could come to the
throne of grace f< r pardon and t -r la
Tnese two >j i< mini facts -nr urage
(. :*ristians today to perscwr* in tin-a n
quest of their tempfatn ns.
Christians fday nn r t!ie salt:** tri*’*
and temptations as Christians < t a; >■
We need to have the
tolie days.
It we
warnings sounded m our ears
grow taint hearted and dis ouraged and
give up our taith. it we fall awav under severe temptations to Mil, we cannot escape, (bid s wi.nl will bring us to
W»- have also
judgment and to justice
the same encouragements. .Jesus, who
has a.-et ud» l mto heaven, is our gr»at
High Priest, able to sympathize with us
and able to help us.
1
We should be encouraged to resist
temptations’ because w* have the symWe
pathy of Christ, our High Priest
might suppose that Christ, being divine
and living m heaven,
might have
neither the inclination nor ability to
sympathize whh us, but not so. lie
passed through our experiences. “He
was tempted like as we are.
By Sadducees and Pharisees, by men and devils. Christ was tempted. The trials of
life fell heavily upon Him.
He knows
what we suffer and how we feel and
what we need and is, therefore, able to
sympathize with us. The sympathy of
finch a High Priest should be a great
When
encouragement and help to us.
fighting battles against temptation and
gin. we should remember that we are
not forsaken and alone, with no one caring what the result may be. The eye of
Him who died to save us from sin is
watching ns and sympathizing with us.
We should be encouraged to resist
2
temptation, because through our great
High Priest we can go boldly to God tor
mercy and help in time of need. God is

holding

&Ubcrti8rmmt8.
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KAMBI.INh THOUGHTS.
BY

“NEMO”.

as

at its
aca beyond, smile
stillness, send warnings of storms

changing

sunny
you

yourself

AtiKK’I'm »AIj Bt libKI IN.

A FAMOUS STORY.

Interesting

have seen, and counsel

strife wherein your past is done, j General Francis Marion of .South CnroYour fellow veterans arc moored beside ( ina was one of the heroes of romance of
[Cop y right*<1 l»y l>awe A Tabor.l
Revolution.
About no one
you, and cheer you with their brave •he American
If it
A happy New Year to you. hoys!
familiar shapes.
Together you liveagain )f the many conspicuous charnel ;*rs who
isn’t it might to he. If you are not happy in tender thought the varied voyage, look part in that active drama 1ms more of
Yet he.,
written.
just look within to »«e what ia wrong. together hail t he new-trimmed crafts t hat dory and of son;: 1.
The' fault must he there; for you have no pass outward on some unfinished quest, vns far from ! ■i.-.gof a romantic turn.
What
f- r hr was one of the plainest and
cares, no anxieties, no regrets.
rejoicing that they may gain fresh cour- ,iins- If.
D ’**-t prrjt t ical of men. Hilt such a fighter!
privileges you have to make you happy! age l*y seeing you safe sheltered after
Fully as much of truth as of poetry was
A home w ith all its comforts, leisure for j slur in, slid shoal, and strife.
i.
in this bit fp.m what was once tin*
i.ven
sport, holidays and merry makings.
all’*.
And now “Success to
far <!• li.iiiiatioti
patriotic southern
your school is made all motive, and learn- W lint tell tosuccetd? Is it in gain
Choolhoys:
Ask your fathers how lessons
refrain
vacuous
in
the
ing easy.
from
n,
Oar triad is few, hut true and tried,
Applause
hard and
1 i.
were t brsshed into t hem, how
Kiom tickle crowd-, who waste their Idle mar
()ut leader t. sink and 1
.ldicr liendilrs
The Eri ish
bike ocean waxes upon a rocK bound shore,
monotonous were their school-days, and
name
n
told.
n
Marmn's
Win
W hose finest lervor fades ns suddenly
then contrsHt your o.vn advantages. How
Marion was
This was literally a fact.
As docs the lull eyed sun from tropic sky?
grand, too, is your health!. You cannot
At
ol the whole Brit ish army
terror
the
Is it to gain great store of gathered gold
of
the
ami
the
sadness
even realize
gloom
me time the very mention of his name
That can for you earth's choicest gifts unfold
the
of
sick room, the weariness
dyspeptic,
put a force of 200 or 300 soldiers to rout
Hut brings no happiness to minds untaught
the hopelessness of the invalid.
Marion himself had on this occasion not
To use its wolidtou** powers ns they ought.
Which tempts loo long a stay In
pleasure’s more than a dozen men.
and
to
Year
lives the nearest
In Summerville. S
A happy New
you, girls
bowers
You and the boys have equal
surviving relative of General Marion, a
maidens!
Like bees In over lu-h of summer flowers?
great grandniece. Mrs. Frank Fishburne.
rights to happiness; but remember yours Nay, rather 'tis to take the Hie that’s given,
In her possession are many of tin* personal
are “woman’s rights”. 1
hope you will he And mould it to the pattern set by heaven
irricles ami other reminders of the famous
strong supporters of woman’s rights, and To train Its every possibility
general. Among them is a large oil paintthe equality of man and woman. Hut do "As ever In the lireat Taskmaster's eye"
of Marion in the act of dining the
To work and strive that others, son: distressed, ing
not forget that equality does not necesBrit i‘ h oiTicer on sweet potatoes, and sweet
Mnv, by your living, be forever blessed
You have the
sarily imply identity.
pot a os alone, under the shade of the
To shun no toll, nor y leld to adverse fate,
This hoary monarch of
mammoth oak.
right to learn ail tlist the hoys learn st Hut willing Ik; to labor and to wait
the Carolina forests is still standing at a
Id keep your motives pun- as sleeping lake.
school, to exercise your bodies ss they exI lolng each duty lor dear duly ’•* sake—
spot about nine miles from Summerv ille
ercise t heirs, to t rsvel, and observe, and Such Is the Ideal l»od nluiself will bless
ami just in the rear of Inglosido. an old
work, and rest as they do.
Hut, though Such are the attributes of true success.
colonial home belonging to the Parker
you do ail these tilings, do them ss
family.also distinguished in Revolutionary
tlie
distinction
KLL8WOIMH MAKKKIS.
women, lest forgetting
more
has
Nature herself
made, you gain
tion, despite the ravages made upon if hv
Wkdnksuay, January 5, Isos.
the relic hunter. A Chicago Record writer
than your rights and lose all your privWEIGHTS AN I* M KAMI NE»
PAINE LAW IKOARDINU
saw it but a short time ago.
utTKtrn.
A bushel of Liverpool sab shall weigh 60
After the defeat of the American army
salt
shall
of
Turks
Island
ami
a
bushel
So, may this year he happy for you; pounds,
and the death of I)e Kalb, Marion turned
weigh TO pounds.
happy because you realize that you are
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes. upon the enemy with the desperation of a
women, and that, like t heskillful general,
In good order and tit lor shipping, Is 60 pounds
No one dreamed that he
wounded tiger.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In could win.
you may win full many a tight in which
The odds were desperate.
good order ami lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds. How was it
you handle neither sword nor gun.
possible to bring victory out
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6o
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52 of such utter demoralization? Hut it was
and
rve
of carrots, Kngllsh turnips,
A fruitful New Year to all
done, as history shows.
youths^You pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buckIt was during one of Marion's bivouacs
are
On you she wheat, 4S pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
fortune's
favorites.
in the swamps of the Santee that the incishowers tier choicest gif is. You have the measure as by agreement.
He
dent of the potato dinner occurred.
heart of a child and he w ill of a man. Days
Country Produce.
was awaiting a ling of truce from the BritIteaus.
full of innocent happiness are behindjfjm.
ish at tienrgetown, so as to make arrangeImproved Yellow Kyc, per bush.2.50
Myriad pleasures open around (»£ou.
Pea, hand picked, per bu. 2.25 ments with reference to the exchange of
Golden visions lie before you.
Hope'rests Peas:
The hearer -»f the Hag was a
prisoners
of note.
He c uine to
upon your head; love is 11» your‘"eyes;
Improved, per bu (seed).2.50 young British officer
with the renowned lender,
conference
the
courage in your breast; the World is at
Butter.
with the most vividly colCreamery in;r tb.25 his mind filled
your feet, and for ) ou t here stretches now
I
Dairy .20 §.22 ored pictures as to his appearance and suran opening century.
! Cheese.
roundings. What, then, was his astonishSo may this yeifr he happy to you, hap- 1
Best factory (new) per lb .12§.16 ment on being conducted into the presence
Best dairy (new).15 of a small, swarthy, thin faced man. not
py, because your eyes are clear to recogDutch (Imported).90
nize your many gift*; happy (hat passion
only clad in homespun, but ragged homeKggs.
does not weaken your In art, nor affliction
And instead of the mngspun at that.
Fresh laid, per doz.28
nifieent army he had cx^R'cted to see there
hold you hack from high emprise; happy
May.
was comparatively but a handful of ragin your rich in her.lance of life, and in the
Best loose, per ton.10 §12
barefooted, sun tanned men and boys
wisd m nui to wa*ie its glorious fullness.
Baled...12 a D ged.
—

Straw.

T'iS
Loose
Baled.log 12

prosperous New Year to you, fathers!
have
thought your individuality
worth perpetuating, and have won an attribute who-e name belongs to God Himself.
You are an autocrat.
Wistful eyes
A

You

watch
eager
on

for

Beets, per bu
Cabbage,

yourself

second self

an

You

earthly

have provided
immortality, a

.03
.oh
1.00

Onions,
Potatoes, bu

your every look and word, and
minds strive to mould themselves

your character.

Vegetables.
.60 C arrots,

.02
.f6§.lo
.08g.'o
.50

< e erv,

Cranberries,
Turnips, bu

t«rof*erles.

Coffee—per

!b

liio,

I

Mocha,
Java,
Tea per
—

take up your ambition and
carry on your works of good or evil.
So, may this year he happy to you—to

.06 §.08
Blee, per !b
IMekles, pergal .40 §.60
35
Olives, per qt
.35-g 75
.33 Vinegar— per gal
.20
Pure elder,
.05
.40g.60 Cracked wheat,

.15§ 20

—

tb—

Japan,
.05
.25g.60 Oatmeal, per
Oolong,
Quaker rolled oats, .05
•Sugar per lb—
.C5
.06 Buckwheat,
(iranulaled,
( nffir
A A B,
.04
.05', tiraham,
.05
.04
Yellow, r
Bye meal,
oil—pergal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
.60 §.65
Linseed,
Havana,
.13
45
Porto Bleo,
Kerosene, per gal
.60
.15
Astral oil,
Svrup,
Maple syrup, qt .254.30

—many of them only 1and 11» years old.
At the close of the conference the officer

arose- to

depart.

“Oh., no. said Marion hospitably. “Do
We
not leave until you have had dinner.
Will you not share our
are about to dine.
dinner with us?”
The officer looked around, but saw no
preparation for n meal. Where could the
dinner be/
“Sit down,

sir,” said the general again
courteously and made room for him on
tlu* same extended bough >!' the t ree when*
he sat. Then to a negro boy wh * stood
■

near

he said

letters

from

Hancock

County Farmers.

the

v

least.
I prefer Leghorns, eit her pure bred
crossed with Plymouth Rocks.
The
pullets should he hatched early to insure
For food I
eggs when prices Hie high.
use barley, t
boiled and mixed with
a
little meal, raw heels Hint cabbages and
all the milk they want. The pens, like
best styles of churns, should have hut
few inside fixi ures. Th
nests should he
lie perches should he
single boxes, and
fl
111eiied
hi.,1
poles
placed on legs, so that
they will not he near the waiu of the
p* n. The nests and perches should he reAfter
placed by new ones, once a moni li
-.the
being left out of-doors h ft-w mo
old ones may he put hack. If this s
rn*
Hlld t he pens are kept clean, there w il I he
no trouble from In-c.
n
Careful alt
to details will do more to secure
t ban anyi hing else.
If. B. (IhA’i
or

urnfps

The last bulletin of the .stale hoard of

agriculture is

devoted

principally
poultry-raising, and

discussion of
tains

an unusual

to

a

con-

number of

very interesting letters from Hancock county farmers.
Below area few of them:
Skdowick
The poultry business gives
belli r i* turns than most other lints of
work on our Maine farms that are localed al consnlerable distance Irnm the
markets, provided that I lie business is
thoroughly understood, and eternal vigilance and care exercised 365 days in tne
1 tint! I he
year anti every fourth year 366.
business rt quirt a tne must constant work
of any nrai.in of tanning, and the man
Who Wants to attend tne grange InteliligM, dairy meet ings, farmt rs' insiitules,
fairs, horse (rots, etc 1 would advise to
keep out of the poult r.v business, for it is
very seldom that competent persons can
be nad to look after it in one’s absence;
nor can y ou give t tie hens a warm break
fast in I In* morn mg before daylight and
leave
hem until alter dark betore giving
them their supper, and have them do
well, fur Biddy wilt not eat or work in
tiiedark.
Mr. Baoheldcr, in bis insure
at
the tlairy meeting, laid
particular
stress upon rtgulurily
in
feeding the
dairy cow. Now 1 believe that applies
equally as well to the hen t usiness, for
any careful observer cannot have failed to
notice that the hens, instead of being off
about their work, are on the anxious seat
w hen it comes about feeding time, and
remain there until they are attended to.
As to breeds, every one to his fancy, but
for an all around business hen 1 don’t
think we have any breed that beats the

»

<

because you have

had

courage to
and confidence

—

1

—

1

—

'*

friendship of tbe t wo. They ought to tie
I- choosing
friends first, issi and always.
each ot her t here ought to hr the thought
('an wm always he
of companionship.
Are
we
and
comrades?
(‘omnaiiions
congou i til rrouu h t u It sure vn e .*• h-'!l not
af cr the
tiro of eacli ottf i’s society
novelty *»f being always together has
worn awwy?
The happest im-n ages are
vi-d mvii l.ili
liat
li
lha' him- |
tie < ares,
t
fr'« n I ship nil I* r ho st nit.
sorrow * a ini jo\ *« oi I t.o married 1 to.
...

<

-s

OKI,AND -Poultry raising I
have attended to only m a small way; have considered
he Pyniouth Rock one of the
tiest varie ties for egg raising, also f<»r the
market.
Have practiced feeding Ivvicea
day, in tiie morning giving them a mixture of iii.'hI and shorts in about mjiihI
proportions, well si-a'ded; with this I
nave mixed meat scraps, potatoes ami all
leavii gs from t lie table.
At night have
feti them generally a mixture of corn,
w heat, o«ts. et e
nia it aged to give ms great
a
taken pains
variety as
I hat
of
they have
supply
broken
w ll li ocetc
gravel,
rl. Believe tin*
casionally some ho lie
and roomy and
hen-house should tie
well lighted.
To lie well lighted I think
be
is of the greatest importance to keep
Have never experipoultry healthy.
mented with incubators, but several in
the neighborhood have, with fair sucWhen properly tnancess, as an average.
ag»*d, t tie ineuharor seems to he successful; the failures have been for the waul
of experience.
*
A H. Dresser.

iltucrtucir.cnts.

po»sihle^v4iave
Hf™V|taut.
clain^ *JT
^
warily

sillers Hint mothers we don't need intubators ami brooders unless the business is
to be conducted on a large scale.
I keep
my flock pure by buying a sitting of eggs
I rum some reliable breeder each
year, and
saving the cockerals to mate with my
best liens.
Much has been said about
raising turkeys, and no doubt they can be
grown successfully in many seciions of1
t fie Slate, but here on
he coast where we
have fog twenty-six days in the mouth,
in winch to rear the turkeys, and so
many foxes, coons and w ildcats to devour
What survive the business is hardly to be
encouraged. One thing needs to ue agi- |
taled and corrected before we can sue- ;
cessfully compete with the West m this
business, and that l- the freight rates,
which are higher from here to Boston
t hail I luy are from the West to Boston.
I have paid at the rate of >1N per ion for
freight on chickens, and 2 cents per dozen
on eggs, prices t hat will ruin any
business.
p. B. Friend.
Soi th Penobscot—My experience in
the poultry business iN very limited.
I
have a few light Brahmas, thirteen pullets, w hich are laying quite well.
They
were hatched May 15, and commenced to
I am feeding
lay the last of October.
them in the morning brown middlings
and Pratt’s food mixed, at noon refuse
from the table, at night whole barley or
corn one day, the next day
barley, meal
and potatoes mashed up together, thus
changing from day to day. Would it tie
a good cross to mate light Brahmas with
Plymouth Hocks?* lam not much acquainted with incubators, but if 1 were
a
hen I think I should like the obi WHy
the best, and I guess ll is about as well to
b-t nature have ils way part of the time.
In regard to stock fettling, I have never
fe<l for I he dairy, but huv<- bad some experience in raising beef oxen in years
past. My practice has been in raising
calves to let them suck t lie cow util 1 t hey
are from t> to tS weeks old. t hen take them
off and teach them to drink
skimmed
milk, and give them what hay *-r grass
they will eat up chan and a few oats or
1 think oats are the best
middlings.
provender for calves that you can get.
They will grow nicely on hay anil oats,
with a few roots.
Feed three times a
day when they will eat up clean. From
the time a calf is nine months old until
he is four years old, lie should be fed so
t hat he w ill gain t wo inches a mouth, or
Tne better you feed, the
nearly that.
better it will pay.
Never let a creature
makeorts; if cattle are fed on good hay
or poor, t hey should be fed so they
will
eat all
If they do not eat
up clean.
everything dean that you feed them,
you may make up your mind that someN. F. Norton.
thing is wrong.
Some very satisfactory results have been
obtained from such a cross, hut the breeder
must go hack again after that
But on i>eneral principles we prefer keeping the breeds
pure —Secretary.
Deer Isle In this town hut few make
a business of poultry raising, though almost every family keeps a Hock of hens,
other fowls receiving but little attention.

w uk

n a

rt

mi--

i"mni

ii*-

bulletin very much.
We have found I
every number very interesting and instructive reading, and full of useful ideas,
some of which we have adopted.
First,
in hu ild illg a pou 11 v bouse, on this plan;
32x13 feet, 9 feet posts iii f*-ont (on south
Hide) 31.. feet on hack side, with a olai
form 3 feet wide and 16 inches high on
the t>aek side and roosts 6 inches above
this.
We find this very convenient in
cleaning out. ami for trie heavy hens r*>
get onto.
They have t he room under t tie
platform. We made this into five pens,
wit h poultry net ting and hoards 18 inches
high to keep them from fighting. The
doors are so arranged as to pa-- from one
There
pen to another through the five.
are nests het ween the pint f 'Tm ami dom-.
W<
window in each pen on smith side.
find this a very convenient and warm
We shad keep shout 100 !
poultry house.
hens of white and
harred
Plymouth !
Rocks, white Leghorns and white Wysndottes. Shall sell (;f called tor) eggs for j
hatching. We find tlitse til*1 urns' n-eful
breeds for all purposes. We feed different
1
kinds of grain, veg**tH"les, etc.
We also
got the idea of the silo and its benefits.
We made one, filled it with corn, I lie best
crop we bad, and are now feeding the :
W* f*-*-u
contents with good results.
with meadow bay (blue j liul ), and a
I he cows ami I
small amount of gram.
We
ottier cattle are doing nieeiy on it.
intend to enlarge our silo mmi i.*-r v*-*»We shall look with interest for the return
of t tie bulletin.
t so.uan.
Jamks I

Women experience the
keenest enjoyment from a
perfect cup of tea.
The delightful flavor of

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas
makes them popular.
These Royal Gems of the
Kingdom of Tea are:
The Koh-i-noor, an English Breakfast tea, stimulating and invigorating.
The Orlotf, a Formosa
Oolong remarkable for its
delicious lilac flavor and

life-giving
The

power.

Orange

Ceylon and
noted for its

Pekoe,

a

India tea, is
rich, wine-like

body.
All grocers handle Chase
& Sanborn’s Package Teas.

One pound makes

over

200 cups.

Telegraphiug From Trains.

(rpurge V Trutt. ii funner telegraph
operatur, lias devised a system win m
will shortly be put in operation :i the
Pennsylvania railrmcl by wlneb cv; r.
train on tin* line will be lu umMi.iii
<

telegraphic
station

cum mini

ahead,

next

nation
aim

wita

when desir.

u

with th*‘ train dispatcher or any pr.bii
Lleemeal K<vi \v
telegraph station.
—

“Come, Tom, give us our dinner."
The boy raked from the ashes near by a
responsibility,
half dozen sweet potatoes roasted with
in your worth and in your good intentheir jackets on. He pinched them to see
tions.
if they were done.
Then, cleaning them,
partly by blowing on them with his breath
A bright New
Year to you, mothers.
I.iiiiiIht Hiitl Building Materials.
and partly by wiping them on the sleeve
Consciously or unconsciously, you have Lumber—per M—
c'lapboards—per M
of his shirt, he placed them upon a large
made the great sacrifice. You have risked
0011
Kxtra spruce,
24 §26
Hemlock,
of bark and set them between the
Hemlock
on § 11
17glS piece
spruce. No. 1,
pain, ..orrow, anxiety and death itself, i Spcuue, boards, 12 §16
C lear pine,
35§60 general and his guot
in the sacred hope of a Hebrew mother,
15.i20
Kxtra pine.
Sffrufe floor,
35§60
The young officer stared in astonishPine,
12§I5 Laths—per M
tiiat to you may fall the honor of bringment.
Could this really be the dinner of
Matched pine,
2.00
15§ls Spruce,
ing into the world some prince of peace. ■Shingles—per M
Nalls, per lb
.0|§.o6 the great Marion?
2
75
cask
160
said the general pleasantCement, per
“Come, sir.
Cedar, extra
That sacrifice was a
dedication.
Yo’
2 00 Lime, per cask
.85
clear,
with some amusement
the
are a priestess forever.
2d clear,
175 Brick, per M
7 §11 ly, noting
amazed
expression upon the face of his
extra one,
1 5o Whlte lead, pr lb .05§.08
So,
ay this >ear be happy to you;
No. 1,
1 25
You do not seem to be
guest, “fall to.
happy in the knowledge of your high
.75
scoots,
hungry.”
J
I 25
Spruce,
calling; happy in tlie discharge of its
Recovering his manners, the young
1 25
1
Hemlock,
officer helped himself to one of the potaholy duties; happy in the hope that your
Provisions.
but
made
a
at
eatconstant care may furnish to the world a
toes,
very |>oor attempt
.15 §.25 Tripe, per lb
.08
Steak, beef, lb
.09§.12 Honeycomb tripe,lb .10 ing.
being worthy to hand on the torch of Fresh pork,
tb
Lamb, lb
.08§.16
.12§.)4
“I
fear
such
as this doesn't tempt your
Ham,per
Turkeys are usually a failure, perhaps |
lofty deeds; happy in the thought that Veal, per tb
.08g.l6 Shoulder,
.09._i.10
from he dampness of t he sea air and t lie
said Marion again, “but it is
.08g.lt Mutton, per lb
Itoa-ts,
.06g.l0 appetite,”
you have forged another link in the chain
fog at the time when they Hre most ten- ,
the best we have.”
Beef, corned, tb .Utig.ns Poultry—per lb—
of love, whose clasp is held by God.
but whatever the cause, few care to 1
der;
.15
.12
to
astonishFowl,
the general's
tongue,
Suddenly,
take the risk of trying to raise them.
As I
.'>*
Salt pork, per tb
.15§.|H ment, the
hlekens,
young officer broke into laughtb
to
lard,
.08§.10
.18§.20
feed,
per
Turkeys,
nearly everyone has some peculiar !
A happy New Year to you, invalids.
ter.
tb
.10
.10
Pigs feet, per
Bologna,
ways of his ow n, but we find the sea food
Does happiness seem a mockery, and my
.10
Sausage,
“Why, wh it amuses you. sir:”
a
threat
belli, clams, mussels, etc., beintr
< ooked ham, tb
.16
“1 -was thinking, general, lmw our men
to obtain, and nothing is better to
easy
.14
Boneless ham.
would look if they had to sit down to such make hens lay.
For myself, I have never
know it is not ho; fur the same power
Fish.
found anything better than the cheap
a dinner as this!”
tiiat permitted the demon Pain to work
Salt—
Fresh—
wheat which is sometimes on the market
It
is
a first rati* dinner, indeed,” said
.05
Drveod,
his will with you, chained him to the j
Cod,
.1173.10
to go with other rations.
Hens need a|
.05
Haddock,
Pollock,
.043.05 the general, hungrily devouring ids potato.
angel Patience, and you will be happy in j Flounders,doz
variety and if fed on corn alone, as many
.30
Mackerel,
.IU3.I2
“lint surely, general, you usually have
.12
feed, will fatten too much. For layers, !
Halibut tins,
her lender councils.
Lobsters,
kij.12 better than t his;
For she whispers to |
the tirown Leghorn can hardly be ex.12
Halibut heads,
415
Pickerel,
you that ail is not in vain; that souls
“No,” said Marion decidedly, “this is celled, but the Plymouth link is liked |
C lams, «jt
.2<»
Boneless coo, .08 3.10
about the best. 'Generally wo have wer>e
Oyste -, .11
.403 75
Tongues and
here as an all round fowl. As to feed of
hungering t<> do good deeds love to min.35
.08 3-10
sounds,
Scallops, ijt
“Hut you get good pay?”
stock, there is no variation here from the
ister to you, and tnat from your agony
.10 Smoked
Smelts,
“Pay. sir? Pay, did you say? Well. usual custom. The large crop of hay w ill
.12 a.Id
.12
are borne into
Halibut,
he world pure self-denial
Halibut,
cause less mill feed to be u>ed, hut no
lien lug. box,
.25
sir, that is s .mething we don’t get at all.
and sweet compassion.
May, then, the
Finnan had die,
.10
No pay, and such a faro us this! Then oilier cnange will be made.
j
K. S. Warren.
breath of sympat hy ho stir for you during
Fuel,
in heaven's name, sir, for what are you j
Coal- per ton—
Wood—per cord
l.AMOINK
111 relat ion to sfoi*k feeding,,
this year, the sul leu vvat ers of a 111 :cl :on.
3 008000
0 25; light iug?”
Broken,
Dry hard,
i- raised in
Idl'e
coarse
but
fodder
very
that they break into tie laughter of a
“ror what are we fighting?” repeated
Dr soft,
0 25
2 00 3 5 50
Stove,
this town » X'-ept Fnglish and Hungarian,
0 25
Kgg,
Roundings per load
summer stream.
Marion, his «yes on fire. “Why. sir, for and a very little oat has.
Most farmers
025
Nut,
luifll 25
that dearer than life itself—for liberty!”
feed the II u ngarian ti rsi of all t lie fodders,
Blacksmith’s
0 00
A tranquil New Yrarto >ou, aged ones.
The eoiiver>ation between the young ami most get good results.
>.ir p"act ic
I- lour, (iraiii and Feed.
officer and Colonel Wat.>011, the Briti-h
\ ou have anchored in the harbor, and
was to feed it with an addition of three
bb—
.85
short*—bag—
1
1 Flour—per
or f..11 r
I’ll*- cows
»umis
of
< ieorgetown, on tlu* l-et urn
commander
at
gluten.
p
daily
<>0/.<•
An
M
i\.
d
*0
feed, bag
Straight*,
only wait t In- Master's call to land.
d not shrink in milk on being taken
M iddlings, bag .05 3LOO
St. Louis roller,
of tiie former from Marion’s ramp, has of- |
Meanwhi.'e the waters are calm around
0 0«» <_.0 5o
did
and
from
tm
good work.
pasture,
tell been quoted.
I Patents—
to tin- late platting season, tic
you. The anxious captain, and the busy
asked Colonel Watson, “do y.»u I).\iug
• 75
W inter wheat,
“Why,”
i
there
are
three in this
silos, ,,f which
sailors steep.the w carv helmsman s: retches
7 no
look so serious?”
spring wheat,
town, are probably not giving perftcl
iiis strained limbs.
Y 11 can
watch I ( orn meal, per bag
1 have cause, sir.
As far as the grain ration
satisfaction.
Corn, full weight per
“What! Has General Marion refused to
is concerned, can only tell what wean
.05
bag
• hit-.
We feed about eghteen
treat?”
ourselves.
Western,
doing
per
Sbbtrtisrmtnis.
divided
bu
.38
No,
pounds of mixed bay per day, of
tanl> a small feed
wit
wo
into
t
Hides and Tallow.
feeds,
“Well, has old Washington defeated
ley straw at noon. For grain we feed four
Hides—per tb—
Clinton and broken up our army?”
Tallow—per ?!>—
four
or
mixed
bran
feed,
.05 ‘j
pounds
.OH'
Ox,
pounds
Rough,
“Not that either.”
.03 >,
Cow,
.05-*
Tried,
gluten meal and one pound linseed meal,
“What, then?”
.05
We are aware,
Bull,
divided into two f< eds.
C alf skins, green
“Well, sir, it is that I have seen an
that this is not the cheapest ration, when
1
.25 3.75
American general and officers, without
viewed from the stand taken by F. S.
.50 3 fto
Pelts,
Adams in bis speech at the dairy meeting,
Lamb skins,
fay and almost without clothes, living on
.403.75
when he said we should nor buy any j
roots and drinking water, and all for libSeeds.
western feed, or at least corn or meat,
erty ! What chance have wo against such
2 00 Clover—per lb—
Herdsgrgas, bu
This
we think a little too sweeping, as
.18
.12 men?’
Redtop, per lb
Red,
many dairymen are so situated mat t lit 1
Uwn seed, per tt>
.18
.13
Alnlke,
Yes, what chance did time show them
proceeds of one-fourth of an acre of truck
I>rle<| Fruit.
to have?
Of such stuff were made the
w ill buy from one to t wo tons of western j
.10 heroes of that struggle which won for us
Figs,
.123.20 Tamarinds,
feed, an t with less labor tban lhe same
.10 Currants,
l>utes,
.08$. 12 the goodly heritage we enjoy today!
area of corn or gram could he produced.
.00
Raisins,
.1)83.1.5 Apples, -trlng
N. B. Young & Son.
General
Marion
was
born
the
same
year
.lu
Prunes,
.103.14 Apples, sliced
as Washington, 17!{2
His birthplace was
Note. \W un I'kT-t.I Mr \d:ims b» -ay Hint
I
imcnrii
meul
-li-*u1
purchased tor beding
Winyaw, near Georgetown, S. C. ilis d
Delicious Ginger Wafers.
.dry cow-, that Ilf -t inti teed could be raised
grandfather was a Huguenot; his mother in e.'iru tor the 1111 and other grains In aper
Ginger wafers may be made by cream- also was of French extraction. He died than it coul I be bought The purchasing ot a
certain atmuinl ot nitrogenous tr dns bec*-mes
ing a quarter of a pound of butter; add Feb. 27, 1795, and is buried at Belle Isle
a uee.e--iiy in most nt our dairies. —Secretary.
half a pound of brown sugar, one dessertin his native state.—Exchange.
Positively cured by these
spoonful of ground ginger, the grated
Hie questions sent out by
liLUbllll.i..
Little Pills.
Beat thorpeel Httd juice of one lemon.
the secretary, relating to stock feeding
Lion Taming.
then
half
a
add
of
flour
oughly;
pound
and poultry, seem to tit in together well,
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, and
a pint of golden syrup;
heat thorThere is said to be no art in so called
since cows and poultry make h good com
and
Too
Indigestion
Hearty Dating A per- oughly and'vigorously. Butter your pan, lion taming but the art of terrorism and bin At ion. No food will take the place,
fect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi- and spread the mixture in each a* thin as no rule but that of keeping the lions’
milk for fowls. The kind of pou |>yi'
possible and yet perfectly even and stomachs full and their minds cowed.
be kept depends largely on the location of
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue -mooth.
Bake in a rather brisk oven
the farm and the fancy of the person, but
There never has been and there never will
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
When they are partly done draw
lie pan
in
most
cases hens
kept for eggs w il
They to the oven door and roll each wafer into l>e an apjjeal made to the lion’s intelliyield a good protit. The average farmer
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
a tiny cylinder.
This must be done very gence, bruise the limited amount of that
does not have the time to spare, necessary
Then return them to the quality which he possesses iz on•‘•ire.lvdomSmall Pill.
to look after an incubator. The old hen
Small Dose. expeditiously.
oven until they become crisp aud brown.
inated by his ferocity.
can
*
iistmHy d'» »he work cheaper and ii
Small
Price.
—Ladies'
Home
Journal.
w ill be more satisfactory, to iue chiv.k.3 at
}

happy,

undertake

11 iis tm in I iiiifl Wile.

only relat ionship we can choose for
ourselveH is that of husband and wife.
Hut tlie basi* of true married life is the
The

—

Soap and Hilling

om-oncd.

It is said that a French me mist !
I read.
made a him snap which
tmneeessary the bluing in fh ! a : \
In ordinary soap lie incorporates.
‘i
lilti< n of aniline green in strong
acid. The alkali of the soap <■ n erthe green into blue.
A

Six

Story

House

r

t\ Generous

Loaf

!
/seems
I

For

Old building materials are cheap j:
Now York A six story, fireproof buildbit; was
ently sold fur $.*>, and a ten
story, brick business building went tor

110."

_

Fine

Work.

Vork watchmaker recently
accomplished the feat of drilling a hole
through a common pin from head to
A

Now

point.

_

designed in restoring the old
home of John and
Abigail Adam-, at
It

is

Quincy, Mass.,

to

preserve

for

future

his
Adam>uid
century ago John
J
bride began I heir In msek «•» -1 Mg.
Quincy \dams was txirn IIi*t** in 1767.
Fverything ui t'n- house t ar
••••n
has
rcrm*v**d. as
there original v
o Vf-e ng oUt
-:11
o
far as pro.<

1

*1

.rsr

*

a matter of course \
when you use Rob Roy
A gnu’rous flour—
Flour.
full of nutrition and all the
qualities that produce light,
wholesome, sweet-t as t i n g
bread, biscuits and rolls.
but a very poor cook
could get any but the best
results from using

!XROB
one ROY
FLOUR

generations a good example of the New
Kugland cottage of the lust <*miur>.
Iht'e less than two
The house is a
hundred years o'd, ami in it more than
a

\

I

Milled from the finest quali y winter wheat by the
1; test and best process in
tl e finest of modern mills.
\sk for i_i when novt vou’re oat
WH. A.

COOMBS,

('oh!wafer, Nirh.

■

I

■

M

0

■
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SICK HEADACHE

—

<

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
It soothes every ache, every bruise,

every' cramp, every irritation, every lameness, every
ever’ where, and
-peedily r«.!- v< ,u:d cure- every ailment caused by inflammation.
for INTERNAL, as much a** i-.XTKRN \I, use
It was originated in iSio, by I)r. A Johnson,
old Family Physician, lor bis own practice. Kvery Mother should have it iu the house.

swi

It
an

lliug

Send for

Cook “Treatment for Diseases” and Care of Sick Room, Free,
Signature and Directions are on every bottle. Price 35 cents; six $a.oo.
nr,,£2r»»t». 1. 6. JOHNSON & CO., 32 Custom House Street, Boston,

our

The Doctor’s

by

*'n

the powers of Europe in or towards
In other words, we have
China.
nothing to do with the relations of

<£l)e£UsuHutl) American.
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAj- JOURNAL

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

treaty rights

our

long
respected.

other nations

China and

PIIBI IRHEl*

are

as

so

At

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

The democrats and

BY THE

democrats

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. vv. Rollins, Editor ami Manager.

4

year; $1.00 for
Subscription Price—$2.00
six months; 50 cents for three months; 'f
75 ami 38 cents
In
advance,
$1.50,
paid “trictly
respectively. All arrearage** ire reckoned at
the rate of $2 per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

which he

furnishes

elected,

was

him, but
is

far

so

labor

be learned it

can

as

Some

wasted.

of

be
may
Wolcott

would-be mischief-makers
surprised when Senator

1898.

these

promised speech, explaining the trip of himself and his colleagues to Europe in behalf of inter-

makes his
The County Finances.
have
The county commissioners
completed their annual report of the

national

condition
of
Hancock
financial
county, and statement of tax for the

I

the financial interests of the county
have been well looked after during

the middle of

January.
the

Notwithstanding

wie
pleasing to note uiai
county debt has been entirely wiped
and a comfortable balance of
lb

efforts of

a

persistent

of the democratic

portion

press
prevent •contributions, the
President’s manly appeal for donato

nearly 86,000 remains to the credit
side of the county’s resources. The

tions for the relief of the poor Cubans,
who are suffering for the necessities

Iout,

balance of debt paid this year was
81,704.88, which makes 813,581.44 paid

by

of life

of the conditions

reason

on

the island and not for any faults of
their own, has touched the charitable

in the last three years.
Hancock county has

paid for its
handsome county buildings and the
burden has not been felt by the tax-

hearts of the country and substantial
relief is pouring into Cuba by every

payers.
The statement of the county treasurer, P w. Tapley, shows the total

made for Miss Clara Barton, president
of the American Red Cross, to go to

receipts to have been 836,625.97,
penditures 834, 872.45, ieaving a

hand of 81,753.52.
The statement of county tax for
1897 shows the total amount to be

ance on

of

Bluehill,

and

Ellsworth.

John

Mr.

P.

Hinckley,
Eldridge,

Richardson’s

tries have
hold in that

of

manufacturers of New

recently

of the blase newspaperman.

city of the histori-

cal Tisdale property on State street,
remodelled into a Bplendid public library building, and fitted throughout

been

The

cotton

England have
compelled to reduce
to meet the low prices

rapidly becoming

a

No wonder that

trying

abandon the free trade doc-

to

trine, since it is
even

rival in their lines.

the democrats are

no

a

date yet to be named. In
the building will be

be

probably

a

loud wail

among the democratic leaders when
the immigration bill, making an eduI

of its chief features,
passes Congress, as it is likely to do
That party has welcomed to its
soon.
cational test

ranks the

one

objectionable

classes of im-

migrants of the past few years, and
its

president promptly

vetoed the im-

migration bill of last Congress which

acted at

a

the meantime

open for inspection every afternoon,
and it is earnestly hoped that no one
will fail to visit it. Few who have not

than is attributed to any
other specific cause.
Thirteen cases
are attributed to domestic affliction,

very

early

date.

twelve to alcoholism.
A

of

December, and it is reasonably certain that, with the exception of the
present month, and possibly April,
when the heavy quarterly payments
on

account of

pensions

have to be

made, every month of the present fiscal year will show a surplus. It sho'dd
not be forgotten that the payments
made on account of the purchase of
the Union Pacific railroad were not in-:
eluded to make that December sur-

crease

common

space of
asked by

newspaper by the amount
some other publication.
It is a

law,

make it apparent that there is going
to be no necessity for further legislation on that subject in this session of

Congress and probably
yearH to

not

for many

come.

it has done under the operation of that bill as a law.
as

The simple, sensible currency plan
suggested by the President in his
'•usage to Congress continues to receive general commendation through-

Will

President
alive to the

McKinley is thoroughly
meaning of the present

attitude of the great powers of Europe towards China. He knows that
they are after commerce as well as

territory. The United States wants no
territory as far away as China, but it
does want to
keep the valuable
Chinese trade it already has and to add
to it, and, while not intending to get
mixed up in any European deals or
squabbles, it does intend to take whatever

steps that may be necessary to

protect American commercial interests in China. The United States has
treaty rights in China which

must

be

recognized by any -power that acquires territory by any means in that
country, and with that end solely in
view, the
are

President and his advisers

watching

every- move made

by

kindly

someone

parture, and most, of the family, with h
been
there
retinue of servants, have
j since. The most noted specialists in the
j country were employed. Miss Pul it z r’s
condition had improved so greatly that
his
Mr. Pulitzer intended leaving for
A special
winter home in a few nays.

Klondike. His

issued

possible,

of scarlet fever

hailed from
year
unbounded wealth is now

tors

tell

j

Instruction

July,

next

Boston

their annual

on

and has sent
extend

to

grievous complaints,

Harbor is

Bar

a

Bar Harbor wants her citizens reap the
benefit of this golden shower. But the
benefits

would

mutual;

be

the educators find

a

better

where could

place to spend

Later it
outing and their money?
that the committee was partially successful in its errand. The institute will not come to Bar Harbor next
has given promise that it
summer but
their
was

The

will

that
mu-

come

rice-throwers

PAGE

STUM
permits for
in

single

missed the

PE

or

iu tile mill

at the

A. W. Cushman & Son.
ELLSWORTH,

spaniel pup, light
each eye. Finder please
PUP—A
information
American office.
to

or

Spfiial Xc tires.
NOTICE.
MARTIN H. HAYNES and BKN.L B.
WHITCOMB are admitted as partners
in our firm from this date, Jan i, 1898. Our
city office in the future will be with B. B.
I Whitcomb in Peters block.
Whitcomb. Haynes & Co.

!

—2*-BUCKSPOIlT.

BEGIN

very busy man. Dr. K. V. Pierce,
of Buffalo, N Y. has found time In which to
write n great book of over a thousand pages entitled The People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser, in Plain English, or Medicine Simpllfled.
Few books prilled in the English language
have reached so gre tt a sale as lias this popular
work, over H80,0» 0 copies having been sold at
$150 each. The profits on this enormous sale
having repaid its author for the great amount
of labor and money expended on Its production he has now decided to give away, absolutely free, 50 ,000 copies of this valuable book, the
recipient ouly being required to mail to the
World’s Dispensary Medical Association, of
Buffalo. N. Y., of which company he is president, twenty one (21) one cent stamps, to cover
cost of mailing only, and the book will be sent
postpaid. It is a veritable medical library, comIt contains l,n08 la ge
plete In one volume.
pages, and over S00 illusrrations, some of them
in colors
The Free Edition is precisely the
same as that sold at $l 50 except only that the
books are bound lu strong nmnilla paper cov
It is not often that our
ers. Instead of cloth
readers have an opportunity to obtain a valuable book on such generous terms, and we predict that few will mDs availing themselves of
the unusual and liberal offer to which we have
called their attention
a

16th SEMI-ANNUAL

SALE

AT

C.

L.

MORANG’S.

water company,
at No.
Frank lin street
\. W. Cushman
A: Son’s store, will be
open every evening until Jan. lu, after tiiat oaie
Saturday evenings

1

keep

one

0. W. TAPLEY

it

that you buy of
continue to keep a

is
I

me.

the

WRITES ALL KINDS OF

j

old

AT

My

stand.
%

trade

is

creasing

constantly
because

I

in-

M. J. DRUMMEY,

FREEDOM ACADEMY.
Freedom, Me.
rPHIS Institution will here-opened Tuesday,
X
Mareli
1, 'i»K, to continue ten
1 he officers of this school have
nate in securing the service- of W.
school

Ellsworth.

Block,

Frank E. Baldwin Co.,
BROKERS,

sell them at the

\ltl> OF THANKS.

STOCK
Branch Office,

Boston. MaBB.
Giles Building,

require.

Elementary,

preparatory and commercial
taught Any who wl-h to learn
stenography and typewriting can have a competent teacher.
j. w. Libby, Sec’y.
work

will be

NOTICE.

WHEREAS my wife, Martha E. Grindle,
ft
has left my bed and
board, I forbid all
persons harboring or trusting her on
my acas I
count,
shall pay
ing after this date.

MAINE.

no

bills of her contractFrank B. Grindle.

Last Bluehill, Me., Dec.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
27, 1897.
Dealers In Stocks, Bonds, Grain and Provls
NOTICE.
Ions, for cash or carried on reasonable margins.
this date I shall pay no more bills
Upon application quotations wiM lie sent to
A 1 TER
*or
and any person trusting her
your address at the close of each day’s market I -4
n*)'
or
received
continually
by
private
business with her in any way,
transacting
Quotations
will not hud me
wi e and posted from 10 a m to H p. m.
responsible for her bills
Inquiries regarding investments in Railroad
F‘‘aiiAL1'Stocks, Government Bonds, etc., promptly an
Oouldsboro, Me., Jan. 1.

mk**11

s we red.

(West end Union river bridge,

weeks.
been fortuW. Rich, a

di-Uiigiiiahcd ai d well known teacher, who
will have such assl-iance
the needs of the

THE

RIGHT PRICES.

ELLSWORTH,

LOWEST RATES.
Manning

RIGHT GOODS
and

THE

keep

the

<

Myrtle Cart* desires publicly to thank
neighbor-and trleuds for favors given
her lu times of sorrow and trouble.
Brookliu, Jan. 3, 1898.

GROCERY STORE,
the

j
;

M r.-.
all her

GENERAL

at

I

Q

N

E

S

?

u

H

Telephone 22-2.
J. 0.

j

EMMONS, Manager.

Subscribe

for The American

«
A
n
T

C

E
ELLSWORTH and

Cushman, Supt.

PROPOSALS,
PROPOSALS for furnishing

fifteen (!.*>>
cords of merchantable, rifted bar i wood.
l' bei delivered at the Court House and
at the
Jail in Ellsworth, will be received at the store
of John P. Eldridge, in Ellsworth, until Tuesday, January 18, 1898.
Per order.
The County Commissioners
^or Hancock County.

I

resolu-

interest to

L. H.

on‘.v-

UKKKSIIOI'SE.

will be for your

CONSULT

N

j rT,HE office of the Ellsworth

Carnations, Callas, Roses,
Special Designs—Decorative Plants.
MRS. G. PTDUTTON’S

Right.

good

FOR

A

NOTICE TO WATER TAKERS,

Hyacinths,

form,

FALLS.

CONSERVATORIES

35acrttsntimts.

Among

quantities.

....

rpHE

tions you

small

over

send
Liberal re-

return

|

the

KINDS,

ELI.SWORTH

Host.

NOTICE OF 1NNHI, MEETING,
FI1HE annual meeting of the stockholders of
X the I’uion Shoe Manufacturing company !
; will he held ut the office of the company iii
Ellsworth, Maine, on the second Wednesday
1
of January. 1X98. to wit, on the 12th day of
j January, a. d. 1S98, at 7 o’clock p. m. for the
1
purposes:
j following
! 1st- To choose a board of directors for said
for the ensuing year.
| corporation
1
2d. To transac t any other business which
young man who climbed over the tender
The superior qualities of Moses* Flowers and
come before said meeting.
may
;
legally
of the engine, and at the next station the Floral Work are well known.
Dated at Ellsworth thi-27th dav of Decemcrowd made a rush for the engine.
The
The largest Floral plant in Eastern New Eng
ber, a. d. 1897.
A. W. Kino. Clerk.
train started just as they reached it, but laud
a
few scattering ^mndfuls of rice were
14 GREENHOUSES.
ANN I Al. MEETING.
The bombardment was not a
thrown.
annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan
20.000 FEET OF GLASS.
j
circumstance to that which had been preand Building association, for the elec- !
Estatdished for upward" of twenty years.
I X
tion
of
kill be held on Monday. Jan.
officers,
|
FKED’K H. MOSES,
o’clock, al the office of the asj 17, 189X, at 7.30
in First national bank building.
sociation,
Me.
Bucksport,
Henry W. Cushman, Secretary.

The New Year

or

%I.I.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.,

1>

HAVE TAKEN THE AGENCY FOR

musts

Soft Wood

large

DR.

that

delivered

Ill intro.

liver ills, biliousness, indiA pleasant laxative. All

FLOWERS!

or

at your homes.

—

a

yard

quantities.

ward.

The crowd

ELLSWORTH.

FOR SALE

In

PERMITS Blank
stum page
sale at Tiie American office,

GOULD.

BLOCK,

ERA

Dry

HAsK, .Manager,
Aiiblli n, Maine.

All.ROAD TIES—25,000 hemlock railroad
ties wanted.
\
Apply to Hoska B.
Phillips, Ellsworth, Me.

a

by

taken

was

last week.

HENRY

KRONOLD,

brown spot

but very embarrassing

well-intentioned
of

escape from

in

OF

icHsbrrtignnrnts.
to

means

(

*'

TOBACCO and CIGARS.

jfer Salt.

druggists.—A dvt.

in 1899.

The most novel

cure

N.

who smokes

OF

EXCURSION RATES ON THE RAILROAOS.
HO>lEK

limn

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.

Musicians.

HANS

«
h

BOX of CIGARS

The ta ented Violoncellist, will la* the solo
artists. A brilliant programme of symphony
and opera M.*le« lions will Ik* rendered
Next to
the Maine Festivals these Co» certs will l*e the
greatest Musical Events ever given in Maine.
AFTERNOON REHEAR* XL CONCERT at
2 30 especta l> for the children, at which fuller
ehestra will p ay, ami XI it Kronoi.D and other j
soloists will appear
All under 15 years of age
will he admitted to any part of the house tor 25
Tickets on sale at Box ;
certs; adults 5u cents
<Hlic'' at I p in Jan.11.
EVENING COM CRTS at 8 o'clock. Evening
price- £1 on, 7.V and 50c. Tickets for sale at
( Ity Hall Box Office on Ian 4. and on and alter
Jan.5at 'I H Andrews'in tide store, Main *t.,
Bangor, until 3 p m dav of concert, when they
can he procured at Auditorium Box Office

learned

Hood's Pills

a

BANGOR,

Most Brilliant Concert singer
America, ami

MR.

master

gestion, headaches.

i-4

MADAME LILLIAN BLAUVELT.

tyrants.—Burke.

Deafness Cannot In* Cured
by local applications as they cannot reach the
diseased portimi of the ear. There Is only one
way to cure deafness, and that 1- bv constitutional remedies.
Deafness *s caused bv an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When tills tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed, Dtafness is
the result, and unless the inflammatb n can be
taken out and this tube te.stored to its normal
condition, hearing will he destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused' by Catarrh,
which is nothing hut an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send tor
circulars free.
fc
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Soid by Druggists, 7V.
Hall’s 'Family Pills are the best.

outing

Skilled

appropriate purchase

by

TUESDAY, m. 11,1898.
40

Confectionery,

Am

R. CHAPMAN

AUDITOR IF >1.

He is happy whose circumstances suit
his temper, but he is more excellent who
can suit his temper to any circumstances.
Hume.

in-

Choice

j

Fruit, Nuts and the like.

(Director of the Maine Festivals),
make a tour of the Mate ami give
Grand Concert at

Will

continually losing our
comes.- Buskin.

Hre
our

Order the Assignee.

who now keeps the store so lont; occupied by the late J. W. Coombs, is
prepared to till every want that can
be supplied by

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

WILLIAM

1

the

invitation.

actuated

we

lesson when

EVENINGS.

COULD,

BANGOR.

GRAND ORCHESTRA

sic. and
1

by
feeling of
hospitality alone; there’s another motive,
and a praiseworthy one, too. The educators are expected to spend about $50,000;
not

Per

Maine Symphony OrcMrali

X.

Practice patience, I can tell you
requires nearly hs much patience as

committee to

a

the

OPEN

{

upon

THE NEWLY ORGANIZED

and
teaching both summer
Surely hii agent could hardly

from the minds of

snow.

of

that it treats

GRAND SYMPHONY CONCERT.

not

fant year before it saw its first sunrisethunder, lightning, wind, rain, hail and

entertain

printed, realizing

AUDITORIUM.

Wbile shame keeps its watch, virtue is
wholly extinguished in the heart,
nor will moderation
tie utterly exiled

to

The new-born year must have thought
Dame Nature anything but the gentle

to

“Woman’s Edition” of the West-

Amusement.

—

wants

in aril selected, and offers
opportunities for great bargains.
I)o not purchase before inspecting these
goods.
rare

Westfield, lnd.,

Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy. For family use it has no equal. 1 gladly recommend it.” 25 and 50-eent bottles for sale
by O. A. PARCHER, Druggist.

What one woman can do, as told in the
We fail to enjoy fully because we set up
story of Mrs. Abhy Condon, of Penobscot, false standards of appreciation. How few
of us ever get quite to the bottom of
should bean inspiration to many others. !
things, to t tie soul of t hings! H’/iife.

Harbor

This stock

ladies of

bronchitis that I have been able to find is

me

more.

Ellsworth.

family accompanied

matter of vital importance to their sex:
“The best remedy for croup, colds and

“The devil would rather start a fuss between a couple of Clod’s people thHii to
s**11 a drunkard a barrel of whiskey.”—

Elmer P. Spoflord, of Deer Isle, has been

Bar

Main Street,

remains

Caps.

of C. B. Partridge,

at ore

a

Burke.

of the

the

est to women, and we notice the following from a correspondent, which the edi-

this

throat

at

News, bearing date of April 3. 1896.
The paper is filled with matter of inter

as

winter.

forced down the

a

Hats and

j

field

goes, for in many instances school hoards
monopolize t he whole business so far as

accounted for.

were

the

to convey

The

progressive

The

agents hiring favorites, have not
been bettered so far as my observation

such

do
Claus

Boots, Shoes. Rubbers.

body.

the

working of the town system vs. the dissystem of schools in rural sections?

at South Penobscot.
Santa

Sunday

New York.

to

trict

Some of t he most

cases

left

train

through
American of the

the columns of The

COUNTY GOSSIP.

several

The assignee announced the sale of the
large and varied stock of

I

Will Answer?
Brook LIN, Jan. 3, 1898.
To the Editor of tht American:

Times.

are

made

Who

table newspaper with a gobd circulation
by that of some other publication which

the national banks to increase their
circulation up to the par value of
Although

was.

she

REGARDLESS OF COST !

1

plus. While this condition is gratify- out the country. The fact that the
ing to President McKinley and every republicans do not control the Senate
republican, it is especially gratifying makes it, of course, impossible to
to Chairman Dingley, who predicted adopt any of the elaborate schemes
hut it is believed
that
many mouths ago, when the extra suggested,
session of Congress was considering President McKinley’s plan of retainhis tariff hill, that the government’s ing in the treasury the United States
financial condition would improve, notes redeemed in gold and allowing
just

night

Corrcsspontirnrc.

mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a repu-

Bucksport couple

new

her

dense that he

one

Dingley and which had
treasury depart- suspecting

in revenues under the

knew where he

He assisted

they have the eynii>athy of the entire
Mrs.
community in their calamity.
Thurston had been very ill, and was just
getting about, tbe house.

mistake of local advertisers
is to estimate the value of advertising
.4

couple
depot,
they would be taken on
revenue
law is at some cross-road by the accommodating
done so realize the worth to the city
going to be sufficient to meet the ex- conductor, boarded the train. When the
of this noble gift, or its potential usetrain stopped a short distance out of the
penditures of the government is reinthe relentless pursuers chuckled as
fulness.
forced by similar expressions on the depot,
they thought how neatly
they had
The United States treasury starts part of the Senate finance committee, trapped their game.
But they reckoned
frame
the
law.
whose
members
helped
into 1SP8 with a more pleasing outwithout the engineer, who was in colluThe
look than it has had at the beginning of The vigorous efforts of the republi- sion with the bride and groom.
cans to reduce expenditures all along
a year for sometime. There was a surcouple was smuggled on board the enplus of about 81,750,000 for the month the line, coupled with the rapid in- gine. Finally t hey were discovered by a
the officials of the
ment that the new

was so

flames

good many million people found
was signed.
the holiday season of 1S97 much more |40
Captain Thurston lost a pocket book
satisfactory than at any time since the containing |20, in addition to the other
free trade experiment was put into losses. It is not known how’ the tire
siartefl. Captain and Mrs. Thurston are
operation.
elderly people, and highly esteemed, and

crowd

The belief of Chairman

The smoke

the

summer

Bar Harbor society.
afterfollowed shortly
Her illness
wards. The Pulitzers delayed their deher debut in

hut the contents of the upper rooms, including all of Mrs. Thurston’s clothing
and nearly all of her husband’s, were a
total loss. There whs no insurance.
Rev. Mr. Garland was one of t tie first
at the scene, and he helped w ith t tie rest
to save the furniture. He also circulated
a subscription paper, and before sunrise

more

school teachers of the American Institute

sion, however, it is necessary for the pected that wholesome legislation
city to vote upon the acceptance of preventing these objectionable addithe gift; this formality will be obtions to our population will be en-

served at

This is

longer acceptable

exquisite taste, has been made contained the education test as a
by the donor, George N. Black. The prominent feature of its requirements.
story is told in detail in our news col- The republican party is in charge,
umns.
To come into actual posseshowever, at Washington, and it is exwith

gave him the first warning.
his wife from the house in

hardly

in the solid South.

There will

of

Ust

eighteenth year.

short time

a

Every effort was made by neighbors to
interesting to note in the re- save
t he furnit ure, as the house was alport of Superintendent Sanborn of the ready beyond saving. The flro started in
State insane asylum that fifteen cases t tie barn, which was connected with t tie
Most of the
of insanity are attributed to the grip. house hy an ell and shed.
furnit ure on the lower floors was saved,

make with their cheaper labor,
fuel and rents, while other manufao- nurse poets are so fond of calling her.
j
turers are also reporting the South as Various kinds of disagreeable weather
can

Pleasant Words.
The Ellsworth American begins
its forty-fourth volume by dropping
that time-honored fiction, dating the
paper one day ahead of the actual
day of publication. The American
is up with the times, a bright, newsy,
influential county paper, a credit to
Maine newspaperdom.—Daily Kennebec Journal.
Words like this from so eminent a
source cannot but be pleasant even to

section.

wages in order
which the manufacturers of the South

No better choice could

The tender to the

protective sentiis explained by

of

be made.

ears

a

crackling

the

since

Capt.

assembled.

soon

It is

manufacturing indus- appointed one of the commissioners
recently gained a firm foot- examine the state treasurer’s accounts.

with this year, and he will
doubtless be elected next fall to suc-

the

of

those familiar with the situation there

term

before,

and

clothes.

in the fact that

expires

ceed himself.

growth

in the South

ment

for the year by the reelection of Perry W. Richardson, of
Tremont, as chairman. The other
Nahum

the prompt response of the country
appeal for aid.

neighbors

Thurston had awakened but

OUT™

SELLING

four months. The end has been expected
Christmas, when a rapid change for j
Miss Lucille was in her
tlie worse set in.

Dec.

29, with a large part of contents.
was discovered about 5 30 a. m.
by Joseph Robbins, who gave the alarm,

weakened.

There

gratified

The President is much

of

and the

Sllbcrtismunta.

Miss Lucille Pulitzer Dead.
Miss Lucille, eldest daughter of Joseph
Pulitzer, editor of the New York World,
died St Chat wold, their summer home, in
Bar Harbor, Friday afternoon, after an
illness from typhoid fever lasting over

ISLE.

The tire

valuable customer, but the
so much the more

a

ing.

The

ing,

hap-

of silver be

Happy New Year!

which

are

thus lose

a staff of assistants to help
the United States consular agents in
distributing the aid among the suffer-

at

organized

know that if this

DEER

Capt. Thomas Thurston
Hurtled.
The house and barn of Capt. Thomas
Thurston were burned Wednesday morn-

pens the silver standard will be replaced with gold, and not only will
the silver mine owners of this country

to his

818,689.05 has
820,267.45,
been paid, leaving 81,578.40 unpaid.
The county commissioners have

members

They

China.

Cuba with

bal-

House

growing feeling of alarm

will accej)t business at any price and be
to get it.
Leavenworth (Kansas)
Arrangements have been pleased

steamer.

ex-

FIRE AT SOUTH

Con-

before

—

the past year.
it

Just

the Senate took its holiday recess Mr.
Wolcott said that he hoped to be
ready to make that statement about

The report shows that

ensuing year.

bimetallism.

a

accepted by

among the silver mine owners over
the prospect that European business
interests are going to get control in

cause

for the senators who are popularly known as “siher republicans”
to break their pleasant relations with

—

There is

a

reason

Business eommunications should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to, The
Publishing Co., EllsHancock County
worth, Maine.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 5,

hard to make

working

it appear that the financial position
of President McKinley, which is in
strict accord with the platform upon

a

—

are

assistant

the

their bonds may be
gress.

BAR HARBOR.

Legal Notices;

,

NOTICE OK KOK EC LOUCHE.
\If HKHKA8 Warren M. Grant, of Sullivan,
in the county of Hancock ami State ot
U
Maine, by his mortgage deed dattd the fourteenth da> of May, a. d. 1897, and recorded in
11 aucock Registry of Deeds, book 311, p^gt
130, conveyed to Henry Boynton, of Sullivan
aforesuid,a certain parcel of reul estate situate m Snllivan aforesaid, and bounded as
follows: 'One undivkled half part of a Certain lot or parcel of land with buildings
thereon, situated in that part of the town of
Sullivan aforesaid, known a9 West Sullivan,
and bounded and described as follows: Beat a stone post the northeast corner
ound of land of Daniel Criramin; thence
north fifteen degrees west three hundred and
fifteen feet to a stone post marked **73”;
thence north eighty-seven degrees east ona
hundred ami forty-one feet to a stone post in
division line between land of said Grant and
Harry M. Ash and land of estate of Miles
Rideout; thence south about eleven and onehalf degrees west by said division line three
hundred and sixteen feet to first-mentioned
stone post at place of beginning, containing
one-half acre more or less, the lot being in

«

V

ginning

shape

a

triangle.

a
right-of-way from the southwest
of said lot to the town road leading to
Crabtree & Havey’s quarry, said right-of-way
to be twelve feet wide, measured from the
division line between the land now or formand land
erly the house lot of Alonzo
of John Campbell, and lying on the east side
of said division line, and parallel with said
division line. Being same lot and right-ofway described in a deed from Alonzo Tripp to“
Harvey M. Ash and Warren M. Grant, dated
August 2, a. d. 1893, and recorded in said Reg- •
istry of Deeds, in vol. 275, page 262. \n4 :
whereas said mortgage deed, on the fourth
day of December, a. d. 1897, was assigned to
me, the undersigned, by said Henry Boynton;
ami whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Fbed M. Rogers,
By his attorneys, Martin A Cook.

Also

<

corner

Tripp

i

J
*

f

f
4

^

1

HANCOCK NECROLOGY.
THE

OF

RESIDENTS

YEAR.

PAST

IN

DIED

HAVE

best

Outlived Their “Three Score Years and Ten”.
Hancock

in

deaths

The number of

re-

county for t lie year just closed, as
turned to Tut: American by the town
In
clerks of ilie various town*, is 503.
1896 the returns showed 443 deaths, or

failure of

but

figures of 1896
parison.

on

whole the

the

are

for

given

com-

1897.
3

1896.

Amherst. 2
Aurora. ft
Bluehlll.2ft
7
Brookiln
Brooksvllle. 13

4
39
14
11
ftO
1

Bucksport.21
10
Isles. 4

no.

1
3

Dedham. 6
Deer Isle. A6
Kastbrook. 8
Eden. 28

9
<•oUldslH.ro.
13
Hum ock.
4
Isle an HAut.
I.amolne. 7
Marla vllle. 3
Mt Desert. 9
orland. 18
Otis.
*2
Penobscot. 21
1ft
■Sedgwick
Sorrento. 1

12
2
9

3
4

24
2
21
0
21

II

II

Surry.

IS

17
32
7
1

Tremont. ‘23
Trenton.
7
Verona. ft
Waltham. ft
Winter Harbor. ‘2
Long Island I'lantatlon. 0
Swan’s I-land I’lantatlon. 5
No 38 I’lantatlon. 3
No ;* I'lantatlon. 0
7

1
1
503

list does not include residents

of tlie

county dying at sea or away from
home, but only those deaths actually
occurring in the town where reported.
The year was not as remarkable as the
one

in tlie matter of

deaths of

aged people. Of the total number of 503
deaths, 120 bad outlived their allotted
“three score years and ten”—a percentage
to
maintain
Hancock
large enough
county’s reputation for the longevity of

people.

Of

these

sixty-one were
and eighty,
eighty and
ninety, and one

between the ages of seventy
fifty-three were between

ninety, five
had
passed

were

over

the

century mark.
record of deaths in 1890 Included

ninety

over

years

of

age,

The
seven

the

oldest

The old
ninety-fifth year
age record is held by 1895, with thirteen
over ninety years of age, and one centen-

being

in the

arian.

Following is a
who died during
given in tlie order

list

of

nonagenarians

the year just
of their ages:

ended,

Mrs Cvnthla Sewall, nt Itucksport, Nov 4, aged
100 years, 1 month, 29 days.
Deacon Hale Powers, at Deer Isle, Oct 3, aged
94 years, ft months.
Isaac V Tuttle, at Itucksport, Aug 2ft, aged 93
years, 3 months, 28 d tvs.
Dudley C Bridges, at Penobscot, June 14, aged
92 years, 3 months.
George W Goodwin, at Hancock, March 2, aged
91 years, 8 months, ft days.
Mrs Margaret Hodgkins, at Hancock, Jan 7,
aged 90 years, l mouth.
DEATHS IN ELLSWORTH.

The

greatly

number

of deaths in Ellsworth

exceeds the record of the

were

nine of those
and

six

men, and
over

six

eighty

women,
were

and

women,

men.

programme

Miss

Mary F. Hopkins
All

the

was

accom-

on

many

previous

It

there

seems

is

another

side

forward

comes

and

he

had

that

says

hired
Rich anyway.
aboard and wanted to

on

CUNNINGHAMS
FOR

CANDIES.
Have yon inspected the

NICKEL MINT?
0

It roasts peanuts and pops corn at the
same time.
Even if you don't purchase, you’ll be interested to
see this novel
piece of
mechanism.

Rich

ship.

he

never

just

came

He

told him

place. Rich left but came
brought his wife, and as it was

The next day
stormy he let them stay.
Rich asked for passage to Kucksport and
Capt. Clement agreed. On Saturday they
Mrs. Rich had
put into Gloucester.
come aboard ill, and grew worse. Sunday
they thought she would die.
According to Capt. Clement, Rich
showed

no

whatever.

concern

Rich

growled about the fare, and was invited
to leave and take his w ife.
The woman
was taken ashore.
Rich and his wife had
a scene and Rich cast her off, says Capt.
Clement. The girl was alone and unprotected, and they brought her to the vessel, treating her as they would their own
daughter.
Rich obtained passage on tlie “Clara
Dinsmore”, and as he passed out of the
harbor he sang out:
“Good bye, I’m
going to leave you.”

Eagle Lake Huriied.
Grkat Pond, Jan. 3 (special).—Howard Lord's camp at Eagle lake was burned
a little befiore noon of Wednesday, Dec. 29.
The tire originated in the roof, around
t he stove pipe.
Mrs. Lord had been cooking there for
Camp

at

several weeks and

being

crew

at

alone

was

work

some

She succeeded in saving
two small spreads, and a

a

at the time,the
distance away.

suit of

clothes,
small port ion of

provisions. The remainder of its contents,including several guns and t he clot hing belonging to the men, was destroyed.
The camp is being rebuilt.
Mrs. Lord
was quite badly burned about the head,

arms
and hands,
William
Ames, of
Shawnuit, who was staying at the camp,

lost

containing views around
Nickatous and Eagle lakes, and in the
more immediate
vicinity of Great Pond,

A. CUNNINGHAM.

a

camera

which lie regrets much more than
gun and other articles which he lost.

j

by
m.; gospel

ftiOO

Cherryfleld, annually
—1200 for the benefit of the Baptist
church and Chcrryfield high school and
the remainder for Mr. Willey’s relatives
residing in Cherryfield. The money was

11. W. Wharff, Pastor.
Next Sunday morning, worship at 10.30,
sermon hy pastor. Sunday school at 11.45;
Junior league at 3.3J; evening praise service at 7.
The week of prayer is being observed.
Meetings will be held Tuesday, Wednes-

year,

1894, when the

opened.

A Cure for Lame Hack.

benefit

BAPTIST.

she tried

lain’s Pain

Rev. C. S. McLearn, Pastor.
This week of prayer is being observed
by special services every evening except
Saturday, at 7 o’clock.
Sunday services—10.30 a. m., morning
sermon; 12 in., Sunday school; 3 p. m., Y.
P. S. C. E. prayer meeting; 7 p. m., praise
and preaching service.

the

AMOUNT.

Jerry Cauiane,
E E Doyle,
George Sinclair,
K It AIken,

dept,

1 no

MARIilKI).

Can’t
This is the complaint of ■■§
thousands at this season,
They have no appetite; fon'J IlMi •

^pi

does not relish.

They nrc

3

unof
ipieh

■-

and digest v
of Hood’s Sarsn<

the stomach

nr
ill gr.„
It, also purifies and enriches the
blood, cures that distress after eating and
internal misery only a dyspeptic can
Vnnw, creates an appetite, overcomes that
tired feeling and builds up and sustains
the whole physical system. It so promptly end efficiently relieves dyspeptic symptoms and cures nervous headaches, that it
seems to have almost “a magic touch.M
a

course

them.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
Is the best— in fact the One True Blood
u

Purifier.

the best after-dinner
pills, aid digestion. 25c.

are

,,

tlOOU S PlllS

Uailroala

anb

SttamboatB.

Maine Central Railroad.
Commencing Nov. 14, 18f*7,
TRAINS RUN AS FOLLOWS:
BAR

HARBOR TO

BANGOR.
A.

M. A. M. p. M.
7 30 10 30 3 10
s no.
3 45
Sullivan.
4 10
Mi. Desert Kerry.
8 30 11 20
4 35
h 4o 11 27
4 42
Waukeag, Sul. Ky.
Hancock.
8 45 fl 1 30
4 45
Kranklin Road.
8 57 II 38
4 65
ELLSWORTH.
9 22 1152
5 10
Ellsworth Kails.
9 30 MI 57
5 15
Nino I in.
M* 48 M2 09
5 30
Green Lake.
Io 0.Vfl2 17 f5 40
Lake House. M0 15 f 1*2 25 15 48

BAR HARBOR.

•Sorrento.

1307.
17 Mi CorsiNS—SHAW— At Hall Quarry. Dec
25, by
12 so
Rev h \\ Barker, Mehitnble Cousins to James
Eagle I look A Ladder Go,
.'0 (Mi
Shaw, both of Mt Desert.
Egery’s Mill. fit) 20. r5 51
■\ .»i rosier.
fill '.HI
Holden.
10 30 M2 31
5 55
EM ERY -KMERY-At Salisl <urv Cove, .Ian
Senator Mule ilo*c (Jo,
1, Brewer .function. II 00 12 48 6 13
155 00
Rev A I’ Fox, Mi-s Agnes Mabel
by
to
Klectrlc light, Kllswortt Klectrie lllu
Emery
Bangor, Ex. St. II io 12 57 0 22
Raymond Kmerv, both of Eden.
100 00
mimillng to,
BANGOR, M.C. 11 15 1 00 6 25
GRAY FIKIEED At Deer Isle, Dec
K B Aiken,
5 40
Contingent,
25, by
a. M.
Rev Samuel \\ (.Imd", Miss Stella
Mr A I, Douglass,
10 50
Gray, of Portland. 5 45 1 40
Deer Isle, to Tilden Filield, of Stonington.
John Silvy,
I (>5
Boston.
9 25
5 58
John Davis,
20 2
GRASS —MERCII ANT—At South Hancock, Jan
30 00
(ieorge II Grant,
I, at the home of the bride’s father. In Rev
IW
ll A IV 1*1
ItAK
It.
( > W Tapley,
18 75
Ibnry Parsons, Miss Alberta M Grass, of
Hancock Co I’ub (Jo,
I .fn
fM A. M.'A. M.
Hancock, to Stephen K Merchant, of LaM S Smith,
24 (Hi
limine.
Boston.
I 8 00
7 IK)
A
John
I 30
IIale,
HANDY—I>OI,.AN-At
H
Birch
rbor. Dec 25,
A W Cieliinaii tC Son,
35 o
!
Portland..
oo
ll
n 20
C
C Larrabee. e-.j, Mis- B*rtha
by
Handy to
Frank S Lord,
4 50
a
m
P. M.
James Dolan, notli of Birch Harbor.
C’hurles M Brooks,
2 00
BANGOR.
n 45
8 40
4 35
KENT—HAN EY-At > wan's l-land, Dec 24,
(» 50
8 55
by Bangor, Ex. St.
4 40
Rev J I. Pinkerton. Mi-s Alice S Kent, of
Total.
Brewer .Junction.
0 57
4 47
$1,912 13
9 06
Swan’s Island, to Harry II Ilavey, of FrankHolden.
tT 17 0 40 15 07
STREET COMMISSION Kit'S HOI.I,.
lin.
Egery’s Mill. to 45.
Highways.
$74 .'M
PoW ERS—A I.I.EN—At Deer Isle, Dec 28,
Lake Hou e.
tT 23 »9 60 t5 13
by
Sidewalks.
3 00
Rev Samuel W ( liapin, Miss Lizzie E Powers, Greet Lake....
r7 32 10 0. t* 21
ot Deer Isle, to Rodney I. Allen, of Brooklin.
Nlcolin
tT 41 110 20
5 30
$77 31
Ellsworth
Falls.
5 40
7 54 10 40
RICH
A
RDS
KLANAIi AN-At
Bar Harbor,
TEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
EL LSV\ uKTh.
5 45
7 ft9 11 00
Dee IT, by Rev ( S Lclliiigwell, Mrs Olivia M
Franklin Road.
(Jify schools.
$>3*00
8 12 11 38
5 57
Richard.* to Patrick II Flanagan, both of
High school.
r.2 mi
Hancock
8
05
20
11
50
t6
Eden.
Commercial school.
1730
f 23 12 00
0 08
Waukeag, Sul. Fy.
ROWE -(.'on \ RY At swan's Island, Dec 25,
Mt. Desert Ferry.
8 30 12 10
ff 15
Mi-sJo-ie II Rowe to I.lewdly u B
>50.
$ 427 50
Conary, Sullivan.
both of >wan'» 1-land
Sorrento.
9 25
C’LAMS RKFKRRKD.
S1N( I.AIR-slLYY
At Ellsworth, Jan 1. bv
BAR HARBOR.
9 55
1 00| 7 00
Bill of Arthur H. Grant, for damage t<>
Rev -I D O'Brien, .Vi-- Olive .1 Sinclair, of
to Joseph I >iu >. ..I Ellsworth.
Surry,
caused
a
in
the
hole
last
sleigh,
by
read,
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor
> E E E E R>
At stonington, Dee 22,
GRAY
by
February, was referred to the committee
These trains connect at Bangor, wltn through
Rev T s Lewis. Mi— t ..mt .it E sellers to A I
trains
on Main Line to and from Portland, Boan
0
st t ee I*.
ner II (Day
both of Stonington.
ton and St. .John.
George B. Stuart Appeared for .J. T. Crip- SIVA /. EN —PARKER -At Bueksport, Dee 28,
Tickets
for All Points South and West
by Rev William For-ytb, Mi-- Franc s T
pen in relation to n eiaim «»f fo() for re>Wa/,. v. of
Bueksport, io Wcmlell P I’ lrk 1, on sale at the M C. R. R. ticket office,
of Worcester, Mass.
Ellsworth.
pairs to drain run 11 mg through Mr. C ripE \ToN
\t Norlli B'....k!ln, .In 1,
Passengers arc requested to procure tickets
pen’s property from Water street to river. W bvEI.I.s
efore entering the train, and especially EllaRev E s Drew. Ml-- \ nnie W.-lis ot N >rth
This claim was presented at a previous
worth
to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
to
E
James
ot
Eaton,
Brooklin,
>cdgi\iek.
GEORGE K. EVANS,
meeting of the hoard, and not allowed. WITH AM W a ROW ELI At Penobscot. Dec
Gen’l Manager.
24. by Rev Georg.' M Bailey, Miss Lina C
The claim wa-> referred ton committee of
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gi n 1 Pass, and Ticket Air’t.
" itnam to Frank W Wardwcll, both of Pe
three consisting of Mayor Davis,
Aid.
iiol.scot.
BOSTON AND BANCOR
Lord ami \Y bit ney.
I>IKI>.
Claim of F. II.
for
—

1

—

Balm,

one

and

1

to

drain

1

ferred to committee

BljIjSWOnTZX

Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, Pastor.

“NO

i

LAUNDRY
BATH BOOMS.

PAY, NO

WASHEE,”

All kiuub cf '"iindrv worn (lone at short no
tlce. Goods called for aim uellrcrsd
H. It. KSTEY & CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Me.

BRAbDoN-At Franklin, Dee 2d, Mrs Gertrm'e
Bragdon, aged 2H years.
BRI DGh >
A t >edgwick, Jan 2, James Bridge*,
aged 74 years.
Cl’RTls— At Bueksport, Jan 2. Fred A ( urtis,
aged 53 years, II mouttis, id days.
EMERY At Ellsworth, Jan
2, Everett L
Emery, aged 1 year.
GRAY —At Sedgwick, Dec 29, Miss Annie
Gray, aged 2d years, 0 months, 2d days.
PR ESSE Y A t Deer Isle. Dec HO, Mrs Louis;
Pre.-sey, aged 75 years, 4 months, 18 .lays.
PPLITZER —At Bar Harbor, Dec 31, Lucille
Irma, daughter of Joseph m il Kate Pulitzer,
aged 17 years, 3 months, 1 day.
TRNCY— At >ullivan, Jan I, Mrs Salira -I
Tracy, aged 02 years, II months, 2d days.

re-

—

THK

Mayor

Bt ILDINU.

LIBRARY

Davis

then

read

following

the

letter from Mr. Black, and presented the
deed, insurance policy and key:
Kl.l.SWORTH, Doc 29, 1897.
1foil
Mi

K. Darin.
Dear ®ii: -It gives me pleasure to tender to the city of Kllsworth the deed of the
budding adapted to the uses of a public library,
H.

Geori.k

After

N.

hearing the statement

Attorney

Charles

II

Drtimmey

Black.

with

GREAT

re-

sii'i

'lieu,

lo^cincr

wim

delphia

I»a\

\r
I ’<
ea-t

Pi
Pi

to Wed-

TAX KH AND

SEWER.

Before adjournment
Home

time in
to

the

discussing
be

made

board

spent

ttie amount
for

Ii

n.
i;

1

>

h •!
■)<

r--

ll \
M (»l III
-i

Dougin
i:
ii

Shi Di

in it
in,

New

W

It, Sullivan
>.d Dec .1, Mil

.1.

\v

m.

ay-landings, Satur-

Calvin

Moksk, Age it, Bar Harbor.

e

Y

k for \

31,

Mgr., Boston.

■

it tage ( ii

THE (ROLKETT

im-v a

Muituomaby

>

v

At l>
to, sell Laurel. Blueliill for Newark
>hi -Ian 2, ,-en Nellie King, New Y ork lor Deer
Isle
Ar -ianl, seh .1 B Holden, Darien,
Ga, for
Boston
Foreign l’ort*.
Kingston, .1 v- Ar Dec 11, seh N E Svmonds,
Snowman, Porto Plata
Uto •)am:ino— In port Nov 2S, sch Nimbus,
Bryant, ironi New York.
1

Supt., Boston.

-eh GeorgioUa,
pi Max en

•<

(

Alstin, Gen’l

William H. Mill, Gen’l

ebster, Nop-

Note*.
Bidijkfokh, .Ian 3—Sell Annie L Green,
YVflister. of and from \’inalhaven for Boston,
with *tonc, sprung aleak off * ape Porpoise this
morning, and while trviig to make that port
went ashore on Goat Isiai d at 2 a in, ami will
he a total loss. 'I he crew landed salely on the
island, amt were cared for by crew of selmom r
The schooner registered til
George Wakefield
toils, and was owned by the captain, with no insurance.

of

connection

s.

hi 5 p

a in,

.-

Point.\.ni>
Y» I ice js -i-h H rve-ier, Collins,
I '• I- 1
inf
I». t 11
f III till II,
KllllWlton,
Carvei’- Hart»>r lor New York
•) hi .1, -eli- Ha/e| I »■
A
I >u fl\
I*, uehil I for
New York. I
g I i—lie, nrlani lor Boston;
.Morin i.
Mar, Green’* l.amllng lor New York;
s
Pal >e, I
I le t..r New Y <>rk
ViM Vxitu
II wkn
In
-Jan
1, seh
port
Glenil, Burke, stanwood, south Auiiioy lor

proceedings.
recess

about) 5

1-.

Lan ing
Y
Deo
walk for

some reading room- and convenient arrangements will prove to lie of inestimable value to
the people of tilts city ; and that the mayor be
requested to extend to Mr. Black the thanks of
this hoard and to communicate to him the sub-

a

E.

Mt I >•
it
Muimi k
>i-1 Dec 31, sell Kate S Flint. Taplev,
N. w Y ... <v
Nkw Y ouk
\r Ieh ( undine <
K,,—,
Cianttv. M. V
II Bn-kwuv, llrwiN

ol

decided to take

at

1

cord Its appreciation
thi- munitleent gift
Mr Black to this his native city, of till- building
so much needed by the city, and completely
flu is hod and furnished in so appropriate and
magiiilicent a manner; and its belief tiiat this
library, with its commodious quarters, its hand-

was

From Boston, Fridays
Kiom Rockland,
i.i

days

>M Jan I, bark \ rlington, A xim, \V t
\ ; -elis
El Hott, Murphy, southern port;
llcl'ii t. M .-e li- v coal
Bool IIIt v
II vHimii
>Id Jan
-eh Geo H
Mills, \lt i. -ert

policy, tin- key to the building, and u letter
from Mr Black which ha- been read.
On motion it
v.»t| to
was It' aidmou-ly
accept -ai gift, -o far as th*‘ bourd of mayor
and aldermen ha- power to do so
On motion voted that pending the vote of the
people, the city take charge of aforesaid prop,
crty, and that the building be open every after
and that
noon for in-pection by a'l the citizen.'
the janitor of Hancock ball have the temporary
superintendence of .-aid building.
On motion it was al.-o unanimously voted that
the board of may or and aldermen ex pre-s and re

It

FARES.

RETERNING.

do-ephine

ane c

stance of these

IN

Steamers will leave Bur Harbor at 1000am,
Mi»nda\i l• «r "••ai Harbor, Northeast Harbor, southwest H.irbor and >touington, count cting at Rim klau-1 wiih -teamcr for Boston.

Itoinestic Ports.

Boston
\r Dee 30, -eh Anna W Barker,
Blake, stl |f, k, \
Sid Dee :9 -eti Calvin I* Harris, tor Green's
Landing and N. w ^ ork
\r Dee in, -eh ( lias P N..tman, Jewett, Plilla-

m-in-

for

REJECTION

<«'i

Hancock County Ports.
Bi 1'Ksi'i.nr- Ar Dee 29, -eh Annie R Lewis,
Eli/ii belli port
111.i KII1I.I. >1.1 Dee 31, sell Hazel Dell, New
\ ork

\ deed from (ieorge V Black, of Boston, to
the inhabitants ot t he elt y of Kllsworth, con vey
ing the land and building thereon, formerly
known as the Ti-dale home-tcud property, h iv
ing l»een delivered to ttie m vor sjtll deed being
on the sole condition that said
proper';.' la* used
fora public library, said building being completely furnished and equipped for sueli use, all
being offered as a gilt to 1, e inhabitants of
Kllsworth, and the n .1 >>r having laid before
the board at tills regular meeting the matter of
m

KATES.

MARINE LIST.

City

of

gard to t he desirabilit y of a vote of t tie
citizens, and t he method of taking that
vote, the hoard took the following vote:

iin'Mr.urn

WIXTEK

—

hoping the privileges which it offers will been
joyed by everybody. I remain,
Yours respectfully,

assessment

AM)

damage

was

streets.

on

nesday afternoon to hear the decision
with regard to method of holding special
bottle of Chamber- election on question of accepting the
it has given entire building, and to appoint time of election.

Chamberlain’s Pain Balm is also
a certain cure for rheumatism.
Sold by
G. A. Parcher, Druggist.

STEAM

Gould, ?55.95,
rebuilding same,

and

relief.”

UNITARIAN.

Sun-

in

was

“My daughter when recovering from an
attack of fever, was a great sufferer from
pain in the back and hips,” writes Louden Grover, of Sardis, Ky. “After using
quite a number of remedies without any

day, Thursday and Friday evenings.
Everybody is invited to all these services.

“What think Ye of Christ?”
at 11.45.

one

suit to break the will

Rev. /.

day school in the vestry

went to

received for

10 30.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

mon

the

Cherry field Loses $000 a Year.
The will of Ainasa P. Willey, late of
San Francisco, Cal., has been broken by
his son Walter.
According to the will,
about

Regular morning worship with sermon |
by the pastor, at 10.30. Subject of ser-

.1.

1

the

no

back and

Rev. C. E. Woodcock will
at

Fire

they had

left Boston.
Now the captain of the
schooner, Charles Clement, of Penobscot,

pastor; Sunday school at
at 7 p. til.
Tuesday, 7 p. in Christian Endeavor
meeting.
Saturday evening, at 7, church conferDollard town

Insane,
Water,

to the

left him in Gloucester and sailed off

2, Mrs Susan House}', 79
8, Mrs Susan C Heath, 64
9, John M Hale, jr, 76
lo, Silas 1 Grant, 56
16, Elh n 1 Moseley, 3
21, Mr- F'.ll/abeth Hooper, 71
22, John H F'ord, 31
Dee 7. Arthur F! Grart, 1
.3, Henry L I-unt, 60
24, Mrs Mary R Googins, 88

preach Sunday morning

at

John Silvv,
$ 4500
Hiram G Lord,
i.'hmi
Maine Insane asylum,
217 78
Ell-worth Water Go,
1*80 00
Wm Ware A Go.
21 no
24(H)
Houghton, Ml min A Co,

Text hook,

to

schooner “Charleston” in which

ence.

CO TO

NAMK.

Police,

story of the marital woes of Charles H.
Rich, of West Tremont. Rich’s Btory
of the affair placed him in the light of a
much-abused husband.
He told how,
after two weeks of married life, his wife

Persons who are troubled with indi< llt’KCll NOTES.
gestion will he interested in the experiCONGREGATIONAL.
ence of Win. II. Penn, chief clerk in the
Rev David L. Yale, Pastor.
railway mail service at Dee Moines, Iowa,
Week <»f prayer Special services Wedwho writes:
“It gives me pleasure to
nesday, Thursday and Friday evenings at
testify to the merits of Chamberlain’s 7 30, iu t he vestry.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, i Sunday Morning service at 10 30; serFor two years I have suffered from indi- mon by pastor.
Sunday school, 11.45.
gestion, and am subject to frequent se- People’s service at 7 p. in.
FREE BAPTIST.
vere attacks of pain
in the stomach and
Rev. ('. k*. Woodcock, pastor.
bowels. One or two doses of this
remedy
Week of prayer.
Revival service every
never fail to give perfect relief.
Price 25
this week Rt 7 o’clock.
nnd 50 cents; for sale by Q. A. PARCHER, evening
at 2
m.
ttie

3liucrUsnnrntB.

FUND.

Story of Charles II.
Rich's Matrimonial Experience.

Nov

service

be open

II.

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.

|

the

Druggist.

the

Sbbrrtisrmrnts.

—

Another Side

months
5, Lewis A Swell,
12, Walter F- Willard, 28
12, A polios H unt, 73
13, Jes.de Jameson, 10

p.
3 p.

city, and w ill
afternoon for inspection.
of

follows:

as

occasions.

1)1 KKKKKX f\

ai d Mrs llei.rv A
Hunker, a son.
HR A N N -At West Ellsworth. Dec 31, to Mr and
Mrs Eugene D llranii, twin daughter*.
C'A HI*ENTER —At < *rland. Dec 27. to Mr and
Mr- C rcuus C Carpenter, a daughter.
DI'NRNR At Penobscot, Dec 28, to Mr and
Mr- Isaac Dunlmr, a son.
Dpi tss— At stonlngton, Dec3l, to .Mr and .Mrs
Augustus It Dross, a son.
DRAY —At Hucksport. dan 3, to .Mr and Mrs
toorge Frederick Dray, a suit.
HODDKINS—At. Ellsworth, dim I, to Mr and
Mrs Leonard C Hodgkins, a son. ; Maurice
( Iithird |
MARTISON —,\t Sullivan, Dec Hi, to Mr and
Mrs Fred Mariisou, a daughter.
[Laura ]
McF a RL.AND— At North llaneock, Dec 28, to
Mr and Mrs Muuroc McFarland, a -on.
PERKIN'S—At Eden, Dec II, to Mr and Mrs F S
Perkins, a daughter. [Corn Ardell J
STEVENS—At West HrOoksvlIle, Dec 21, to
Capt and .Mrs Deorge Stevens, a daughter.
Marion < 'ushmaii |

meeting were Mayor Davis, Aldermen
Stockhridgp, Lord and Whitney.
Following tbe rending of minutes, the
rolls of accounts were read and approved

success.

is

of
the
acceptance
library building,
whether by the old system or Australian
ballot, is not yet determined to t.
.atis-

of the deed from

THE MEETING.
The members of t lie board present

A. Haney, G. W. Downing, G. F. Newman, Alec R. Hagerthy, C. A. Beal.
The affair was a financial as well as aso-

THIS

ciiarge

every

Aids, E. F. Brady, F. E. Chase, M.
Woodward, J. M. Ilawkes, F. J. Langley,
H. W. Morang, A. K. Cushman, P. E.
Laflin, H. C. Mason, G. E. Sinclair, J.
Brady, C. M. Higgins, H. H. Higgins, F.
K. Hwett, II. H. Adams, L. W. Jordan, R.
E. Murch, E. L. Moore, W. P. Moore, A.

6

Sunday -Preaching

in

Woodward.

cial

meeting took a recess to Wednesut 3 o’clock.

The board met this afternoon at 3
o’clock. The method of taking vote on

consideration. The time of voting
will then be tixed by tbe aldermen.
In the meantime the library building is

Music

The officers of the evening were as follows:
Floor managers. R. J. Goodwin, H. C.

pay but will

day afternoon

under

by Monaghan's orchestra.
The supper was a feature of theevening.
A
regular New England supper was
served, and a bountiful one it was, the
housewives of Ellsworth having proven
their friendliness for tlie firemen as they
have done

receipt

can

a

the

participated.

be

bring to time de-

faqtiou of counsel, and the point w
be
public library building, completely fur- submitted to higher
authority.
nished. The building is a gilt from Mr. hoard took a
further recess to tomorrow
Black, t be only condition being t hat the afternoon Ht 3 o’clock.
shall
tie
used fora library. The
property
deed was accompanied by an insurance
A large portion of the
following births,
policy for five years. The amount of inand deaths are printed for the
marriages
surance is |4.60().
first time in The American. They will
The board of aldermen, as a board, ac- appear next week, or the week after, in
cepted the gift, and hi appropriate reso- our contemporaries. THE AMERICAN is
the only paper printed in the
county
lutions expressed its appreciation
It will
which systematically collects the vital
be necessary for the citizens of Ellsworth
statistics of the county; the others systo vote to accept the building.
Whether tematically steal them.
by the Australian ballot or by t lie old
iiORK.
system is a point which must be decided
by counsel, w ho now have t lie matter lit M\ HR At Cranberry Isles, Dec 27, to Mr

Music.Orchestra

panist.

was t

The

George Nixon Black, conveying to tbe inhabitants of tbe city of Ellsworth the

Soprano solo.Master Walter Hesse
Flute olo .George F Marshall
Contralto solo.Mrs W A Nelson, of IVingor
Baritone solo.... I’rof Charles Katon, of Bangor
Tight rope walking.Alvin Haney
Contralto solo.Mrs \V A Nelson, of Bangor
Character songs.W II Flint

to

who

not.

ACCEPT.

evening

The

Whs

Tourtelotte, 02
Dunham, 54

VOTE TO

Music..Orchestra

Ellsworth.

in

at the concert who

Sept 1, Sylvester Hopkins, 87
1, 31 Iss Sadie A Joy, 28
5, Kveranl S Taylor, 5
10, Mrs George Quinn, 35
10, Mrs Albert E Higgins, S3
12, Infant daughter of F7dward F; Moore
14, John H Holmes, 5 mouths
ln, John T Rey nohis, 73
18, Mrs Margaret Higgins, 55
19, Miss Annie It (taker, 30
19, Leonard J Moore, 73
22, Alexander M Moore. 62
Oct 4, Miss Fallen A Googins, 49

of

between the ages of seventy and
eighty, and fifteen between the ages of
eighty Hnd ninety. 1 n 1896 seventeen
were between seventy and
eighty and
only four over eighty.
Eight of those between seventy ami

sewer to make written
spplicat ion
permit to connect w ith newer.
The board also discussed with Tax Collector Woodward ttie necessity of more

for

RECEIVES
BLACK.
stringent measures
linquent tax-payers

follows:

cally rendered.
The dance which followed was notable
for the large proportion of those present

Mrs Amnmln K Krown, 56
14, Mrs I,a urn F’. Stover, 54
15, -lames F' Davis, 81
25, William Calnane, 29
25, Seneca 1* Lufkin, 76
30, Mrs Johanna J Cook, 84
Aug 4, Donald M Stuart, 61
5, Mrs Lorana D Richardson, >1
11, Mrs Susan K Kulleu, 64
12, Grade F' Itrooks, 8
18, Joun G Rendek, *3
18, James Keegan, 27
22, Miss Florence M Greenan, 20
31, Khodu F Ray. IS

Of

persons

eighty

A.

MR.

The notable feature of the regular meeting of the board of aldermen .Monday

The flute solo by Mr. Marshall and the
baritone solo by Prof. Eaton were artisti-

28, David Merritt, 83
May lo, Frank Frauds, 40
II, .lames C Armstrong, 48
18, .lotiu A Cushman, 55
25, Ituel W Higgins, 65
27, Jacob \V ('oolllhs, 66
31, Fd’lirnlm Higgins, 73
June 10, Mrs George Lullam, 84
17, Miss Faina Yorke, 25
24, Mrs Henry Whiting, 39
29, Robert Cole, 82
July 3, Cupt I M Whittaker, 59
4, Mrs David llonze>, 60
5, Infant son of Mark L. Mllliken, jr

previous

year but the average age is higher.
the ninety-four deaths, fourteen were

a

ance.

v, sirs .nary .nei,ariny# ci
14, Lewis Friend, 63
14, Mrs g|>encer .1 llall, 55
14, Mrs Abide Dawes, 79
14, Mrs Lucy Dawes, 60
15, Alice M Andrews, II months
16, Mrs Howard W Dunn, 44
23, Mrs Flunlce Garland, 85
26, Mrs Ella .1 Qulmby, 50
28, Mrs Ahhle I. Ilerrlck, 19

3

to

amusement, and lias become an expert at
it. He seerna perfectly at home on the
rope. This was his first public perform-

9, Mrs Louisa T.

ft

443
The above

.Ian 10, Charles E Pomroy, 03
hi, Lauren Dudley Haslam, 51
is, Herbert O Tracy, 31
19, Dr W M Haines, 41
21, Dana L Tower, 3 months
27, Mrs Alma Moore, To
81, harle* Loren Frost, 41
31, Mrs Lillian A Danico, 20

S

prelude

pleasing. She sang a second time
by request.
Walter Besse, the boy soprano, is growing in popularity. His voice has lost none
of its sweetness.
Mr. Flint, the character
song artist, ever popular in Ellsworth,
still retains his prestige.
The Light-rope performance of Alviii
Haney is deserving of special mention.
Haney is an Ellsworth boy who began
walking the tight-rope for his own

Following is a list of the deaths in
Ellsw’orth during the year just closed.
The age is placed at the nearest birthday.

0, Miss Mary

the

as

FROM

ZENS MUST

ner was

these

15, Lawrence Merle Cray, 1 month
2i, Warren E t»ross, 1
21, Mrs Corn H Potter, tl
27, .lame* P Whitmore, s7
April 2, Mr** Cordelia IDown, 74
2, Mr* Priscilla II Conley, 74

9

NnIMvun

were

years of age, and twelve of
were infants of one year or under.

ten

3, Isaac tt Smith, 73
tt, Edmund McFarland, 53
6, Mrs Robert McCartney, 05
9, Mrs Sophia H Hurleigh, H4
14. .Mrs Louisa A King, s4
14, Doris Sullivan, 4 days
is, Abby N Strait, «
19, Fred A Foster, 0
22, Mrs Mary E Robinson, SO
22, William Hick ford, so
23, Daniel O'lirlen, 75
March *2, Morris Adams Brown, 1
9, Penelope A Hagley, 54

4

Stonlngton.

in Ellsworth

line of

the board expresses its appreciation OF MUNIFICENT GIFT—CITI-

of the

was one

GOVERNMENT

GIFT

parts were well taken.
Mrs. Nelson was warmly received.
She
;
has a rich contralto voice, and tier manof children less than
;

Feh

49
4
20
M
8

Ellsworth.7ft
Franklin. 9

its

I
j

showed the greatest
mortality,
The returns from a
incomplete, owing to the sixteen deaths, while November had the
three. Sixteen of the deaths
physicians to make returns as fewest, only

The

preceding

|

with

table below gives a fairly accurate statement of the number of deaths by towns.

Cranberry

!

are

required by law;

Cast

greatest
months, April
mortality, with a record of fifteen deaths,
September coming next with twelve.
The fewest deaths occurred in December
In 1896 Msy
w ith a record of only three.

1897.

60 less than in
few town*

shows the

Of the

prepared

ever

ball

Number—Many Had

CITY

enjoyable.

alike

The concert programme

One Centennarian Among the

LIBRARY BUILDING.

and Ball of SenaSuccessful
tor Hale Hose Co.
The Senator Hale hose company and Its
friends danced the New Year in
The
hall, the concert which preceded it, and
the supper which intercepted it, were
Concert

WHO

COUNTY

NEW YEAH IN.

DANCED THE

The Homeliest Man in Ellsworth
well
the

Fall and Winter AnangeinentM.
after Monday. Nov l'>, it*' uner Rocklantl will leave Ell.-wurth evers Monday and
Thursday at b.00 a m "urry at *; :?n. i.-r R'uehlll,
‘■'••utli Bluehlll, ♦Parker's
Point.. Brooklin,
♦*edgwick, Sargentvllle, Little Deer Isle, l>eer
Isle Northwest Harbor;, Dark Harbor (Islet*,
boro;, and Rockland.
RETURNING.
Will leave Rockland every Wednesday and
On

uni

Saturday.

Through tickets sold on board
Baggage
checked through and freight hilled through.
O. A. ( KOt KKTT,
Manager and Proprietor, Rockland.
O. W. HIh<dN».
♦Flag landing.
Agent, Ellsworth.

Bicycles Stored ^hne.b,:‘EIiSL.‘l‘
SKATES
IN GREAT VARIETY.
ELLSWORTH
Franklin mt.,

rfICYCLE CO.,
Ellsworth.

Fifteen
with the Main street sewer.
Aas
handsomest, and others are inproperty-owners have already made con- vite.I to cad oji any druggist and get free a trial
nection with the sewer. The clerk was bottle all Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and
of the Ontario Veterinary College.
instructed to notify property-owners on \ Lungs, a remedy that is guaranteed to cure and
relieve of Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma,
Veterinary Surgeon* and Dentist*.
Bronchitis and Consumption Price 25c andOOc.
Buttons One Cent a Card.
j Cream or Milk tested by the Babcock Lacton:
Regular price from 10c to 50c. per do/
a year, $l^0i etcr and Gravimetric methods.
•-00
Tllh
\ Mtfmr A aI u
-L 11B.
AMUKICAA
C. L. MORANO’S
pitid lu ad\ ance.
Office, School Street. Telephone, S3 2.

Drs. CALDWELL & POLLARD,

The American has subscribers at 100

•f

the 110

mil the other papers in
bined do not reach
is

SCAN

not

so

Hancock county, and has

never

be, but it is the only paper that

erly

be

1

Maine

prop-

Harbor Record's

list,

summer

in Augusta, and visited
relatives in Hallowed the past week.
Jan. 1.
B.

Although lingering

additional

Miss Helen Hodgkins is visiting relatives at Bar Harbor.
Miss Helen Deslsles is visiting
Julia Wallace at North Lamoine.

be-

Mrs.

for additional

News

County

other

sec

pages.

South IVnobsrot.

Nannie Grindle is attending the

Miss

normal school at Castine.

j

W ill

Morse, of Hampden, is visiting his
parents. Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Morse.
Miss

Bernice Wescott, who has been
dangerously ill, is now improving.
Willie Gray are building an ice-house for G. G. Wardwell, the
butcher.

Wight

Fred

and

The w inter term of t he grammar school,
Jerry Sullivan, who is employed at
taught by Nellie M. Douglass, closed Dec. Dan fort h, spent Christmas with his sister,
Mrs. William Coughlin.
24.
Miss Douglass also taught the fall
term. She is a hard-working and painsThere was a Christmas tree entertaintaking teacher. Pupils not absent one- ment at the school-house on Christmas
half day during ttie fall term were:
Leon eve.
An interesting programme was carChapman, Harry Cousins, Roscoe Greene, I ried out. Two trees were covered with
Margie Long, Homer Long, Rena John- gifts for young and old.
son, Gladys Street, Cotina Thom,#Anson !
The steamer “Merrycoueag” came to
Thom, Mabel Ward well. Absent only ( the wharf
yesterday to land Capt. Frank
one-half uay, Ralph Witham. Pupils not I
L. Winterbotham, of the steamer “Mt.
absent one-half day during t tie winter
Desert”.
The “Mt. Desert”
has
been
term were:
George Ashworth, Roscoe i hauled off the route for the
winter.
Lester
Greene,
Grindle, Rena Johnson,
Capt. Winterbotham will remain at
Margie Long, Maud Ridley, Gladys Street, home until she resumes her
trips in the
Anson Thom, Ivan Thom, Lizzie York,

Ralph
1

Perkins and Stillman Grindle are
Waldo, where they have

Oliver

working

Dr. G. E. Parsons, who has been ill with

appendicitis, is slowly improving.
Littlefield, of Bluehill, is attending
suspended

has been

account of stock

for

and

So

far

the

make

mild

a

liit-it

services

were

at

me

Long, Harry Leach. Absent one day
only, Edna Carter, Ward Leach, Cora
lan

rsapusi

.uni Kb.

Tuesday afternoon and evening;
also on Wednesday and Thursday evenings. Several ministers were expected,
church

but

account of

on

illness and the

EXCITING FOX-HUNT.

AN

Just before sunrise last

j

bad

travelling,

ing G. G. Long

saw

Tuesday morninvestigating
Reynard immediately
fox

a

none of
them was present, his hey-house. Sir
j
The attendance from the Bay was neces- took to his heels, looking over his
j
garily small owing to the prevalence of ! shoulder as much as to say “what are you
•carlet fever.
going to do about it?”

J.

W

made

a

Snow

wife,

and

short visit io their

and

daughMr. Snow has been in

ters here last week.

son

business at Sedgwick for the past
twelve years, coming home once a week to
see his family.
This fall he decided to

fox crossed

the meat

make

house and
across

compromise, so be and his wife
are keeping house at the Cole
cottage in
Sedgwick where they will probably remain until next May.
a

3.
Seal

j

Climax.

number of

children

taking part
to

in

and

young

j

people

and

and

original

down

recitations

recitation

the

of

manner

house.

and

delivery-

Two

nearly eight
in

his

new

field.
clubsbows

me went franklin dramatic

signs

of

returning

life.

All

years.

On

Tuesday

!

evening, Jan. 4, they will present to the
public the drama “Brae, or the poor-

girl”.

house

his

on

shots at
track

*

in

the

three

or

days afterwards,

ff>Mt

Stratton, of Hancock, is visiting
her grandmother, Mrs. L. II. Springer.

several

some

ots of

just

come

from

All

pronounced

it

above th« average for home talent, notwithstanding the inconvenience of the
stage. It will be presented later at the
hall at Hancock

corner.

Jan. 3.
South Klueliill.
Arthur Eaton

is home for the winter.

Roderick Candage is laid up again with
leg.

bis lame
Mrs.

denly

Angus Henderson, who was sudto Macbias by the death of

called

mother, has returned home.
Dec. 31.

her

D.

things

on

the

tree

for

old

U8E»%

MISS BEECHER'S

HAIR

lead. Clear
sulphur
—large bottles.
ON SALE AT DRUGGISTS’.
no

or

dye

the

G.

for

the

high

five trips

company is to compete
in Portland

spring. It already has a
independent poles

will erect

wires. The directors include George
W. Brown, George P. Wescott, E. B.
Winslow, John W. Deering and Weston
F. Milliken.

and

York and

has

returned
sons at

from

Bath and

an ex-

Tapley’s

steamboat

wharf

on the Delaware-all to be
construction and equipment.

of the best

The company owning these steamers has
secured a pier in New York, from which
all three will sail—one to Halifax, one to
Eastport and St. John, and one to Bangor.
By utilizing one pier in New York

Mrs. Mary
ighty-seven,
Charles

L.

E.

in

aged

Sawyer,

about

is in feeble health.

Knight

( 'hristmas vacation.

ollege

has

j

mas

with

eve

put in good condition

both

j

the young and old
present. Two large

is
He

at

home

for
to

M. L.

forth Bluehill.

Wescott is at home. She
teaching in district No. 15,

Miss Alice M.
been

bluehill.

Billings district closed
Friday. It was taught by Miss Mary B.
3oper, of this place.
Quite a number attended the silver
School

in

the

Leonard R. Black and wife are having a
vacation from their work in the shoe
factory in Bangor.
Ernest W. Burrill and wife have attended the meeting of the Maine
peda-

grapli

line

an

and

was

expedition

ow n

ing

Mr. Adams lived in Alaska.
Back of the plain story of hardship and
danger which Mr. Adams can tell when
he feels like

indulging in reminiscences,
story of romance which is a part of
the history of Alaska. To tell this story,
one wojUI have to dtscribe the death by
his own hand of Maj. Kennicott, who
was in charge of the party, and whose
is

a

failure to reach Fort Yukon, where tie
expected to meet another party from the
Frazier river, so preyed upon his mind
that he took a dose of strychnine.
All-

There

sex.

the year.

were

Two

the

business.

The

ber

was

October

in

reached 737.

maining

when

The least in any

the

bring supplies

to

memorable

cam-

to the little
men

party, and
who, when the

steamers arrived after all

hope

had

van-

ished, succumbed to ttie terrible mental
strain and were put hi irons and sent
back to the states, both iotal wrecks.
But b d ied

some

years Inter

without

hav-

ing recovered fully from that awful

Sunday.

Miss Edna Jordan is ill.

Vmherst, attends
Henry Kitchen,
ey

the

past two

Dr.

Fatten, of

George Stanley

Adora .o, of heart* failure. Judge Keed
vas associate justice of*the supreme court
<

Mr. Adams is now purchasing suj p;ies
and will make an c;»riy starl for Dyea,
Where he w ill engHge in business.

The procession of low prices is moving
right along, headed by advertisers in
Till: AMERICAN.
Farmer*'
Tin*

AI

in a line

1K9K.

f»r

special Maine i-diihm -*f me Farmer*’ Already. Tl»u-e who had the good

manac 1* now

gel one of these ln*t season wl.l I*
know tld*.
The sun, moon and tide
tables are all figured out f.-r Maine. A*k your
medicine man to drop a postal card to If. If.
Hay A .'■ion, Portland, Me fora supply. If he
neglects It, send a card yours* If.—Adel.
to

atrtjcrttsrmtnts.

Expel Disease

total

as

having

become in

a

—

—

flourish and thrive,
sents a

conditwti

is 713.

or

which often prepropagation of

fertile soil for the

of such unwelcome guests, take

ANCIER’S

Petroleum
EMULSION

Hypi phosphites.

only expels existing disease germs, but by its healing
properties restores ravages already accomplished and tends to make the entire
system impregnable against the invasion
of poisonous microbes. Unlike cod-liver
oil it aids, rather than retards digestion.
Being antiseptic,

it not

*5>dd by all di-ttnr!*t«. SOr. ami f 00.
Angler Chemical Co.. AUaton District, Boston.

*‘iADE ME A MAN
AJaX

TABLETS FCSITTVELY CURE

A L i. >« r.to.* I
Fulling Meat*
ory, Impute.10. s. cep Japanese. etc., caused
by Ai-UdU cr other !>r-*sca nua lndUr
cretions.
2'*'<
'jun.Aj ami surely
reetom Lost Vr.alley in old cr yourur. ana
tit a niau for otuuy, bo mraor marriage.
__Prevent Insanity end Consumption if
*n in tune.
Their two t.h,-w9 immediate improve,
mem nod effect* a
UUE where cil other fail Insist upon having the genuine Aj'-.x Tablet*.
The?
h..to cured thousands an 1 wulcurojoa. YYaglveapoeitire written guarantee to effort a c.ro RA
HTC 1®
each caae or refund the money. Brico Je V I W« per
package; or six pknes 'full treatment) for HLGO. By
mail, in plain wrapper, upon receipt of rrice. circular
•"—

AJAX REMEDY CO.,

For sale In Kllsw rth. Me.,
hy
c»Kom»K A. Pakchkk. 1‘rugglHt.

S

L- 'A * -* “
D».

Steal i

DO TOO SKOf

LE BRUM’S

Pennyroyal Treatment

is the original and only FRENCH,
safe and reliable core on the inar*
•ket. l’rico. $1.00; sent by mail.
«<*'d nnlv by
AdJress C. A. FOWLER A CO., Drugglstt,
Sols Agents.
BJNGCR, ME.

‘‘Mirth should be the »mi.roide'-y of
conversation, not the web; and wit the
• rnamenl of
mind, not the furniture.”

(Solti Dust.

!

Colorado. His wife was a sister of 1). !
1
Carlton and daughter of the late Col.

if
L

Carlton, of t his village. Judge
a
frequent visitor at the
Carlton homestead in this village, and
vhile here won a
<st of friends by his
Rowland

her.
who has been

in

has

weeks,

Wes-

returned

ieed

was

irbane
and wife

have

in

gone

Mrs.

Stanley will cook for her
ather, Alden Haslem.
Jan. 3.
11.

ie

and

gentlemanly deportment,
ideal man. He was a native of

was an

Slew'

York, and was about seventy-one
He leaves a widow and one son

,ears old.
ay

a

former

exciting hunts of the
leason
took place
Dec. 30 at Judge
Redman’s farm when a party chased a
leer from sunrise to
sunBet
without
shooting him. The animal finally made
for the shore and started

across

Many

lives

to

1

marriage.

Jan. 3.
ttayside.
One of the most

Largest package—greatest

C.
owe the grandeur of their
their tremendous difficulties

men

the

Haynes
day.

carried off the

honors

Jan. 3.
Brnokltii.

Ralph Willey has purchased a horse of
Sterling Dority.
Rodney L. Allen, who,has taken a wife
to comfort and cheer his life, was serenaded

by

his

friends.

sponded, introduced
:reated the
fellow

by

Jan. 3.

He

the

crowd, and

promptly

re-

blushing bride,
was

voted

a

good

the serenades.

G. B. A.

New York.

Boston.

-AM)-

HOT WATER
Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constipation. sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
cured by Hood’s Tills. They do their work j

Hood’s

*11
easily and thoroughly.
III
Best after dinner pills.
■
m ■
0
25 cents. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass.
Tbe only Pill to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

APPARATUS.
-AT-

ELDRIDGE'S.

_

Crockery
In great

variety.

by
Philadelphia.

iiULU ILAKIUN KAAutS

SJmrrtisnncnta.

of

g.

St. Louis.

Spurgeon.

It was followed by the hunters in
Farmer Hopkins’ boat, and captured.
Varian

Chicago.

economy. Made only
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

—

bay.

the

ex-

perience.

1

I

hat

the ravings of two

one

The annual meeting of the Maine pedagogical society at Augusta closed Friday.
The following officers were elected : Pres-

of

in

a

from

exercise proper self control, so O at at
the end of the flscal year the number re-

seventeen deaths
were

was

unthe human system, in which
der certain conditions
disease germs

by

to

ones.

paign

To

mended

of much delight to the
During the evening the pastor, Rev. J. S. Richards, inade>» short address to the children explaining the significance of Christmas Day.
was a source

little

his

Miss Annie Cook has gone to Ellsworth
•
or a few weeks.

to

penetrate the Yukon valley. This was in
1866 6, and for twelve years following

j

he woods.

will return

tel<

command of

warranted

day
folks of the parish
!
was 710, and the daily average
722, considtrees, handsomely decorated and loaded i
that
of
erably
exceeding
any previous
down w ith gifts, ha i been arranged, and
The daily average in October was
tne assortment of presents was
varied. year.
since
which time, by request, many
731,
Capt. George II. Tapley impersonated
of t he cit ies and towns have withdrawn
Santa Claus, and quite buried his identity
such of their patients as could be recomin the folds of a huge fur coat.
His com-

thumb three weeks ago.

Boston Monday.

Dec. 31.

ias

the end of

cut

in

to accommodate three lines, the expense
to each will be brought
within limits

report of Supt. Sanborn, of the
state insane asylum, shows that the numto meet the winter’s storms.
The Christmas tree exercises at the j ber of patients tias been larger than that
of any preceding year. The largest numCongregational church were held Christ- I
been rebraced and

of each

Bartlett

of a party sent to
Alaska for the Rus-

was one

t he coast of

sian-American

Bangor, beginning next spring, fortune
ships now in process of glad to

of three

construction

Ken-

Harriet Procter, of Cape Rosier,
spent Christmas with her friend, Miss
Donnaker, at Brookside.
Charles

one

during
persons
past eighty years of nge, and six others
had passed seventy. Tnere was only one
Edw in Heed, wife and baby are visiting j (an infant) less than twenty-one years of Dryden
Mrs. Reed’s mother, Mrs. Tibbetts.
ige, and only two between that age and
Eleven ot the seventeen were
Fred Tibbetts is home from Boston thirty.
.vhere he has been stopping for awhile.
women, and five were men. The infant
whs a boy.
Thursday night there was a candy pull
Jan. 3.
G.
1 md
sing at Fred Bartlett’s. All report a
jood time.
ftMlgw ick.
Dec. 27.
B.
Dec. 31, Dudley'A. Carlton, of this'
,Milage, received a telegram announcing I
JV Hit limn.
be death of Judge Gilbert B. Keed on
George Newman, of Ellsworth, was in
I'uesdHy, Dec. 2S, at his home in Denver, j
Francis

lived in

interest.

Mr. Adams

placed

made tbin

trip, and it is
Bluehill, but the
experiences just now lias a

lie

long, mind-killing wait at
St. Michael for the steamers which were

Miss

school

Adams

particular
explore

with the old organization

beginning in
location, and

valley.

story of his

new

daily.

telephone

new

first American to penet rate t be rivIt was thirty-three years ago

—the
er’s

that Mr.

Bangor and Old“Shoo-fly” which

The train makes

girl,Is jus! now
receiving considerable attention in western papers as the pioneer of the Yukon

ot her incident

Mrs. J. W. Jones.
ar-

W.

for

grain

tome.

School commenced at Dedham Monday,
Jan. 3, taught by Miss S. L. Doyen.

WHISKER DYE.
It contains

unshine.

Dedham.

AND...

the

established

And whose wife ina Bluehill

since that

Areola, Capt. Sydney F.
Weeks, lumber laden, bound from Randolph, for Boston, went ashore Thursday morning on Outer Green island,
Casco Bay, during the southwest gale.
The crew was saved, but lost everything.
A

ISInelilll Man the First American to Traverse Its Valley.
George R. Arinins, formerly of B uebill,

1

blush-roses.

Captain Galen Cousins, of Brockton,
Mass., is passing a week with his sister,

Tuesday night.

and

wedding at Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Snow’s on the evening of Jan. 1. They
report a very pleasant time.
Jan. 3.
W.

xltiurrtisnnntts.

j

€

(

Wanda.

Bos-

“Henry Chase”, Chatto,

Tiie candidates

the

(

k

died

The schooner

was

eatta of her brother-in-law,
Sreenlaw, who died Thursday very sudc enly.
Mrs. Baldwin returned
home
Franklin Koa<l.
j
^ esterday.
A number attended the drama “Triss;
j Ralph N. Knight is teaching school at
or Beyond the Rockies”, which was pre-

Saturday evening.

from

went to Sullivan to take their examination

the

Solomon B. !

West Hancock school-house

Tuesday

the

no

-_-

sented at the

between

running.

each way

Emery.

( tended visit to his

Wednesday.
pie supper in the “chapel” Wednesday evening resulted in net proceeds of
$20.75, for the benefit of the chapel fund.
Annie Gray, of West Sedgwick, a wellknown teacher of the town, formerly in

•ouug, the last taken off being a worsted
Edward L. and Harry Alley, of Trenton, t pread for Rev. Mr. Garland.
The inaH.
were
at
James
I
McFarland’s
guests
bine poet made a short speech as Santa
I j •resented it.
Sunday.
The drama “Triss”, which was pre- ;
Dec. 31.
Ego.
!
s
was
well
sented New Year
carevening,
lie
n
Tied out.
Kpj*c.. $>•*♦*r Isle).
Mrs. Martha Baldwin, of Wilton, N. M
Mrs. Sarah Norris leaves for Bar liarj *
I., came la.sr Saturday, called here by the
bor to-day, where she will spend the

!

are

The

Klondike regions, and indeed he had a
air wind and plenty of it.
There were

Mamie

gan

He

j Saturday.
Jan. 3.
Tomsox.
quietly reconnoitering
The free high school is to be at East
Italians, near the Chase,
Surry.
granite company’s works, he was discov- j Sullivan, but a private term will be
George Cousins is having a relapse of ident, S. I. Graves, Augusta; correspondered and the blood-thirsty wretches shot I taught by Mr. Whitney in this district.
the typhoid fever. He is very ill.
ing secretary, C. T. Cook, Augusta; vice
J. S. Locke, Saco; secretary
Mrs. Sabra J. Tracy died Saturday at
him.
John H. Jellisou will serve as traverse president,
and treasurer, A. P. Irving, Rockland;
In just ice to he skillful “Nimrods” (?) 2 a. m., after a brief illness.
Mrs. Tracy
juror at the next term of the supreme
was sixty-three years old, and had spent
who so ardently pursued their game, I
president of high school department, H.
judicial court.
E. Cole, Bath; of grammar school
her entire life at the home where she was
will sa^ that the fox belonged to Alfred
departL. T. Smith, of North Bend, is suffering
ment, 1). 11. Dole, Portland; primary deWebber, and bad escaped from his keeper. born. She leaves a large circle of friends, from a
of diseases.
Fears
complication
and
are
Adelaide
the
deeds
V.
Jan. 3.
that
will
G.
partment,
many
good
Finch, Lewiston;
for his recovery are entertained.
rural schools department, W. W. Stetson,
follow her. Funeral services were conThis
was
visited
a
deer
Frivillage
Rev.
ducted by
J. T. Moore at her home
by
South
Isle.
Augusta; school superintendence departday afternoon. He came out of the w'oods ment, F. E. C. Robbins, Woodfurds; exA watch meeting
was
appointed for on Monday at 2 p. m.
somewhere
on
the
western
side
and
Jan. 3.
ecutive committee, S. I. Graves, J. S.
G.
Friday evening, the first that has been
passed at the rear of J. M. Ray’s buildings Locke, A. P. Irving, W. L.
held here for many years.
Powers,
and
the
the
Baptist church, crossing
Charles E. Tilton ; members of the counBartlett's Island.
menreoi Wednesday morning which
brook
back
of
H.
J.
Milliken’s
just
Irbin Bartlett is making a short visit
stable, cil, Mary S. Snow, E. P. Sampson, L. G.
destroyed the buildings of Thomas Thursand continued that
course
until
be Jordan; member of the
here.
ton has been the topic since.
Mr. and
advisory board,
reached the woods near E. N. Osgood’s.
J. F. Moody.
William Partlett has returned from a
Sixty new members, of
Mrs. Thurston have taken up their abode
There were twenty children born in the whom forty-eight were women, have
for the present with their son, Capt.
trip to Boston.
town of Surry during the year 18^7, ten
joined the society.
Clarence Thurston, who lives near by.
Tuere is a dance at the hall every
fox

camp of

nounced that he had

... .

Howard Tracy is ill,

winter with her son, C. H. Norris.
Sumac.
Jan. 3.

parties

arrived home

him

as

ice.

PIONEER.

tulle veil and carried

Isaiah Lord

George Jordan who has been employed
on steamer “Frank Jones” the past season,

by

morning

the

taken off when the electric road be-

was

is

general cargo for VV. G. Sar-

Sunday with
Sargent & Son.

O. Hardison, EmerylSmitb and others
took their farewell hunt for 1897 at Fox !
pond, during the Christmas time. Noth- | Christmas passed very pleasantly here,
ing was lacking to make the hunt suc- the Christmas eve entertainment and the
trees being very satisfactory. Santa Claus
cessful except the game.
tame with very big eyes indeed and anJan 3.
CH’E’ER.
S.

re-

*|||||VHII.

persecuted
a

McGown, with his family, goes
Cove.
Mr. McGown has
for

without effect.
doubling

more

a

Schooner

fox could be found.

and

success

few

service

il

town, replacing

nebunk.

rived

his company, escaped, ran a few rods
toward the A. O. U. W. hall, where Solon
a

instances the

some

are

gent A Son.

hound, but master fox, disdaining

she shut him in but

The singing,

Salisbury
here

hound

overtaken

measles

That night Reynard was discovered in |
Simeon Ash has improved in
health
C. A. Cook’s barn.
Mrs. Cook thought i since his return from Swan’s Island.

Ernest Atwood is ill at H. G. Wooster's
with tne measles.

been

was

tra

wife.
of

cases

A schooner arrived
ton with

escaped.

em-

West Franklin.

wish him

where he

on

from concussion of the brain.

The Maine Central has

The

Daniel

her father who gave tier away.
She was
becomingly gowned in white, wore a

--

readings were excellent
appropriate. The pretty tree, well

Watson

the

View

wedding of Raymond Emery and
Agnes Mabel, daughter of Hiram J.
Emery, took place at the Baptist church
Saturday evening, Jan. 1, at 8.30. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. A. P.
The i
Fox, who used the ring service.
bride entered the church on the arm of;

Sargentville schools, died Wednestimes in the immediate vicinity, the fox I
day, Dec. 29. She had been ill for some
directed his course for the post-office, but
time. The funeral was held Saturday.
having hardly time to call for his mail he
Jan. 3.
A. H. S.
passed hurriedly through the village and

filled with useful and beautiful presents.
Cflaimed attention at the close of the exercises. Santa Claus, direct from Klondike, dispensed gifts with a lavish hand.
Games closed the happy evening.
Dec. 31.
N.

to

the

Fred

O’Leary fell from the Maine
draw-bridge in Bangor Tuesday

night striking

Capt.

very ill.

Long's

Mr.

by

followed

After

Had prizes been
painstaking teachers.
awarded, doubless the palm would have
been carried off by Seth Allen Harper,
whose

below

In

ported.

Point to Maple cove and up the bank into
S. A. Long’s pasture, where he was fired
at by S. A. Long and Sam Stansfleld. The
fox then made a bee-line for “Tug Mutton cove”, and from thence to S. A.

but

the programme, not one
or her part in a pleas-

ihg and successful manner.
Carefully
drilled, the little ones did credit to the

phatic
brought

was

and Sam took

present his

aged three,

Margentville.
Several more

pasture to and around Pleasant

his

Long’s field,

Cove.

The Christmas concert and tree at the
hall Christmas eve was well attended in
Of the large
Spite of the severe cold.

failed

the road

keeper,

in

$5,000; covered by

is

Michael
Central

The

—

Mr. Long informed his neighbors. Joe
Stansfleld with his hound appeared on
the scene, and the fun commenced. The

Sedgwick,

of

Bay

was

insurance.

Thursday

held last week.

was

elected:

Brunswick

at

fire which started

|

day during winter term,
Ethel White, Irene Marks, Nora Con ary,
Willis Witham,
Harold
Amick, John
Thom, Edwin Couary, May Curtis, Har-

form with one exception.
A small child of Edward Littlefield has
been very ill.
been in

Witham,

sent one-half

have

cases

Ashworth,

267,

loss

The

the ell.

a

YUKON

Former

News,

a bouquet of bride’s
Saturday Lizzie Stover, of Boothbay,
Miss Lona Rich officiated aged fourteen, while skating, complained
at the organ.
The maid of honor was of a pain in tier head. She started to go
Miss Fossill Young.
The bridesmaids i home, but after a few steps it was neceswere Miss Isabel Rmatdo, Miss
Maggie sary for her companions to carry her. She
Miss
Maude Iceland and Miss I lived but an hour after arriving home.
Murray W. Lurvey, of the schooner Rich,
They The physician pronounced it a case of
“Helen G. Moseley”, is at home for the Callie Emery, sister of the bride.
all wore white with colored trimmings. ruptured blood vessel on the brain.
winter.
The
Fire in the basement of the Merritt
Percy Hodgkins was best man.
Mrs. Lelia J. Tripp, of Mt. Desert, and
ushers were H. L. Smith, J. W. Wood, brick block in Houlton, caused
nearly
infant daughter
Lena
Muriel
spent 2.1, Reginald
Ingalls, and Olin Drake $5,000 damage, most of which was by
Christmas week with her father, Osborn
Wood.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery have the j water. J. B. Perry, jeweler, occupied a
Kuowles.
be.*d wishes of their many friends.
store on the first floor and his stock was
Mrs. Alice T. Graves, who has been
Jan. 3.
R.
damaged to the amount of $2,000. The
stopping some time with her mother, ! n *‘»t ISrookKville.
Postal telegraph office, If. ('. Bradbury’s
Judith A. Kittredge, has returned to her
Brooks Grindle is at home for the grocery, and tlie store of If. C. Berry 4t
Capt.
home at Northeast Harbor with her little ;
Son, were slightly damaged.
The office
winter.
son
Chandler Elmont.
Mr. and Mrs. |
of President Burleigh, of the Bangor A*
Miss Lois Wescott, teacher, returned to
Graves are housekeeping in their cottage
Aroostook railroad, and other offices in
her school at Brewer Friday.
just completed.
the second floor were also damaged.
Jan. 3.
Fred Jones, of Belfast, spent Sunday
M.
The steamer that is to run between New
with his parents,
Jere Jones and

Absent

arrangements for the present year’s w ork.
There have been several cases of scarlet fever in town.

gate

liked

general

gutted Sunday by

of

Nonsense.

hotel

Tontine

The

been

tary, Lona A. Rich; treasurer, W. II.
DeLaittre; L. A. steward, Fossill Young;
ceres, Mrs. P. H. Young; flora, M rs. H.
F. Emery; pomona, Mrs. A. B. Lelatid;

We*l Krien.

Bert Collins, Harold Araick, John Thom.
one
day only, Linwood Leach,
Viola Woodbury, Maud York.
Not ab-

few

a

much

was

gave
absent

Couary,

Condon & Grindle knit-

Work at the

ting factory
days to take

Dr.
him.

and

has

Master,
following
G. Hall; overseer, Julien Emery; chapS.
lain, Mrs. C.
Bowden; lecturer, Mrs. D.
G. Hall; steward, William Richards; assistant steward, S. P. McFarland; secre-

by her |
Mrs. Myra Allen has been quite ill but
satisfaction. at present is better.
not
one-half day duting
Miss Mae Knowles is at Somesville to
fall term were:
Mary Delay, Hannah work for Julia Fernald.
Ashworth, Beatrice Woodbury, Ethel
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Knowles are reW hite, Irene Marks, Della Thompson,Nora
ceiving congratulations. It is a boy.
Clara
Willis

stone.

on

Mason

pupils
Pupils

who

here, returned to

officers of

of

were

H.

Jan. 3.

winter term of the primary school,
taught by Florence Mason, closed Dec. 31.
Mrs.

home from Mt.
been

W it ham.

election

grange, No.

spring.

The

weeks

few

the winterthere.

1

COUNTY NEWS.

Crockett,

spending

The

Winnow lugs

Week’s

One

A

CJAIII BOIL

TO

KITTKItY

other pages.

Novelty Hiitf

Salisbury Cove.
Mrs. Clifford
a

»«.?

Monday.
Ceylon Emery left for South Paris Monday to spend a week with his wife. Mrs.
Emery, who is in poor health, is spending

Berry and Miss Addie
Gault are attending
the
commercial
school at Ellsworth.

home this week.

County News

Portland

Anna L

Miss

days, he
has partially recovered and is expected

than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

COUNTY NEWS,

Kant l.nmoiiip.

tween life and death for several

larger

is

| gogical society

Francis Cousins went to the
general hospital in Portland a few

fully performed.

COUNTY

a

other pages.

weeks ago to have a cancer removed from
his neck.
The operation was success-

paper; all the
rest arc merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
called

see

East Itlurliill.

Capt.

in

claimed to
can

County Netcs

for additional

Ttik Amkr-

many.

only paper printed

the

COUNTY NEWS.

\

county;
the county com-

in Hancock

post-offices

,

pocket

MR. AND MRS. JIM.

IX.

the Buttercup man says that he
like* storms, and that's how he was out
ami heard me crying.
says he

man

hooii

tiave

had

She

started

not

yet

since

B ittercup man. lie found him fishing off t lie ledges to the left of Hopkins'
Point.
“I’m Ashing,” he said significantly.
“I’ve come to offer you my hand,” said
Toggins with straightforward earnestness, tiis voice shaking with grateful
emotion. “I want you to regard me as a
friend.”

Buttercup

Tne

him

scrutinized

you,” he replied airily. ‘‘I
can’t catcht anything but sculpins.”
Ttie Buttercup man bad an oddly independent personality. He took no pains
to ingratiate himself into the good graces
of anyone.
He neither apologized for his
to
own actions, nor was inquisitive as

I

Buck

Wneatly
Feelings

there.
still

I

felt

bad

It

slowly,

when I heard voices io

It

dark

ui.li-i

followed

(hunt

Yet

impressed

bt

able. nml
wr-

a

hs

lie bh* 1
if

think

of

y was oio*.
he disappeared

Aii'i

N»ck

to

in vest

as

suddenly and

came

rough

a

would

the

bundle of

wouldn't

Newbury
mysteriously as

from

even

period

the

for

the

large

pocket and

clumsily

the pretty

for

hunting

roan-skinned creatures in his

bouse, that stretched

woods,

back

to

Mor-

over

“I

ami

month

half

a

I returned to

called

the detect ive

happened

so

on

tertained

for
of the

as

far

upon them went.
before I left,
C’urtis.

their

She

en-

in the

sold my cow, and have
keep me.”
"And how about

made

answer.

But

more.

"It’s

heirs,

spread

“I followed the

thieves

and

llorid style to

1

are

name

“But there

if ui
s

so,

tory

so;

i.i

On my arrival in Ellsworth I
letter in an unfamiliar writing

found

would

saw

about

tue

on

distance,

short

a

1'iie

house

a

York.

next

sonnets

a

written

1 drew

by

Mr. Jennings Sydney, Attorney-at-Laic
I>k*k Sir
Some jear* ago, I whs appointed
by the Holland government to look Into a claim
—

of Ura

deep

h

always had

an

else in the

simplified
given

morning

belonging

ready

know.

matters
some

if

I

easily
to

cated.

October

Eugene Weber.

Revelation number one, 1 said.
And
a good laugh at my own exover
peiiHe
my
supposed porgymen.
Sleek fellows, the
real
porgymen, I
thought. We were on to them once, and
they thought to confuse and hoodwink
us by hiring out tbe*r boats.
On the second day of November, the
Buttercup man arrived in Ellsworth. 1
law him as he was being driven past
my
office to the hotel. He had bieakfast in
town and then continued *oi{ to South
Surry. Jeane was churning butter when
Toggins came to tell her that a gentleman, Mr. Eugene Weber, wished to see
then 1 had

her in the

sittiug-roora.

Jeane entered in a great flutter of
pense and anticipation.

sus-

“And you are the man that came up to
me on board ‘the
Maine’,” she cried.
am the man,” he confessed.
“And my mother's picture?” she questioned.
“Is your mother’s picture and also the

“1

picture

of Ora

Buck, married to
officer of the cavalry by the
Kirlson Wheat.v,” he replied.
Karlson”

ing’y,

exclaimed

and she fiew

out

of

a

Jeane
the

young

name

of

divinai d

room

with the scrap of paper they
had fouud of Mrs. Godfrey’s on which
was written:
returned

Faithfully yours,
Kablson.
“Another evidence,” said the Buttercup
u:au
He drew from his
pleasantly.

Weber, the Weber that
searching for. But as she
“I often

bad

we
was

saw

And

their
to

most

think

W hat

|
I

!

back here and

church

Jeane had chosen him
and offered union with
Jeane

went

straight

been

So

low

his

voice

came,

it

bore

no

You

were

that

interviewed

corporation,

and the

that we store up wretchedness
for ourselves for years.
It is with the infinitely little that the

build the

great wall that seals

our

into the fall,

well advanced

was

yet Toggins announced that he must

go look after his lobster-traps.
It was 6 o’clock, and Jeane was knead-

re-

ing her bread into

a

the

sponge to cover for
Diadamia, who was convales-

night.
had

cent,

a

following her

been

father

for the last hour.
“Papa, you’re going to leave me, and
Will you come back?” she
go far away.
said, repeating the uneasy words she had
him
to
that
spoken
evening on
Jeane’s return from Bar Harbor.
And Toggins answered as then:
“Of
around like

Jeane

play
full

fin shed

The

moon

her bread

idyllic

slow

some

spiuet.

|
j

air grew
in

rose

an

and

airs

went

kitchen stove

her

on

darker and

oblique

line

the
with

had

Her

figure

the door

the

en-j

h

black

cloth

silhouetted

alternately

like

in

over

To be

Kenny, dining
friend, chanced

hotiHe of

a

at

once

the

to swallow

a

with his wine, t lie result being a severe fit of coughing. “Take care,
my friend,” said his next neighbor, with
a rat her feeble attempt at humor, “that’s

piece of

cork

not the way for Cork!”
“No,” gasped
the irrt^iressible sufferer, “it’s the way to
kill Kenny!”
The beard usually turns gray first, ami should
be colored to correspond with the color of the
hair of the head. Bucking ham’s Dye colors a
natural brown or black.—Advt.

2tol)crtt0£mrnt0.

The Evidence of Our Senses.

What

Ellsworth People say is Preity
Good Proof for Ellsworth

People.
When

it ourselves,
When our own ears hear it,
When our neighbors tell it,
Our friends endorse it
No better evidence can be bad,
we see

people

say in

Michigan,

deceiving echoes here.
Ellsworth talk about Ellsworth people.
Public opinion pushed for the puuiic

.^

An Inventor’# Ilewurtl.

day

attachment which when applied to
tin* maehino permitted one boy t<> attend it. and he can turn out as much
work as the tour men could previously.
This machine is run regularly every
day, an*l it is doing good work at a saving of $0 a day over former cost. The
president of the company gave the
young man a check fur $^5.—Springfield Republican.

Hood’s Pills
or

(Ian

a*

Fuel.

consumption
reaps

his richest

HALE'S

harvest..

HONEY

where dis-

|t

••Growing old” should only mean growand sweeter, better, completer

|4*

ing wiser,
in

all

the

qualities

of

true

manliness

and Cbristlikeness. It has been beautifully said that old age should rather seem
to

us

the

twilight

coming

on

of

of

a new

night.

morning

than

I Mi

neglected.

If you have ever tried Hale’s Honey of
Horehound and Tar you know what a
safeguard it is aga.nst throat and lung
troubles. Sold by druggists.
cure

in

one

minute.

fPYNY.PECTORALf
*

T

A

QUICK CURE FOR

COUGHS AND COLDS.
VERY VALUABLE
affections of the

rem.dy in all

THROAT OR LUNGS.
Large Bottles, 25c.

* DAVIS & LAWRENCE
CO., Lim.,
■x*

J

Prop's of

Perry Davis’Pain-Killer.
FOR SALE BY

ALL CHEMISTS

WHEREAS

sii i;i:i
iwi.k,
State of Maine, Hancock ss.*
rPAKKN UPON AN EXKCITION which
JL issued on ;t judgment recovered at the
supreme judicial court at Ellsworth, within
and for the
county of Hancock, .-'Late o£
Maine, on the 2d Tuesday of Ociohri. a. d
1896, which said judgment bears date in 21th
day of October, a. d. 1896, wherein James
Melvin Smith, of Hancock, county of Hancock and >iate of Maine, is creditor and Ann
(i. Me tar land, of Lamoine, Hancock county.
State of Maine, is debtor lor the sum < f $77.97
debt or damage, and $10.29 cost of w. •. as to
reus appears of record, whereof execution
mains to be done in part, to wit: for the sum
of $18.26 with 30 cents more for two former
writs, the same having been seized on execution, dated Dec. 7. a. <1. 1897, to wit: Certain
lots or parcels of land situated In Lamoine,
Hancock county, Maine, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
First. “The southern part of the homestead
farm on which I now live bounded and describe d as follows, to wit: Beginning on the
division line between my farm and farm
owned by Edwin Jellisou it the short-: meiice
south 79" west on said division line 21" rods to
the back line of the lot; thence northern on
said back line 20 rods; thence north
cast
200 rods to the shore; thence following the
shore to the place of beginning, and containing 50 acres and 120 rods more or less, and being the same property described in d. d from
Nathaniel McFarland to Jacob S. McFarland
dated June 7. 1850, and recorded it! wo. 9\
Registry «d 1 mis
page 254 of Hancock count
Second. Beginning at the shore of Partridge Cove on the line of land owned by
Jacob S. McFarland and running sou: li 7a"
west 171 rods; thence north 17 rods: thence
north 56° east to the shore; thence by the
shore io the place of beginning and containing 17 acres more or less, ami being the same
property described in deed from Hannah McFarland to Jacob S. McFarland dated Mat 1 >,
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cock county Registry of Deeds.
The above lots being the homestead of Ann
McFarland are situated at Partridge Cove
in Lamoine.
And I shall sell to satisfy said execution
and incidental charges all the
ight, title and
interest in the above-described
pi open j
taken upon execution as aforesaid, at public
auction at the sheriffs office, in Ellsworth,
Hancock county, Maine, on Thursday, the
20th day of January, a. d. 1898, at 10 o'clock

ihejforennon.

Attest:—

AND

11

and lungs

Pike’s Toothache Drops

Vincent M. Carter,of Hancock,
county of Hancock, Slate ot Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the thirteenth day of
July. a. d. 1896, and recorded in the Registry
of Deeds for Hancock county, Maine, in book
303, page 237, conveyed to me, the undersigned.
Samuel K. Whiting, of Ellsworth, Hancock
county, State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in Hancock aforesaid, and
bounded and described as follows, to witc
Beginning at the northwest corner uf the
Franklin Ball lot, so-called, at the shore;
thence easterly about two hundred (200) rods
to land of the Charles Coats lot, so-called t
thence northerly about forty (40) rods to th©
corner of Livy Penney’s lot, so-called; theuc©
westerly about two hundred (200) rods io the
shore; thence southerly along the shore to
the lirst-mentioned bounds, containing fifty
(50) acres, more or less, together with all
buildings thereon. Excepting and reserving,
however, that portion of the above-described
premises which is situated westerly of the
Hancock Point road, heretofore conveyed to
C. B. Piueo and others.
Bi ing the same premises described as conveyed in the deed from Dexter P. Clement to
said Vincent M. Carter, dated July 13. a. d.
1896, and recorded in said Registry of Deeds.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been and is now broken, now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose.
Dated December 18, a. d. 1897.
Samfel K. Whitrno.

Dated December 20,

theThroat HOREHOUND
are

place

n

0F

When it comes to the general use of
gas, the price of the gas has something
We all knew that the
to do with it
gas engine is more commonly used in
England than in the United States, but
the explanation is simple.
Boston and
Manchester have nearly tlie same population
The consumption of gas in
Manchester in one year was 3,630,000,000 cubic feet, or more than was used
in the entire state of Massachusetts,
but the price of gas in Manchester was
00 cents per 1,000 feet, while in Boston
at the same period the average per 1,000
was $1.50.
The price of gas is much too
high. —American Machinist.

I.OSFiri;.

FORF.C

m< rlgage to me,
the undersigned. Minnie B.
Ken.ick, of said Bucksport, tin following described lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon standing, situated in said Bucksport, and being a part of lot No. It.;, in the
seventh (7th) range and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning on tho
westerly side of the county road leading
through the Long Bond settlement at. ;• point
ten (10) rods southeasterly of the northeasterly line of said lot No. 107; thence southeasterly by said road to the northeasterly side
line of lot No. 10*; thence northwe-tci ly on
said side line to the east shore of Hancock
Bond; thence by the shore of said pond northeasterly to a pine stump standing on the
south side of the rt ad leading by said pond;
theuce southwesterly by said pond to the
of beginning, and being the same prctu
ises
conveyed to said Jennie R. Barnes by
Harriet L .vloore ami Kben H. Mooie by deed
dated February It. 1896, and recorded in Hancock Registry of Deeds, book 297, page 513,
ami whereas the conditions ot said mortgage
have been and now remain broken, this notice is given for the purpose of loreclosing
the same as provided by law.
MInnie B. Rkmi. k.
By her attorney, T. H. Smith.
Bucksport, December 21, 189*7.

lUi-'O

«

state of

I.

d. 1897.
L. F. Hooter, Sheriff.

a.

1 I

'S

1

Maine, Hancock

15.
ss.

wherein
rpAKKN ONof EXECUTION
Trenton, in said coio
1 Young,

Isaiah
nJ
State, is creditor and Pearl I. Leland, Caroline H. Leland and Annie L. Saunders, all of
b ..rs,
Trt nton, in said county and State, are
wh ib execution was issued from the KH-woith municipal court of Ellsworth, mi -aid
n <1 at
con ’it v and state, on a judgment rein
on the
the December term of said court, viz
first Tuesday of Dt cumber, a. d. 1897, bearing
date December 13, 1897, for the sum of -s. m.)
eighty-seven dollars ami six cents debts or
damage anil $17.54 seventeen dollars ami ;.fty-f« ur cents amt fifteen cents more tor one
writ of execution, the sann having been attached on the oiiginal writ dated Jum
m
the ‘5.1а. d. 1897, at 5 hours 30 minutes p.
lowii g described real estate, situati in.-aid
town <>t Trenton, and botinued and described
as follows, vi/..;
Commencing at the -bn in
ubf
said Trenton, on the southern side ol
House Point” so-called, on the northeast line
of heirs of William Leland, and runs noi'.hwesterly on said line to a stake at the tow n
road at Oak Point in said Trenton; tlu-me
northe .sterly on said road to a stake twentyfour rods; thence aoutheasterl;- to a s'uke at
the shore; thence by the shore soutlu ilv to
first bounds containing eight acres m re or
less.
Alsu another lot in said Trenton, lvmgon
r<
the westerly side of the Oak Poiu
l,
Combounded and described as follows, vi/
lock
ment ing at a fir tree at or near a
arg>
owned
running N. 36* west to land formerl',
by J )hn C. Murch; thence northeasterly on
said Murch’s line 231e rods to a fir tree
spotted; the southeasterly to tin Nathan
Walker line to the brook bark of the dwelling-house northeasterly three rods; then mining southi asterly until it strike- the n i i>• :•*
of the house; then direct to the town ni.'d;
then southwesterly along the town road u> the
place of beginning, containing lo ty wo
acres more or less, and being the same pn mists convexed bv deed of Webster D. hi bind
Leland to Caroline H. 1.
ai d Pearl L
ml,
dated the second day of January, a. 1 1vrb
and recorded in Hancock Registry of Pc-ds,
November 12, 1875, at llh. 35m. a m., a.'.d n■orded in vol. 151, page 455, it L '-w.-rih,
Maine, iu said Registrv ; and on Thurso.iv, be
!c
27th d v of January, a. d. 1898, at 10
in the forenoon, at the sheriff's olliee in I
.-eii
I
at
Maine.
shall
Hancock
worth,
county,
t
public auction all the right, iitle and in.<
that the said Pe.irl L. Leland, Caroline H. Le:n
or
bad
has
L.
Saunders
and
Annie
land
said real estate on the 22d day of June- i. <L
riginal
1897, the time of attachment of the
said exeeutbn and
wi it af-ire.-aid, to satisfy
I said sale, said execution Lei!..-, No.
costб. 358.
paid at Kllsworth, December 20, a. d. b-97.
iff.
L. F Hooter. SI
■

cowled

LORILLARD’S Net v Che wine: Tobacco—
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>

continued.

purely vegetable and do not
gripe. All druggists.—.ldtrt.

are

I have been
say too mu**h
1 advise everyfor Doan’s Kidney Pills.
to use them if they require any medicine for their kidneys.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all
dealers, price 50 cents, mailed by Foster- j
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. V., sole age its
for t he United States.
Kemember t he name, Doan’s, and tfiket
no subst it ute.
one

behind
a

run

pain

K. T. R.

_

a

Avoid
any lisks at.out health.
•ough«. colds, fevers, pneumonia, and nil other
'‘••"tar ailment- by keeping your blood iich
mil pure with liuod » Sair.a».«ri!h*.

(jurge,

feet.

her

and a hooded witch.
Mrs. Duerry
whh one of those
persons whose physical
xterior militates against
souls
their
Hie Buttercup man could not help thinkthree hags
ing of Macbeth, and the
over their ebullient pot of mischief.

ad

an

stirring something

She

monk

Don’t

Her brave and fearless riders
Fold their arms across the breast,

to

Scboodic hills instead of over Green
The Buttercup man
wawatching Mrs. Duerry who stood by the |

head.

She has the pedals for big feet,
And handle bars don’t need.

the

upon

mountain.

kettle.

And here is where Chicago
bound to take the b ad ;

Charles

OF

"\¥7’HKRKA8 Jennie it. Barnes, of BuckstT
Hancock, State of
port, county of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated October
Ifi, 1896, and recorded in Hancock county Registry of Deeds, book 305, page 306, con\eyed in

-.

ttie

t he

,

ILrgal Xotirrs.
NOTM'F

Of what use is the bicycle
W it bout til jK’dal gear?
And what’s the use of pedals
I f feet are missing there?

Steer with tin ir big Chicago
And let the handles re.-t

GRAIN-0!*

TRY

Ask your i.rocer to-day t > -how you a package ol till A DO, llie new foo l drink t.lmt takes
• he place «»f coffee.
The children mat drink it
without injur> as well as the min i.
Mi who
• r\
OIttIN-O has that rich sea!
it, like ii.
brown of Mocha or Java, • ui It is made, trom
pure grains, and the most delicate stoniac* ro
reives it without distress. *«, the price of coffee
15c and 25 cts. pur package. sold by all

grocers.

II y a Chicago Rod.
New York may boast of handle liars,
In looks they are complete,
Hi t handle-oars won’t driveyoi
•’•eels
Cnless you have the feet.

No

shadow’

a

course, my pet, I’ll come back.”
But the child again was not watisfied.

extravagant

during

a

lessness

and

Yale Record.

CD.

Nor distant muttering from California,

Projects.

mi

why you won’t

reason

pity she did not look up to meet
wo st range and sadly upon her.
had, the look in their depths

a

Now it

—

TO TIIE VALE UK'

<

in

was

fate.

“Then I returned to Holland, reported,
came

him,

loved

might have haunted her until her dying
day. It is thus in a few minutes of heed-

we

Am* New York is the handle-bar
That -teers the w hole affair.

The development of water power in
i
connection with electric transmission is
good.
just now a favorite subject for promotThere is no proof like home proof.
• rs.
A scheme is on foot, in Richmond
Home testimony at the back of every
box of
to utilize the power of the James river.
Doan’s Kidney Pills,
It is stimated that oO.OOU horsepower
t mu you believe you neighbors?
could be developed. The local press is
lb ad ibis statement made by a citizen: !
a
similar
of
Mrs. L. C. Berry, of l> High street, says: I
advocating
development
n
the
Savannah
Auyears or more 1 have been doctornear
“Thirty
river,
power
for kidney complaint, for the most
ing
and
based
gusta. (ia..
upon an investi- miserable
pains in the small of the back,
gation made by ('aptain <). M. Carter, extending to the shoulder blades, for disUnited States engineer. It is estimated tress from t hem that I could not sit up
that ■’>!i,(nit) actual horsepower could be five minutes. For three weeks at a time 1
have been unable to walk around and 1
secured. In N*» w York state une of flit*
often bad to lie with a fur pillow under
late.-r schemes in this dirt etioii proposes the small of ivy back, it acting as a supto take with v f;'nm the Chemung river
port ami affording me some relief. For
at lug Flats and 1 ad ir ro 1L rseheuds two week** before 1 commenced using
Doan’s
Pills I could
no rest
and tin nee do\.u the sail v to ecu era wit boutKidney a hot water get
bottle to my
placing
b; T
'1 he
i.'
1' •»
11)
r» 11
lake
I read of Doan's Kidney
hack at night.
Elmira and Waikius. < n me ju-..,
1 Pills and decided to try them, as 1 had
and many other remedies for the kidneys,
route, is over 4 l'J feet in 33 milafter seeing them advertised, so 1 isked
Im'tween Pine Valley ami Mill: -rt
Mr. Wiggin to bring me a box fri m bis
fall is !*.".• 1 • t m 3 miles, while tr
store. The result was I have no pj ins o*
aches of any kind now, I sleep wall; i.i
To
Havana
the
fall
is
314
act
Millport
fact, my health is good in general. Since
in (J miles.—Engineering News.
cured I cannot

his eyes set
But if she

that

dead, you

their very midst. The situation hHd
ironical romanticism.

Trinity

intoxi-

one

Intinitely great crushes you, says Victor
Hugo. And it is with the intinitely little

these years of delay and suspense they
had had the solution of the trouble in

and

like

“Do you think I am an ingrate?”
! “No, my darling,” and his lips brushed
| her forehead in a yearning kiss.

who,‘in the sweat of their
brow,’ lived, but who were destined to be
than

then

is that the

almost

was

of the sea,

dreams.

looked

dukes.

! leave me?”

been

Wheatly. One day I came across your
little girl. She looked decidedly like the
miniature that I had of Ora Buck. And
it was then that I met Mr. and Mrs. Jim.
Judge my surprise when I found out who
the worthy couple really were. That accounts for their disappearance.
I
enticed both Mr. and Mrs. Jim away one
night to interview them, and sure enough
they had the document. It proved to be
not only her—Ora Buck’s—certificate of
marriage to Karlson Wheatly, and of
your baptism, but the certificates of her
mother’s marriage to Alfred Buck, jr.,
and of her grandmother, Matilda Oldsome to the first Alfred Buck.
“This was proof beyond hII reaonable
doubt. Still I waited.
The estates had
lingered over twenty years in settling; a
few
months longer
would
make
no
difference. 1 mused much over Newbury
Neck—a settlement of future millionaires.
Hard-working tillers of the soil or follow-

richer

con-

He

Jeane

“And

TRY GRAIN-0!

••

met

whisper.
“Of course,” replied Jeane carelessly,
Mrs. I not wholly thinking of what she said.

you, but you
semblance to your mother.

ers

front

have done for me?” she averred.

the sole heir.

were now

the

and ad-

the

Chicago must the pedal he
because Hie fe. t are I here,

ensues.

A young man employed at $1.S0 a
in one of tie* factories in N’ew Brit
aim Conn., recently invented an at
into Ins arms as one would seek a
haven
\ tachment to a machine on which he
»f safety. “You are trembling," he said.
was working which promises
to bo of
“Yes," she answered with a nervous
great value. Four men were empb yed
laugh.
on this machine prior to his invention,
“And you w ill not leave me?” he quesand its use was about to be abandoned
tioned.
because of the expense attending the
“Never!
How could 1, after all you
me young man ucvimu
running <>r it.

Wheatly,

36, 1896.

in

door Jeane

and

earls

which >ou algathered from the

Then I

her

over

compassion

tier

thoughts.

ms

occupied
had

unsteadily

before her wealth

Agghaccus

Godfrey

!

j

lie had overheard theentire

versation.

the

etc.—details

ber hand

after

Hollis,

preceding

once

passed

light

It’s not what

you have
did for

duchess.”

a

to

Thus does worry kill. Insidiously,
.ike many another disease, it creeps
upon the brain in the form of a single,
constant, never lost idea, and, as the
dropping of water over a period of
years will wear a groove in a stone, so
does worry gradually, imperccptil ly,
but no less surely, destroy the brain
cells that lead all the rest—that are, so
to speak, the commanding officers of
mental power, health and motion.
Worry, to make the theory still
stronger, is an irritant at certain points,
which produces little harm if it comes
at intervals or irregularly.
Occasional
worrying of the system the brain can
cope with, but the iteration and reiteration of one idea of a disquieting sort
the cells of the brain are not proof
against. It is as if the skull were laid
bare and the surface of the brain struck
lightly with a hammer every few seconds, with mechanical precision, with
never a sign of a let up or the failure of
a stroke.
Just in this way does the annoying
idea, the maddening thought that will
not be done away with, strike or fall
upon certain nerve cells, never ceasing
and week by week diminishing the vitality of these delicate organisms that
are so
minute that they can only bo
seen under
rho microscope.—Pharmaceutical Products.
Water Power

possible to you with your
beauty. You might be a lady,

Outside of

learned Unit

Mrs.

!

ever

miration.

|

me.

be

looked

due to be paid to the
neighbors ail that was known of
John Christian Weber. 1
Had
Godfrey and her daughter Jeane.
came to this country.
Besides the money al
I
not been married, I should have made
lowed me by the government. I have means of you
i my presence and suspicions acquainted to
my own, and last summer partly from pleasure,
But as you were, and seemand partly from Its convenience, I rented in you at once.
company with some effluent friends, three
ingly comfortably located, 1 judged a
small -team yachts foi the season. We found
little delay would do no harm. 1 wished
them in the port of Machlns, and what use the to find his
excellency, Mr. Jim and his
(
owners had put them to, we were ignorant of
spouse. But it was not so easy to take
until one ni^ht I overheard a conversation
; t his tangled thread and ‘wind it ton clue.’
about us between you and Mr. Hollis Togglns
be found.
No one
! Mr. J itn could not
on < >ak Point.
That we were taken for porgymen amused us seemed to have ever heard of him.
“I saw your advertisements in the papers
so much that we kept up the farce for the sake
for any
relatives or
friends
of it* own absurdity.
of Mrs.
But now that tin* lease of the yachts has exHonora Godfrey, and smiled, for your
pired, I feel it my duty to acquaint you with the mother’s name was not Honora Godfrey,
facts as far as we are concerned.
hut Ora Buck
and she was a

Very truly yours,

Surely

brought

Silence when nothing need he said ift
eloquence of discretion.—Bovee.

Spokes from the Wheel.
If Huston is really “the Huh,”
We think, tin'll, to he frank,
That Phi adelphla is the tire,
And Kan.-as is the crank.

Repair Certain Cell*

curiously interesting

mum

con-

eyes and her steps faltered as she passed
out of the room.
The Buttercup man

am.

was

Believe

not

you

all that he

countess, or even
Jeane started.

She

direction

interrupted Jeane

also

into,

“Did

band.”

something

was

Mrs. dlonora

a

broken

making him but

be

“What, marry again!” she gasped.
“You have made a mistake.
1 would
rat her give up my money than my hus-

me.

Carter and which had been

Manhattan Club.

an

own,

him
t tie
exception
people. You made him
a lady'.
He owes you
owe him nothing.
You can

wealth and

awaiting appellation.

:

New

have
had

paper

of my

nothing, you
easily part. Divorces are easy to get—say
on
the plea of incompatibility.
Then
once
free, the linest scion of Europe

to tier feet.
“Yes, Mr. and Mrs. Jim,” reiterated
the Buttercup man.
“That puzzled me.
She had evidently made u continent of a
Now
couple named Mr. and Mrs. Jim.
Jim is no common cognomen; still u

a

mu-

need

among all of his
the hunband of

springing impetuously

time—“if she is any other woman than
Honora Godfrey,” 1 added to myself.

taught

m-

made

You

you.

expected, they

‘Ora’.

"Mr. and Mrs. Jim!’’

“Well, she's an impostor,” I exclaimed
impetuously, but checked myself just in

in

home

a

man.

repaid

than

more

I have
tell her when she Is eighteen.
But
.ippens to prevent me from doing
a written document of our
histhe custody ot .Mr. and .Mrs. Jin..’

4“

child.

removed.”

know, I really don't know
anything more about it,” she answered.

for #45,• >00,0uo that
heirs of a certain

Tue

breath.

of old
one

you

“But

have

or
me

I should

Buttercup

would

collection

love

continued.

ho

descend to be his wife?

tiring heartily, and then 1 returned
up the letters. Tuey proven
a

you

when

ungrateful return for his kindness to

the

picked

to be

don’t

It read

letters

slili

"But where?” I asked.

me.

the

never

you

1

as

twenty | package. A sort of a will, or
twenty years as lo where to find a will:
that
'•Mlil constantly asks who I
they’ve

“They’ve found Ora?” I exclaimed.
“My brother from Portland says
and he ought to know,” she affirmed.
“I

left

get it,” |

Ora and her

the last obstacles

now

trill

Well,

and

been

they

found the other
So

scattering!

so

now in my prosperity.”
“He gave you a home, but did you not
give him your companionship?” insisted

robbed,

are

attraction for
we ever

had been

one

imagined

desert him

ground.

to

more

Weber claim?”

it may be
do say

years now, and

some

such

in

I be

asked.
“Oil, I don't believe
she

nothing

ttiHt

! with both hands.
I

dining-room.
"1 am going aw ay to-morrow,” she said,
"to spend the winter with my daughter hi
Ellsworth. I have killed my pig, and
me

an

thing of a shot, I drew my brace of
pistols, and started t«* firing all at once

as

that

Mrs. Aseuat h

take

sum-

my

failure

a

he

suddenly surprised, they will
to flight
helter-skelter, and leave
I am somebooty behind them.

robbers

seen

any

Ellsworth;

mer's work had been
It

in

ribbon

love-letters/

old

and

Hollis came to
grief and offered me
and love.

but

bit ber lips redder

sic.

‘We’ve been sold.’
saw

him,”

eccen-

with

Duerry always,

Mrs.

But I could not expect
to capture single-handed so many desperadoes.
Still I knew that often
when

Bay. It was also the time for the
killing of the lambs and the curing of
the winter pork.

playing

you

tlie rats

a

keen

you
were so young—seventeen.
How could
know
own
Besides
mind?
you
your
as
far as I can see it was forced upon
you. There was no other resource left.”
“But I was not forced,” resented Jeane
indignantly. ‘‘1 could have lived with

possibly injured.

hi’s

The porgee boats bad not been

undid

little
nace

rather

or

married

“One of the
winter

ever
you
your husband

ouite able to

Jeane

him,

‘Just

one.

papers that
make nests of.’

Have

blushed up to ber temples.
“I know that you think that

were as
as

unt

you?”

open them/ suggested another.
men drew a package from his

‘Let’s

said.

buys.

tric.

moon.

characters

old

T« ggins went

over a

who

men

with

very rich,” he said.

to be

thought that in the world
might be considered—er—a

my right.
no

and

day to

one

conversation

appeared.

that

man

my horse and
the woods. 1

into

voices

group of

a

fastening.
‘Nothing

g

I tied

ugly-lookiug

craeberries now, and the law prohibiting
tie- Killing o? litter having been removed,

of the

was

wish to see.
‘We got nary a thing/ said

come.

was

there

going

are

duly

it not be more to your taste to
change your relation and position in life?
You married so young.
You were reared
like a Mirander, and you wedded the first

igate.

upon
and

1

a

as

and

“But I did stop.

honor-

him

was

Yet from all appearances he

porgyiosn.
certa'f.

being

ns

you

years

North

Anally

“Would

This together with the time, should have
made me hasten by instead of stopping to

author

of sterling qualities.

man

rplexed

p-

liolrt frnin I

anv

six

his

it

following

the

Jeane:
“You

Bend road one late night from Surry that
I came upon my first clue. I was driving

the attitude of others. He never brought
his good deeds forward, or, on the other
hand, attempted to conceal his bad ones.
He w«
around like a book that people have to read, praise, criticise, comprehend or misunderstand for themu

yet he thought

that

the

about

was

driving along

was

in

all

lips bidding adieu.
The Buttercup man liked Toggins,

lawyer,

a

was

heirs

at his

ever

of

heard

to

Buck

Ora

neigh bur hood.
ago when I

guide

are no

that

been

The other

to

have

not

was

call, pet and congratulate Jeane.
There were the Treworgys, the Curtises,
the Clarks, the Colestans, the Youngs,
t he Cogginses, and others.
It was a time
of great rejoicing.
But joy has his hand,

But Ora

Bucksport.

to

came

peninsula.

whole
came

made out

“So

Inside it

next few days it was as though
fatted calf had been killed in theToggins household, and in fact over the

county, at Bucksport.

keenly.
“Thank

husband’s, and the
on it; and so it did.

a

buttons.

1

her

‘Ora, Karlson, May 6th, I860.’

of two of his regiment
These Karlson bad left in her
possession at his death, which l)Hd occurred a few years previous. The old lady
was positive that you were both alive;
and it was from her that I learned of the
origin of the Bucks up here in Hancock
locket

name, and
date of their mar-

had

For the

old bundle of love

an

it

me

Written for The American.

than
Hie fact that worry will kill.
More remarkable ."till, it has been able to determine, from recent discoveries, just
bow worry does kill.
It is believed by many scientists who
t:ive followed most can fully the growth
of the science of brain diseases that
scores of the deaths set down to other
causes are due to worry, and that alone.
The theory is a simple one—-so simple
that any one can readily understand it.
Briefly put, it amounts to this: Worry
injures beyond repair certain cells of
the brain, and, the brain being the nutritive e* liter of the body, the other organs become gradually injured, and
when some disease of these organs or
4 combination
of them arises death

engraved:

letters that your mother bad left behind
in tier flight, and a miniature set in a

the

man

dead, who bud

nothing

suddenly, “was it you

riage

intensified, I hunted

had

told

aunt

her

Weber, bad put matters into by

up the family of Karlson Wheatly and
louud it to consist of one maiden aunt,

to find

out

ly ’h

Injure* Ilovond

KILLS.

of tlie Itrain.

dug up my mother’s grave?”
4
“Oh, I forgot. Yes,” he answered, I
wanted to find her wedding ring. Wheat-

if I

Wheatly

Buck

she asked

WORRY

Modern science has

that

disinheriting his heir until his third gen
eration, and tiie disappearance of Ora

Jeane

cried, and

I

“But,”

Ora to

by

over

to see

Christian

him Buttercup man.”

“Eugene Weber,”
started expectantly.
him.
Been
Toggins

sent

was

land

call

me

from

name

the government of Holcould disentangle thestate
of affairs that my great-great-uncle, John

came

Eugene

ia

name

whs

Honora and came
back to I lie home of her fathers.
When I
her

down here a purpose to see me, and that
he’s got a real live little turtle up at Mrs.
Cunningham's where he is hoarding.
“And he says his true
VVeher, hut he’d just as

“It

HOW
t

written to Ora Buck and the ending was she burst forth rapturously:
We shall go
“1 shall be rich, so rich!
See, this scrap exactly tits, him!
It makes our j where we please, and have a*- we like. My
the writing is the same.
husband shall no longer he a farmer and
case all the stronger.
Diadamia shall be reared a lady.”
W lien your mot her ran off she changed

“And

Buttercup

wrote

ever

turnoff.

(Ilegun In Issue of Nov. II.)

“And fhe

tire three claims are to be Mettled by the
midd'e of December.”
Jeane sat speech less a few minutes, the :i

of the

is one

your father
he observed.

her,’’

in''*

your
STKWART.

AUTHOR

«v C'lKINM

“This

old letter.

rii

first letters tlist

bat
»
u»
eoj gives not ii
m isI -In ha- Iu n duly appointed
tratrix of the estate of John M. Hale, j:
k.,
late of Ellsworth, in the county of H m
deceased, and given bonds as the law din is.
All persons having demands against tin esnt
tate of said deceased are desired to |
the same for settlement and all indebted
thereto are requested to make paymim imRebecca W. Hai.t
mediately.
December 7, a. d. 1897.
...

jpg
1 Jverv piece full of excellence. 5
g charged with quality only.
£ No blanks." The kind of el ewing tobacco you’ve always ^
C
for.
Ask your dealer f )r it.
g lb., io cents.
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OBITUARY.

THIS IS SERIOUS.

MRS.

other pages.

nee

MARY

F.

Mrs. Mary F. Googins,

MUST

REFUSE

MILL

HI

BE

NOT

city
known,

THROWN IN UNION RIVER.

On Thursday, Pec*. 30. Peputy Sheriff
Osgood raided the Pendleton house, on h
E.
search warrant issued by Judge E.
Chase, of the Western Hancock municipal
court, on complaint of tlit? selectmen.
About six gallons of liquor were found,

IF

IS

PRACTICE

GOV-

STOPPED

NOT

son,

Dec.
loved

24,

the

WITHDRAWN.

Development

Its

R.

MeGown, in
favorably
spected by a large

Frank

as

r*

Pleasure Resort.

Her maiden

name

was

Ayer’s

fore reached the advanced age of
seven years and nine months.

eighty-

[The following article from the pen of tin* late
I>r 'V. \|. Haines, of Ellsworth, was puhll-lifil
In Field, Forest and Shore a few Weeks ago
under the title “The New vs. the OKI Resorts” 1

|

While new fields and new resorts in
this State-arc constantly opening up to
the tourists and sportsmen, it is also true

I;

dispatch from Washington, D. C.,
In February, 1834, she married Ruel Methat nn;ny of the older resorts that have
Judge
arraigned
Monday says, Maj. K. L. Hoxie, corps of Gown, who was one of the first to leave
He was
been fished for many years have been reexamination.
waived
and
day
in
a
to
Ellsworth
for
t
lie
mines
in
Caliagain
report
gold
engineers, emphasizes
stocked, and at the present time afford as
sentenced to pay a tine of $100 and costs,
fornia.
He
died
at
Isthmus
of
Aspinwall,
Mr. Congress, just made public, the growing
a .d in addition to-ixty days in jail.
good fishing as can be found in this whole
Panama, Oct. 19, 1852. From this marSlate, so noted for its wonderful pools
Martin appealed and furnished securities evil of depositing mill refuse in the
horn
six
children, five of
riage were
and lakes.
for his appearance at the supreme judi- rivers of Maine. The statement is made
whom are living, via.:
Mrs. Harriet G.
Wit h t his preliminary I will call your
cial court to be held at Ellsworth next
in connection with his recent survey of Damon, Mrs. Louisa M. Ramsdell, Mrs.
readers’attention to a fisherman’s resort
April.
C.
of
Mrs.
Hanson,
Nancy
Lynn, Mass.;
Union river,
Ellsworth, which was Susan
G. Franks, of
Brooksville, and that has been opened up during the last
Frank R MeGown.
examined last year by Lieut. Col. Duraof
few years on the Mt. Desert branch of
"The do-something committee’’
In 1855 she married William Googins, of
the M. C. K. R.
Bluehilt has sent us a communication rell.
who survives her. For the past
Lamoine,
Green Lake was known until the past
which we will cheerfully print if the
Washington dispatches to Maine at fifteen years Mr. and Mrs. Googins have
made their home with tier son, Frank
few years as Reed’s Pond, and for years
writer will send us his (or her) name. No
that time mentioned Lieut. Col. Damher
chilR.
MeGown, frequently visiting
before the advent of any railroad to this
well-regulated newspaper prints anonydren who live in Massachusetts, where
same subject to the
news
region, was the resort of local sportsmen
mous
communications, however rell’s warning on the
she had a large circle of friends.
effect that the government could hardly
Mrs. Googins was of a genial, and cheer- from this part of the State.
Many are
meritorious.
Her ta^te* were de- the tales that have been told of the splenful disposition.
afford to institute improvements where
Bluehill
loved
her
she
home,
frIT"Add
cidedly domestic;
did catches of trout and salmon that have
the carelessness of mill-owners was al- and every one was welcome to tier tirerhe academy is nearly completed.
been taken there in the
amt

barrell of

a

beer.

Chase

before

was

The

observing

in

unite

churches

two

A

Fri-

on

lowed

the week of prayer.
The
nace

placed

has

Biptist society

in the

fur-

a

business

\\ bile tue result

to Mt. Desert in the inter-

est of the Morrison medical company.

of her school at South

day and has gone to
normal school.

winter term

the

Grindle closed

Lena

last

Bluehill

Castine to attend

broofc

an

the

to

the

announced

ago,

his exact

was

forwarded

or

in

Maj.

Hoxie

Maine

s

which

recommendation,
through

survey

little while

a

on

division

the

to

large interests in Maine which
affected. Maj. Hoxie says:

Bluesedg-

quired by

the

same

act,

made

was

Blue-

East Bluehill to become pastor
and will enter upon his labors this week.

survey made in 1890, under the direction
of Lieut. Col. Jared A. Smith, of which

Mrs. L. J. Osgood and daughter entertained a large party of friends who

the maps and
on file in this

hill

and

the arrival of

wntched

the

new

rlhe

were served at midnight.
enjoyable time was had.
masquerade ball in Kane’s hall

Becoud.

three rough stone beabuilt to the height of six feet above
mean high water, to preserve the channel
over the bar after the dredging is completed. This project having been prebe marked with

Ella Stover, Nellie Douglass, Florence
Ms-on, Flora Herrick, Lizzie Grindle,
Alice Wescott, Nettie Clay and Imogene
Bickford, who have been engaged in

teaching during

the

in

town,

as a

cons,

have closed

year,

season.

propriation

whole, have given general
K.

KmllieHNt Harbor.
visit to

Hamor

returned

has

from

act

$15,000

in

the

his

Boston.

“The contraction works

Sans Whitmore has

gone

to

ton for medical treatment.

Thomas Graves has gone to housekeepin his new house on Cross street.

The brass hand has engaged F. E.
Whitmore, of Bar Harbor, as instructor.
George Kimball and

and

channel

at

will
that

be

expended

of the

at

the

act.

mouth

probably maintain the
point, but the annual

Bos- I cost oi maintenance of the channel
through the narrows and in front of
Ellsworth can not yet be estimated.

ing

Tuesday to resume
brook seminary.

of the river

I

ton for the winter.

river

of

appropriation of $15,000 is to
in dredging under the terms

Miss Esther Kimhali has gone to Bos-

Capt.

of

June 3, 1896, must be considered the approved project for the improvement of Union river, although the
harbor

sat isfactiou.

Ralph

Congress prior to the recent ap-

sented to

The teachers

Jan. 3.

now

through the bar at the mouth of the river
100 feet in width and six feet deep at lowtide, and through the narrows below Ellsworth, increasing to 150 feet in width in
front of the wharves at Ellsworth.
“The estimate includes the construction
of a jetty and training wall, the latter to

Dec. 31, was well attended and a success.
Mrs. Georgie Perry got the first prize, a
for
being the worst
gold bracelet,
received
the
Fred
Veazie
dressed.

their schools for the

are

“From these surveys it appears that the
sum of $225,000 is required for a channel

year.

Refreshments
A most

detailed estimates
office.

Frank Ober leave
studies at West-

their

“For the economical

prosecution

to

Under

make

plan

of the

Samuel
business.

Sroallic’ge

is

He has sold

doing quite
two

a

bay

loads,
He gets it

vessel

and is expecting another load.
in Belfast.

X.

nomically.
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MRS. ELIZA

C.

HASKELL.

IS

EASY_TO

TELlT~

_

of the

of

resources

know

public

region, and to

this

give to this lovely sheet of water the attention and merit that it really deserved.
Soon after

of

railroad, |

the

the coming
gentlemen of Ellsworth and

several

gor became much interested in
sual facilities afforded for the

Ban-

the

placed

built and

was

MARY ANN

Mrs.

Emerton,

JACKSON

EMERTON.

who died

in

Bucksport

Dec.

24, was born in Vassal boro October
22,1820; at the time of her marriage she
was living in Bangor where her parents
then resided.
As Mr. Emerton is a fine type of manhood, so Mrs. Emerton was an excellent
type of womanhood. A faithful wife, a
devoted mot her, a kind and sympathetic
friend, her memory deserves more than
a passing notice.
Throughout a long life she knew but
one path, and that was the path of duty.

About five years ago the United States
commission at Washington became

How well she performed
well known by all who

quaintance.

every duty
enjoyed her

was
ac-

been

was

a

weary years, and fed so much the need of
filial love and tender care.
Wort by of special mention is the one
who gave herself entirely to the welfare
of her mother, and surrendered
every
not
personal interest that she might
It is an ad
want for any good thing.
mirahle yet touching object-lesson
for
everyone who still has a parent on this
side of the grave.
Wbile the loss of tbe wife and mot her is
so deeply felt, so sincerely mourned, there
is comfort in the assurance that the freed
spirit is at rest in that beautiful life
beyond—in the celestial city.
“And the city bad no need of the sun.
neither of t he moon to shine in it; for
t he glory of God did lighten it, anil the
Lamb is the light thereof.”

established

largest hatchery

finest

the

spawning

and

themselves,

screens

annual

care

the

across

At
No.

a

special meeting

1ST, F. and A.

asons.

of Ira

M., of

Berry lodge,
Bluehill, on

The officers were ns follows: George G.
Long, W. M.; Otis Littlefield, S. W.;
Thomas Grieve, J. W.; W. M. Howard,
treasurer; Frank A. Davis, secretary;
Frank
H. Binder, chaplain; Fred S.
Hinckley, S. D ; Charles A. Snow, J.
I).; James L. Saunders, S. S.; Charles
Dalquist. J. S.; Francis M. Gray, tyler.
Besides the members of Ira Berry lodge
and t heir friends, quite a number of visiting Masons were present. The evening
was

thoroiigblv enjoyed.

After the installation exercises, a social
time was enjoyed. Short addresses were
made by Bros. E. Bean. E. F. Davis, and
C. H. Hooper.
Miss Lillian May Kane
gave a reading, and Mrs. M. E. Mayo read
an original poem.
There were songs and
instrumental music. But not least in
this evening of good things was the supper. and one of “Steve’s” dam stews.

COUNTY NEWS.

remedies fail,

j

Ayer

the

and

hundreds

and

trout, this lake has become

preserve

of

swims.

No

thousands
finest

the

of

j

of

has

>

years

of

Send

restriction

a

vast

that

legal fishing in any form by
anyone in open season, with the exception of the law against winter fishing.
along

record

a

of

from 2.% rents

50

1

Mud

the

“Curebook”

Ayer Co., Lowell,

at

are

boats

Steam, sail and
always be obtained, and

excellent.

can

building

best known

of the

and

sites

whole

most

State.

woodcock abound

can

be

procured

in

Ellsworth, and fifteen miles
Bangor, and has a post-office, American express office,
telegraph and telephone office, thus giving easy outside

tiie

covers

railroad

and

few

a

cottages, there is nothing to indicate but
what

it

might

be

hundreds

located

of

miles away from civilization.
The sloping shores lead back in

gentle

undulatory

moun-

tains

in

dered

with

rolls to the

the

Dedham

background,
beautiful

the

and

thus bor-

garb

of green

(from which the lake takes its new name)
it becomes one of the most attractive
sheets of water to be found in the

coun-

white and silvery character of
the sand of the beaches, the entire abThe

try.

standing about the
shores (which spoils the beauty of so
many of our Maine lakes) makes it essence

of dead

pecially
.•inii y

wood

attractive and
pumiB

ui

riti**

are

bringing

more

ha*

fell

not

is

that

pleasure

to

it any wonder

and

buui nn

the time

that

fie Sells “C.T.”
Mattawamkeag, Me.

variety

sons, from

of fish to

excellent
the

be

found

fishing

—

fear

in
all

tin*

♦

sea-

time the salmon fi-thing

opens in April until the law
the fall, hence the skillful
never

at

disappointment.

full line of the fan.oua

a

Shenvin-Williams Paints.
AN ENTIRELY NEW DEPARTURE.
I

have

added

to

my

stock

full

......

Mantels, Tile, Andirons,
Fire Sets, Pressed and
Moulded Brick for

Fireplaces.
is somethin*: new for Ellsworth, and I cordially invite in-

This

spection.

|
IDLE CUTLERY. B*
An

acceptable Christmas Present
boy would be

to your

A Tool Chest.
Everything in the Hardware Line*
Builders’ Hardware
I\

a

Specialty.

STRATTON

H.

(Old stand of the late James F. Davis).

DRESSER'S MARKET
IS THE PLACE TO BUY

MEATS,
GROCERIES

ahd

comes on

: LIME, HAIR and CEMENT.
JZ

♦

in

|

Fitted for the

f

or

♦
Bangor, Me.
Dear Sirs,
I have recommended
L. K.” Bitters fur Dyspepsia, X
4 your
and shall always do so.
♦
Mrs. Esther Perkins.

£

angler need
The rapid

She recommends “E.T.”

waters.

Fishermen will quickly realize that
this lake, nine miles long and three
miles wide In its widest part, with water
over three hundred feet
deep, when well
stocked, becomes an unfailing and everlasting fisherman’s paradise.
It can
never be depleted by any legal
process of
fishing, provided the deadly bomb and
net can be kept away.
The proximity
of Uncle Sam’s officials and the watchful
eye kept on these waters prevent
any
attempts of this character being made.
The fish commission works are under tin
superintendence of E. E. Race, w bo haunder him an efficient force of
men,
determined that nothing shall be done to
interfere with the successful prosecution

DRY HARD WOOD

£

—

£

growth of the salmon and trout and the
continued planting of many thousands of
new fish each year will keep
♦
up a never1
X
failing supply, the intention being to
Ei.iot, Me.
I have taken your
L. F.” At- ♦
increase the number of fish in the lake
to its greatest possible limit, from which ^ wood’s Bitters, and can recommend T
X them very highly.
X
can be taken in the future millions of
♦
♦
Mrs. S. C. Nason.
other
spawn for the restocking of

of the work.

carry

VEGETABLES.

Sirs, I have sold “L. F.” Bitters
for twenty years. '1 hey are the most J
salable bitters we have in the store.
T
Geo. \Y. Smit h.

enthralled.
lake makes

experience.

min-

Crescent beach over which poets rave
before which lovers of nature stand

The

purchased the Paint Stock
eft Morrison, Joy & Co., and now

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦a

der cave, Lookout cave, Pulpit rock and
Balance rock are found, also Scott’s neck
and

I

1 have

lauding the lordly land-

Sburrhsnntnts.

enticing.

iiHCicm,

PAINTS. PAINTS.

linen of

can see in our mind** eye the bendbamboo
or
lancewood
with* its
slender silk thread as tight a* a fiddlestring, realizing that at the end of that
line hang* a ti*»h that i* worthy of myone’s power to capture.
All at once the
line slacken**; and many
yard* distant
we Bee the waters pai
and with wonderful force the noble fish throws himself
many feel clear of his native element in
hi* frantic endeavor* to free himself
from the terrible trap to w hich he is
fastened.
Intuitively we measure and weigh him
in our miinl’s eye a-* he struggle* in midair and then drop* back into the sparkling waters again, and w e insi inci ively
brace ourselves for a renewal of the contest.
And at last after a longer or shorter
81 niggle, according to the age and activof
our antagonist, we are the master,
ity
and as we stroke the gleaming sides and
watch the shimmering light play over
that delicate skin we feel that hereditary
feeling of conquering power,
savage
touched frequently. I must confess, with
a tender feeling
of remorse tiiat such
beautiful He*h should have had to feel
the cruel gaff.

he small settle-

station

Kllaworth.

franklin St..

about the

We

on all sides by dense forests
coming close down to its beautiful
beaches, and with the exception of the
buildings of the United .States fish

the

TKIBOl,

F.

ing

surrounded

ment at

No. 2

season.

many of both sexes. And
that this is ho?

an

communication.
Although so near the cities, the lake is

t

I>.

frequented resorts
Deer, grouse and

lake, while the proximity to the famous
I’uion river, which are
less than h mile away (yet nearly a hundred feet below it), makes the biack-duck,
wood-duck and teal shooting excellent in

Who

twelve

ur-

duck meadows of

has been used in

miles from

commission station and

nnd*lf

the above goods
urday will be closed out at h\\&
day evening.

about

owner*

most pleasure of any similar length of
lime that one has ever experienced, and
now many times in after week**, mouths
and years do we live over the t hnil of t tie
rod and I tie buzz of the reel from such

hut

up.

pieces of

own price.

your

|

Mass,

locked salmon has been crowded with the

This station is

few

FURNITURE

1

',

upper lake and the Green Lake railroad
station is located within a few rods of the
lake shore.

a

1!

cures.

for

the shore of the

runs

few

a

Children's and Misses'

gor, and les* than nine hour* from Boston, in a few years ttii* lovely water-gem
of Maine i* destined to become one of the

the

against

The railroad

also

s

Each year mure and more devotee* of
the rod and gun arc to be found.
Each
year the click of tin* reel and the crack of

imposed j

was

At PRICES THAT CAN'T be BEATEN,

to

—free.

its

salmon

fish

game

which imiMt be sold,

the lake for reasonable sum*.
Already several good cottages have been built, and others are going up each season.
But a half hour from Ellsworth or Ban-

planting of thousands

of

yield

Mackintoshes,

every

other cough, will, when other

>’

beautiful

outlet,

and

lot of

a

Ladies' and Gents’

Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup,

Whooping Cough,—and

of land

stock of

take

We have also

It cures.

row

For many years t he poacher and netter
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be truly said that the world is better for
being taken on the spawning beds and !
her having lived in it.
salted down like so many mackerel have!
Her virtues live in her children who
been told.
With t he ad vent of t he United
stand for the right as she stood for the
States fish commission work, this kind
right.
Richly did these children repay their of practice came to an end, and with the
mother’s devotion, especially when she
careful propagation of fish, feeding the
whs stricken
down, through the long
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grand and noble work could be carried on.
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Mrs. Eliza C. Haskell, who lately died
in Deer Isle, is worthy of more than passFor additional County Xeics m other page*.
J. A. P.
Jan. 3.
ing notice.
She was about seventy-two years of age. Sorrento.
H ancocR.
A. Cook and wife have lately moved
Her life was that of a modest and quiet
Rev. Henry Parsons, of the Free Baptist church, writes that the meetings here woman, a devoted and thoroughly un- here from Steuben.
selfish mother. Her hand and heart were
are growing in interest and attendance.
Charles Sargent went to Bar Harbor
Sunday, because of the first sleighing, the ever open to the needy, the distressed and Saturday on business.
fine weather and the deepening interest,
for all in sorrow.
W. H. Lawrence, after a brief stay
people came out in larger numbers than
She was the daughter of Capt. David
for some time.
here, has returned to Boston.
Haskell, who in his life-time was a wellEdgar Barter has been spending the
known citizen.
Mrs. Haskell lived all
35urrtiscincnt0.
in town, the guest of L. H.
her life on lands once owned by her holidays
Bunker.
great-gr
..Jther, Deacon Francis HasMiss Clara Chilcott and Miss Addie
kell, one of the first settlers of the island,
Urann, of Sullivan Centre, were in town
She
first
married John B.
who
fail
look
after
their
to
Richardson,
this week.
People
j
health are like the carpenter who neglects who died in New York nearly fifty years
Mrs. Nellie Moore, who has been quite
while
in
command
of
a
new
ago,
are
not
his
tools.
to sharpen
vessel, ill at the home of her
apt
People
parents, Mr. and
and
he
when
was
their
health
soon
only twenty-six years Mrs. J. L. Welch, is very much better.
to get anxious about
of
Her
second
husband
was
Jan.
3.
age.
Breeze.
Bishop
enough. If you are “not quite well” or
“half sick” have you ever thought that Haskell, who died at sea from yellow Birch Harbor.
fever
in
1863
while
in
command
of
the
your kidneys may be the cause of your
Lewis Temple has gone to Kockland to
ship “Charles & Jane”.
sickness?
visit his uncle.
each
From
marriage there was a daughIt is easy to tell by setting aside your
B. W. Hancock and W. B. Winslow
urine for twenty-four hours; a sediment ter and a son. The oldest daughter, wife
have bought a wood lot of William Moore,
of
the late Capt.
Dennis Haskell, was
or settling indicates an unhealthy condiof Prospect Harbor.
tion of the kidneys. When urine stains drowned at sea twenty years Hgo, by the
The extension which N. A. Fitzgerald
linen it is evidence of kidney trouble. Too sinking of the “Kremlin” from collision
has built on his workshop adds much to
frequent desire to urinate, scanty supply, with an English steamship. By all this his convenience for boat-building.
it will be seen that to the subject of this
pain or dull ache in the back is also conMiss Bertha Handy and James Dolan
vincing proof that the kidneys and blad- notice the first knowledge of her most were
quietly married Dec. 25 at the home
severe
sorrows
came
suddenly, and it of the
der are out of order.
bride’s father, Capt. Corydon
There is satisfaction in knowing that the might be truly said that she never really Handy. Dr. C. C. Larrabee officiated.
recovered
from the shock and
Jan.
3.
C.
Dr.
Kilmer’s
grief
Swamp-Root,
great remedy,
fulfills every wish in relieving weak or caused by her daughter’s tragic death.
Mouth flaouldsboro.
The oldest son is Capt. Ed. A. Richarddiseased kidneys and all forms of bladder
David Sargent is in ill health.
Not only does son, and the youngest daughter, Mrs. J..
and urinary troubles.
Mrs. Damon Sargent has been quite
J.
both
of
Deer
and
to
Isle.
life
Spofford,
The
new
activity
Swamp-Root give
lame, but at present is much improved.
son
is
T.
B.
youngest
of
of
but
Salem,
by
Haskell,
the kidneys—the cause
trouble,
There was a Christmas tree and concert
Mass.
Ed. A. Haskell, who is master
treatiug the kidneys it acts as a tonic for
in the school-house Christmas night. A
over
the
second
division
of
a
the
If you need
Boston &
the entire constitution.
large crowd was in attendance. The trees
medicine take Swamp-Root—it cures. Albany railroad, with his headquarters at were filled with many valuable gifts.
was the only child of
Springfield,
Mass.,
The concert was especially good. Much
Sold by druggists,
fifty cents and the daughter who was drowned.
| Mrs. Haskell will
praise is due the children.
one dollar, or by sending your address
long be remembered
Jan. 3.
S. M.S.
and the name of this paper to Dr. Kilmer I by the many who loved her, and by her
children and her children’s children* over
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y., you may have |! all of
whom she had such loving care and
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a sample bottle of this great discovery
who was to them all that a fond and
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ever
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by.
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years gone
the advent

interested

employment of a suitable plan for
doing the work expeditiously and eco-

same.

management of Clarence
Stanley quite a party from here attended
the ball at Bass Harbor New Year’s eve.
the
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Monday evening, Jan. 3, the officers were
publicly installed for the year. The officers were installed by District D. G. M.
E. F. Davis, assisted by P. M. C. H.
proper to invite
Hooper, of Castine, who acted as marshal.
for further

the

“In this connection it is
|
The steamer “Mt. Desert’’ is off the route attention to the necessity
legislation to prevent the deposit of mill
for the winter and the steamer “Merryw-aste
and
other
refuse
in
rivers. The imconeag" has taken her place.
of all rivers upon the coast of
E. J. Totten & Co. have closed their provement
Maine is more or less interfered with by
store and gone to Brooklyn, N. Y.
They
the practice of throwing mill refuse into
will return in the early sprirvg.
| them; and while there has bten a change
School closed last week. Pupils are to
| for the better in this respect, the practice
be examined to-day for the high school,
continues, sawdust and other waste being
which commences in two weeks.'
j thrown in above the limit of navigation,
S. P. Simpson, of Sullivan, was here last and
finding its way into the navigable
week surveying on the water-works, pre- channel.”

paring
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Ellsworth, Jan. 3, 1898.

of this

work it is necessary that a sufficient appropriation should be* made to justify
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bail
church of
never
Wiscasset, but
transferred her membership to any of the
tier death at thin
churches in this city,
season of the year has cast a gloom over
All of tier children
many a household.
were present at t tie funeral, which was
held at the North Ellsworth church SunNearly all the
day afternoon, Dec. 26.
residents of that part of the city assembled to show their respect
for “Aunt
Mary”, as she was familiarly known and
called by those who knew her intimately.

under

the direction of my predecessor, Lieut.
Col. A. N. Damrell, and report submitted
Jau. 30, 1897. I agree witu Col. Damrell
in the opinion that the field work of additional surveys is
unnecessary, the
ground having been fully covered by a

Rev. Mr. Olde, of Vermont, ba9 accepted
churches of

of
are

preliminary examination of Union
river with a view to its improvements, re-

here.

Baptist

to

“The

Sunday school association to hold

call from the

ac-

Secretary Alger and thence
Congress, will be interesting, in view

Rev. Sarah Treworgy, of North Sedgwick, occupied the pulpit at the Congregational church last Sunday morning in
exchange with Rev. E. Bean.
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The Baptist Sunday school of Bluehill
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side. She was a great favorite with all
the young people, and was always ready
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WORMS;

worms
\ Hundred* of Children and adult* have
The symp- ^
hut art* treated for other disease*
tom* are
indigestion, with a variable apand
hard
breath,
offensive
foul
tongue,
petite,
^
griping* and pains ^
^ full belly with occasional
’n >
\ about the nvel. heat and itching sensationand
^
s the rectum and about the anus eye* heavy
dull; itching of the uose short, dry cough; W
the teeth; start tig during sleep;
2* grinding of and
often in children, convulsions.
slow fever;
a
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The importance of the work, with a
description of the extensive plant alread>
^
established (estimated to have
already
cost more than foO.OOC, with the future S
\
plans would require a description too V
\
W
lengthy for an article of this character.
The facilities here for the pleasure and 5
>
enjoyment of the sportsmen and tourists >%
are unlimited; the
accommodations for
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and effectual. w
■*
purely vegetable, harmless
Where u< worm are present it ad* as a Tonic, %
memV
and corrects the condition of the mucous
A positive ^
brane of the stomach and bowels.
anda v*icure for
oostip it on and Biliousness,
of ^
nabb* remedy in all the common complaints
for it. ^
children. Price :tV. Ask y.our dtoggiet
MeAuburn.
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